
Only 52.920 has been contributed to date
to the 515,000 defense fund for the appeals of
Angelo Herndon and the Scottsboro boys. Only
H days are left. See blank on page six of this
issue* Rash contributions to International
Labor Defense, 80 E. 11th St., New York City.
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IIAH’ TO HAVE THREE EDITIONS
Reactionaries Control Textile Union With Socialist Aid
JAPAN IN PROVOCATION CAMPAIGN ACCUSES SOVIETS
Manchuria
PapersPrint
Wild Lies
Militarists Say U.S.S.R.

Consul Organized
Armed Raids

(See Statement by Central Com-
mute of the Communist Party on
Page 8)

By Radio to the Daily Worker
MOSCOW, Aug. 17. The

unbrided anti-Soviet cam-
paign in Manchuria continues.
Japanese-controlled Manchu-
rian newspapers are trying to
surpass each other in pub-
lishing the wildest inventions
against the Union of Socialist
Soviet Republics.

Yesterday, for instance, all Har-
bin newspapers, as if by order, pub-
lished a sensational report with
provocative accusations against the
Soviet Consular Station at Pogra-
nichnaye.

Ho bin newspapers went so far
as to accuse the Soviet Consulate,
particularly Consul Stelmakh, of
nothing less than the organization
of armed raids on the station of
the Japanese military mission in
Pogranichnaya and similar malic-
ious absurdities.

Inspired Provocations
This ‘•sensational” invention of

the Japano-Manchurian newspapers
shoys that the provocateurs are not
restricting themselves to raids on
the Chinese Eastern Railway but
that they are preparing more ser-
ious provocation around the Soviet
Consulate.

Well informed Harbin circles as-
sert there is quite definite proof
that these provocatory newspaper
reports concerning the Pogranich-
naya Consulate were inspired by
the Japanese military mission in
Harbin.

Simultaneously with this out-
rageous anti-Soviet campaign and
the intensification of provocatory
actions aong the Chinese Eastern
Railway generally, the Manchurian
poice have started a campaign
against the cultural and co-oper-
ative institutions of the employes
of the Chinese Eastern.

Hinder Soviet Citizens
Police, for instance, have issued

% new order restricting the trade
of the traveling co-operative shops
running on the Chinese Eastern.
These traveling co-operatives, in ac-
cordance with the Manchurian po-
lice order, must now get special per-
mission for each journey, and sub-
mit to other restrictions.

This new provocation has the
same aim as the others, namely, to
create conditions making work on
the Chinese Eastern Railway im-
possible for Soviet subjects. The
police order places employes of the
railway in a very difficult position,
because the traveling co-operative
shops are the only means of sup-
plying necessities to railway work-
ers scattered at small stations in
ininhabited localities.

Mass Arrests of Soviet Workers
Special to the Daily Worker

MOSCOW, U.S.S.R., Aug. 17 (By
Wireless). —Newspapers have pub-
lished telegrams from Khabarovsk
reporting that mass arrests of lead-
ing workers on the Eastern Line of
the Chinese Eastern Railway took

(Continued on Page 2)

Red Builder Resists
Thugs Who Beat Him

To Halt ‘Daily" Sales
NEW YORK.—Jack Mandelbautn,

2000 Daly Avenue, Bronx, a Red
Builder, was beaten by two uniden-
tified men at Claremont Parkway
and Third Avenue when he defied
their order to stop selling the Daily
Worker.

A policeman who appeared on
the scene made no effort to arrest
Mandelbaum's assailants but or-
dered him to leave the intersection
and threatened to arest him if he
persisted in selling the Daily
Worker there.

Mandelbaum said yesterday to the
circulation manager:

“I am going back there . again,
but this time with the support of
the members of the Middle Bronx
Workers' Club and the local branch
of the International l,ahnr Defense.”

Women Anti-War
Delegates Pledge
Defense of Soviets

NEW YORK.—EIIa Reeve Bloor,
chairman, and Mabel Byrd, secre-
tary of the American Women’s dele-
gation to the International Wo-
men's Congress against War and
Fascism, yesterday made the follow-
ing statement on hearing of Japan’s
new provocations against the Soviet
Union: “While, we, the American
delegation to the International
Women’s Congress Against War
and Fascism, were in Paris we wit-
nessed a very dramatic incident.
When it was announced that Japan
had sent a threatening note to the
Soviet Union, the entire gathering
of 1,000 was aroused. Immediately
and unanimously the women
pledged to fight against all ship-
ping of munitions to Japan, pledged
to refuse to manufacture war
materials in the shops and to unite
men and women in a struggle
against the manufacture of war
munitions. We pledged interna-
tional solidarity not only in words
but in actions.

“Now today, with the dark cloud
of war again hovering oyer the
Soviet Union, we. the American
section of the International Wo-
men’s Congress against War and
Fascism, renew our pledge made in
Paris to defend the Soviet Union
and to mobilize all our energy, all
our forces in behalf of the workers’
and farmers' Fatherland. We urge
the workers and peasants of Japan
to join with us in defense of the
only land where the toiling masses
rule and to fight with the workers
and peasants of the world against
imperialist war and fascism.
"ELLA REEVE BLOOR, Ch'man,

“MABEL BYRD, Secretary.”

Court Limits
Picketing in
Bread Strike

NEW YORK.—The decision of
Supreme Court Justice Samuel H.
Hofstadter, announced Thursday,
stating that consumers have a right
to picket against exorbitant prices
of food, is actually an, attempt to
limit the picketing of various Bronx
bakeries now going on, officials of
the 174th Street Neighborhood
Organization, the body leading a
strike against the high price of
bread in the Bronx, declared yes-
terday.

“At the same time,” one of the
cranization's officers stated to the
Daily Worker, “the decision of
Justice Hofstadter is a partial vic-
tory. It is a legal recognition of the
fact that a fight against the high
price of food—one of the forms of
which is bread strikes—is mount-
ing.

However, it was declared, the
picketing, according to the court’s
decision, is restricted, pickets being
permitted only from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
The most important times, neigh-
borhood people say, are the shop-
ping hours, before nine in the
morning and after 6 in the evening,
when house wives generally pur-
chase fresh bread and rolls.

The strike was begun five weeks
ago when three bakeries, Max
Julian, Inc., Miller Brothers, andi

New Strike
Is Started
On Coast

Longshoremen Out
Plot On to Rule the

I. L. D. Illegal
(Special to the Daily Worker)

SAN FRANCISCO, Aug. 17.
Clearly showing that the dock
workers have not been crushed by
the anti-union, anti-Communist
drive of the police, the courts and
the open shop employers of this
State, fifty longshoremen of Pier 39
walked out on strike here yesterday
against the firing of two members
of the working group.

At the city court, in the mean-
time, the attempt to frame-up
Joseph Wilson, secretary of the
local International Labor Defense,
goes on. The prosecution is at-
tempting to stack the trial panel
with a number of jurors used in
the conviction of Harry Jackson,
the marine union organizer.

An attempt is being made to
prove that the I.L.D. is an “illegal”
body. Many witnesses of American
Federation of Labor unions will be
subpoenaed who will testify that
the I.L.D. is a bona fide labor de-
fense organization.

The legality of the I.L.D is not
the only issue in the trial. Joseph
Wilson, who is defending himself,
flung the question of the framing
of Tom Mooney into the courtroom
and placed on the record the ques-
tion of the terror against the Com-
munist Party.

17 Workers Indicted
(Special to the Daily Worker)

SACRAMENTO, Aug. 17.—Seven-
teen workers were indicted yester-
day on the charge of criminal
syndicalism in court here. Among
those against whom the indictments
were drawn are Pat Chambers, or-
ganizer of the Cannery and Agricul-
tural Workers’ Union; Caroline
Decker, Nora Conklin and Wamick
Hougardy.

All seventeen had been arrested
in the coast-wide man-hunt for
Communists and organizers of mili-
tant trade unions begun by West
Coast open shop interests during
the general strike.

the Kleinburg Bakery broke an
agreement with the 174th Street
Neighborhood organization to main-
tain the price of bread at 7 cents a
pound and rolls at 18 cents a dozen.
Prices were raised one cent a pound
on bread and 2 cents a dozen on
rolls.

N. R .A. Raises Prices Again
Neighborhood workers see the

winning of this strike as particu-
larly important since the new N.
R. A. code, which went into effect
August 13, raises the price of bread
to 9 cents a pound and rolls to 24
cents a dozen. A victory now will
defeat the proposed rise, workers
feel.

The neighborhood organization
has urged workers organizations in
the neighborhood to report to the
headquarters of the 174th Street
organization, at 1841 Bryant Ave-
lue, for picket duty.

Celebrate 15th Anniversary
OsCommunist Party, Making
'Daily 9 Secure During Year

Statement of the Central Committee, Communist
Party, U. S. A.

Sixty thousand dollars ($60,000) must be raised dur-
ing the next three months by the Daily Worker and the
Communist Party. Os the total fund, $lO,OOO is required
by the Communist Party to carry on and extend its revo-
lutionary work. The additional sum for the Daily Worker
is needed for these four principal reasons:

(1) To assure the continued publication of the Daily
Worker.

(2) To enlarge the Daily Worker to eight and more
pages.

(3) To publish three editions each day of the Daily
Worker.

(4) To give the workers and farmers not only a
revolutionary paper, but for the first time in America’s
history to spread the message and spirit and underlying
values of a revolutionary daily newspaper to every cor-
ner of the United States.

For this vital task the Central Committee calls upon
all workers and their organizations, and particularly upon
the units, sections and districts of the Communist Party
to aid to the full limit of their energy.

The celebration of the fifteenth anniversary of the
Communist Party should, in the first place, center around
assuring the security of the Daily Worker. It is the Daily
Worker, more than any other single instrument, which
daily expresses the leading role of the Communist Party
in the workers’ struggles and advances our revolutionary
struggle toward the seizure of power and the establish-
ment of workers’ rule.

Comrades, the Daily Worker is indispensable for the
entire working class. An improved and enlarged Daily
Worker is needed.

The attacks on the toiling masses, the workers, farm-
ers, the Negro people are increasing. Living conditions
are being further undermined with each succeeding day
of the crisis. The civil rights of the masses, the right, to
organize, to strike, to picket, to hold meetings is being
restricted. The Roosevelt administration is clearly headed
toward fascism and war as its way out of the crisis. In
such a situation the workers must fight to retain their
own organ, the Daily Worker, to expose the plans and
activities of the bosses, and to develop and lead their own
struggle against Roosevelt’s hunger, fascist and war
policies.

The Daily Worker lives only with the support of the
workers. The income from daily sales does not sustain
the paper in the absence of a heavy advertising revenue,
such as piles up profits for capitalist-controlled papers. It
has been the direct contributions from thousands of work-
ers and their organizations which have enabled us to fight
on for more than ten years—never missing a single issue.

The Central Committee is confident that the workers
and the Party units and committees will respond this year
as they have responded in the past.

During the past year the paper has improved in con-

(Continued on Pape 2)

Opponents
Os Strike
Head UTW

Rieve Maneuver Leaves
Militants Without

Choice in Vote
A resolution was introduced at

the U.T.W. Convention calling
for a general strike in the siik
industry.

By CARL REEVE
NEW YORK.—The reactionary

leadership headed by Thomas Mac-
Mahcn gained complete control of
the United Textile Workers Union
Executive Board at the election of
officers yesterday afternoon. Thom-
as MacMahon was re-elected to
office with only twenty votes op-
posed.

Vice-Presidents Francis Gorman
of Providence and William Kelly of
Phila.. were re-elected without any
opposition.

The Socialist Party leadership,
headed by Emil Rieve of Milwaukee,
played the leading role in the be-
trayal of the militant delegates who
voted Thursday for a general cot-
ton strike of half a million workers.
Rieve. until the last minute, ap-
peared before the convention, espe-
cially in the caucuses of the dele-
gations, as the champion of the
"progressives.” Rieve let it be
known that he would run against
MacMahon.

Those militant delegates who
understood that MacMahon, if re-
elected, would do all possible to pre-
vent the carrying through of the
strike vote, were misled into sup-
porting Rieve.

At the last minute, Rieve, in
an obviously pre-arranged deal
with IVtaeMahon, withdrew from
the elections. Instead, MacMa-
hon called him to the chair and
it was Rieve who wielded the
gavel when MacMahon was
elected.
Undoubtedly the demand of the

textile workers for strike is so
strong that MacMahon will find it
extremely difficult, if not impossible
to head off a strike. The strikes
are already spreading daily. Mac-
Mahon's executive board has been
categorically instructed to call the
strike before Sept. 1. In this posi-
tion. MacMahon will try to remain
in the leadership by going along
and calling the strike, if pressed
hard, and trying to end it at the
earliest moment.

The textile workers must now at
once organize their forces for strike,
not only in cotton but in the en-
tire textile industry. The organiza-
tion of strong united front mill
committees in each mill, with every
department represented, to lead the
strike, is a necessary safeguard
against MacMahon’s attempts to
put a brake on the struggle.

The Lovestonite leaders. Keller,
Rubinstein, Herman, etc., who made
left sounding speeches at the con-
vention. when it came to a show-
dowm, did not put up one of their
leaders as a candidate against Mac-
Mahon, although they were assured

(Continued on Page 2)

8-Page City Editions
And Special National

Issue to Begin Oct. 1
New York ‘Daily’ to Concentrate on City Labc-

and Political News—Districts to Gain in
Mail Issue—Casey to Head News

Staffs as Managing Editor

Three regular editions of the Daily Worker will be pub-
lished boginning October Ist.

This is the newest and most far-reaching step which the
Daily Worker has yet taken in its development as a ma«3
paper of the American workers and farmers.

Os the three editions, two will be published for readers
in New York City and the third will be a national issue.

The first of the metropolitan editions, to be called “The
New York Daily Worker,” will appear early in the evening
for street sales and midnight newsstands, and the second will
be off the press in the morning.

Huge Parade
Will Precede
Bronx Rally

NEW YORK. Final plans for
what is expected will be one of the
greatest workers' parades in the
history of the Bronx, on August 22,
when Angelo Herndon will be
greeted at a city-wide mass welcome
meeting in the Bronx Coliseum,
have been announced by the Bronx
Section of the International Labor
Defense, which is arranging the
parade in conjunction with other
working class organizations.

All groups have been invited to
join in honoring the memory of the
murdered working-class heroes,
Sacco and Vanzetti, on the seventh
anniversary of their legal murder.
The anniversary is being com-
memorated throughout the country
as National Scottsbcro Day in the
mass fight to save and free the nine
Scottsboro Boys and to smash the
chain gang verdict against Hern-
don. Many organizations have
already expressed their intention of
participating in full force.

The parade will start at 7:30 from
two points: 161st Street and Pros-
pect Avenue, and St. Paul's Place
and Third Avenue, in the heart of
the Bronx Negro territory. Open
air meetings will be held at these
points, as well as at Washington
Ave. and Claremont Parkway, Wil-
kins and Intervale Avenues, and
Southern Boulevard and Trenton
Avenue, where the two parades
will converge. The open air meet-
ings will start at 7 oclock, and will
be addressed by prominent speak-
ers, including Leon Blum, recently
released strike leader; Helen Lynch,
Bronx unemployed leader, and
Sadie Van Veen.

A Red Builder on Every Busy
Street Corner in the Country Means
a Tremendous Step Toward the
Dictatorship of the Proletariat!

' The regular national edition will
be run in time to make the early
mail trains out of the city. All of
the editions will be served by com-
plete news service.

The metropolitan editions will
appear in eight pages instead of
six as at present. The national edi-
tion will have six pages. More space,
however, will be made available for
news and feature material with the
elimination of all New York City
advertisements and news of a
purely local nature from the na-
tional edition.

Vital Step in History
The change from one edition of

the Daily Worker to three is tha
most important step in the develop-
ment of the “Daily" since its in-
crease from four to six pages last
August. Since that time, as a result
of the more popular character of
the paper and an intensified drh>e
in the districts of the Communist
Party, the circulation of the Daily
Worker has been doubled. With the
plans now under way it is expected
that the circulation of the "Daily"
will continue to grow, but at a much
more rapid tempo than in the past.

The New York Daily Worker will
strive to cover fields hitherto in-
adequately treated, especially the
New York City trade union move-
ment. strike struggles, municipal
politics, the activities of the La-
Guardia administration. Tammany
Hall, as well as the other political
groups, the problems of relief, hous-
ing, schools, etc.

A special city staff is being form-
ed at the present time which will
deal with these problems. Included
in this staff will be Communist
writers who have an intimate
knowledge of the life of the New
York trade union movement. Con-
tinuous exposes will also be made
by special investigators who willpresent the story of city corrup-
tion. strikebreaking by official as
well as private agencies, and un-
cover the methods behind the “re-
lief" administration in the city.

James Carey, at present city edi-
tor of tho Daily Worker, will be in
charge of the enlarged staff with
the title of Managing Editor. He
will work In close touch with and
under the leadershin of Clarence
Hathaway, the editor of the Daily
Worker.

Improved National Edition
While New York readers will find

the "Daily" a more effective and
popular paper when the new
changes take place, workers in
other cities will see their own prob-
lems better presented with the im-
oroved national edition of the
D?ilv Worker. Following the estab-
lishment. of the Washington Bureau
of the Daily Weaker, which sines
its organization last October, has
nrovided re?dors of the paper with
seme of the most vital news (hat
has been published, the “Dailv” is
manning to extend the work of its
hvrer.us in other cities, paticularly
in the centers of basic industries.

More material will hereafter be
published from the Chicago, Detroit
-nd Pittsburgh bureaus cf the
Dailv Worker, and efforts will be
made to obtain regular correspon-
dence from Cleveland and otherimportant industrial centers. Pub-
lication of this increased volume of
news will be made nossible by the
exclusion of advertising and news
of a nurely New York character
from the national edition of the
Daily Worker.

Regular News Service
Additional general news w*»l tw

elso made available to the Daily

(Continued on Page 2)

Browder Urges United Front of Struggle Against Reaction at Youth
Congress After Thonms Endorses Workers’ Bill and Promises Unity

Youth

By JAMES EERNER
NEW YORK. Finding them-

selves isolated from a movement
that they could not control, the
fascist elements of the American
Youth Congress, in session at New
York University, left the majority
of the delegates to work out a
fighting program for the needs
of American youth.

Starting from five round-table
discussions through general ple-
nary sessions, visitors were treated
to a remarkable picture never be-
fore seen in the United States,
young Christians, young Socialists
and young Commists, pacifists
and those 'who are ready to use
arms for tile overthrow of capi-
talism. gathered together, tossed
aside differences which have in
the past frequently Thought need-
less disunity, and. step by step, laid
the basis for nation-wide youtn
actions against unemployment,
war and fascism on a minimum
program.

While the so-called Central Bu- i

reau of Young America, led by a
"pipe-smoking" Miss lima, daugh-
ter of an Abyssinian prince, show-
ered the press with futile cries
that they had been tricked by the
reds, the credentials committee
elected by the delegates reported
that 79 organizations, with dele-
gates coming from 16 different
states, were present at the Con-
gress. There were 31 national or-
ganizations represented. The to-
tal membership representation at
the Congress was announced as
1,700,000 young men and women.

More Delegates Desert Fascists
Included in these organizations,

besides those previously mentioned,
are the Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts,
Fisk University. National Municipal
League, Zionist youth and many
other of a similar broad nature.
All through the sessions new dele-
gates arrived, who had orginally
remained with the fascist lima
group. As they witnessed the un-
folding of the fascist group the
sincere representatives were re-

pulsed and returned to the Con-
gress. Among these was the dele-
gate from the National Protes-
tant Church youth groups, who
could not stomach Ilma's militarist
plans, and one from the Transient
Camps of New Jersey. The latter
delegate had been picked by the
federal government to come and
show how wonderful these camps
are He did the opposite in the
Congress.

Among the first resolutions voted
were those endorsing the Workers
Unemployment Insurance Bill, de-
nunciation of the transient camps
and C.C.C. camps, demanding vo-
catioffM training for all youth be-
tween the ages of 16 and 20, and
abolition of child labor.

Plan National Ycuth Congress
But one of the most important

steps taken was that of instruct-
ing the Continuations Committee
to be elected at the close of the
Congress to call a huge American
Ycu‘h Ccgrccs, with rrmssenta-
tives from shops and the farm,

as well as all organizations here,
in Washington, at the opening
of Congress on Jan. 15. This im-
portant decision was accepted
unanimously, laying the basis for
continued united action between
the Young Peoples Socialist
League. Young Communist League
and the other organizations pres-
ent, The resolutions were not
vague declarations, but insisted on
local united actions of all groups
present, to win relief for the
youth.

Differing from four other sneak-
ers including Norman Thomas" Earl
Browder, general secretary of the
Communist Party, brought a clear
Marxian analysis of the only way
out of the crisis, by the path of
revolution, to several hundred dele-
gates and visitors to the First
American Youth Congress at New
York University last night.

In a crowded assembly room, rep-
resentatives of American youth
were congratulated hv Brewdcr on
their having smashed a potentially

fascist movement guided by the fed-
eral government. They were told
by several speakers that unity es-
tablished here was a sign of im-
pending general unity of the entire
American workingclass.

Thomas Promises Unity
Thomas, who spoke for the So-

cialist Party, and the other speak-
ers received the greatest amount of
applause when they spoke of the
necessity and possibility of unity.
Norman Thomas specifically en-
dorsed the unity achieved at the
Youth Congress, and surprised the
audience by announcing that the
unity attained in Prance would bs
duplicated in America. He stated
that the unity proposals of the
Communist Party would be consid-
ered by his party on Labor Day
week-end. Thomas also endorsed
the Workers’ Unemployment Insur-
ance Bill. H. R, 7598.'

Browder, speaking after Thomas
and representatives of the Farmer-
Labor Federation and New America,
tool- tip the oucsticn of unity
"Unity of struggle against reaction

is good," he declared, ‘‘and there-
fore the unity established here by
the youth is significant. It has re-
sulted in the smashing of a iascist
movement.”

Commenting on the possibility
and necessity of unity, Browder ex-
plained, “Certainly the need for
unity is going to force everyone who
attempts to lay claim to leadership
of the working class to bo ready
for unity or be thrown aside."

Browder Urges Struggle
The leader of the Communist

Party then took up the position of
the speakers who had disparaged
the necessity of fighting for im-
mediate demands in favor of a very
vague explanation of the need for
a “new social order.” Only the
Communists, who are revolutionists,
insist upon struggling for the im-
mediate demands of the people.
“Mr. Thomas mentioned that the
so-called Lundeen Bill was the best
unemployment insurance measure.
Why wasn't this bill, the Workers'

(Continued on rage 2)
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BIG CHICAGO AUDITORIUM OBTAINED FOR ANTI-WAR CONGRESS
Broad Committee Is
Formed to Prepare
For National Parley

Trade Union and Other
Leaders on Group for

Arrangements
(Ctily Wirke- Midwest Bureau)

CHICAGO. Aug. 17. Ashland i
Auditorium, one of the finest halls j
in Chicago, has been definitely se-j
cured as the meeting place of the j
United States Congress Against War
and Fascism, Sevttmber 28. 29 and j
30.

A broad arrangements committee i
for the Congress is being estaD- \
lished here. A number of trade i
unionists, working class leaders ar.d i
prominent individuals have already |
agreed to wo.k to make the meet- i
ing a success.

Among these are Dan Hart, presi- j
dent of a local of the Brotherhood j
of Machinists' Helpers, P: ofessor.
Charles H. Behre of Northwestern j
University, Miss Alice Boynton, j
former president of the Women's j
Inter national League for Peace and :
Freedom: Bill Gebert, District Or-1
ganizer of the Communist Party. I
Dr. Arthur G. Falls of the Inter -1
racial Commission of the Urban |
League, Carl Haessler of Federated |
Press, Drs. H. M. Richter and j
Martin Zeisler. Claude Lightfoot of '
the League of Struggle for Negro
Rights, who is also a candidate for
State Assembly on the Communist
ticket; Stella Goldberg of the
Chicago High School Teachers’ As-
sociation. Edith Benjamin of the
Illinois State Teachers’ Association,
John Groth, prominent artist who
recently exhibited In Moscow; Mrs.
Sidney Byersdorf, peace chairman
of the Illinois Conference of Jewish
Women’s Organizations; Julia I.
Felsenthal, chairman of the Chi-
cago branch of the same organiza-
tion, and Mrs. Alfred Hamburger.

The A. F. of L. Trade Union
Committee for Unemployment In-
surance has elected two delegates
to the arrangements committee.

The address of the committee is
Room 405. 169 North La Salle St,

LICENSE NOTICES

NOTICE is hereby given that license
number A-8105 has been issued to the un-
dersigned to fell beer at, retail, under the
Alcoholic Beverage Control Law, at 3085Lexington Ave.. New York, N. Y.. for oftpremises consumption.

Cooperativ# TfAdinr Association. Inc..
20*5 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Our Week-End
Program
The Artef

English and Jewish Plays
•

Hans Eisier Trio
in Popular Concert

•

Chorus of 60 Voices
In New Soviet Songs

•

Banquet Saturday
for the Morning Freihett

•

—Followed by Dancing—-
•

Prominent Speakers
SATURDAY A. M.
Fred Biedenkapp

on ‘'Trade Unionism"
»

SUNDAY FORUM
Israel Amter

‘Tasrist Trends in U.S.A.”
•

SUNDAY EVENING
The Road to Life

Soviet Movie
•

Swimming. Boating, Water
Spectacles, Games, Etc.

•

.Daily Event'—lnteresting!.

You'll Lik" This Comradely

CAMP UNITY
Wtftjdslc, New York

1 I Ra'fts: sl4 ft week. Car s leave from
j I 2708 B-or.x Park E. at 10:30 A. M.

Tfdfty: JO A. M.. 3 ftnfi 7 P. M.
ALscnquin 4-1148

SACKS FARM
R rT) >.D. T. Box :u»4. Sp.ut'frtifcs, N. Y.

Rate# 814 and sls per week, depend-
ing upon accommodations.

West Shore R.R. or Greyhound and
Short Line buses to Seuge’Hes.

Telephone: Saugftrties 82 F 5, New
York telephone: Butterfield 8-9683 or
TAlifax 5-2383.

To Hire
AIRY, LARGE

MEETING ROOMS
and HALL

Suitable for Meetings. Lectures
and Dances In the

Czechoslovak
M orkers House, Inc. !

347 E. 72net St. Sew York
Telephone: RHinelander 5097

Four More Are
Indicted With
Hillsboro 11

i
Smcrkin, Taylor Springs
Councilman, and Two

Others Accused
HILLSBORO, 111.. Aug. 17.—The I

special grand jury that indicted j
the Hillsboro Eleven returned in-
dictments last week against four j
more workers : George Smerkin of j
Chicago; Frank Mucci, P.M.A. miner
and Board member of the Village
of Taylor Springs; John Jurkanin,
and John Panseik. both unemployed
workers of Taylor Springs.

Mucci. Jurkanin and John Pans-
eik. a brother of Frank Panseik ar-
rested in the first group, were ar-
rested Friday afternoon, charged
with “conspiracy to overthrow the
government.’’

In a letter from prison, the Hills-
boro prisoners declare their un-
broken solidarity with the struggles
of the working-class, after two
months’ imprisonment and the fu-
tile efforts of the ruling class to
break their militant spirit.

“Our spirit is not broken nor can
anything break our determination
to work continually in the inter-
est of our class, the working-class,
and continue our struggle for a
decent living,’’ the letter declares.

Japan Inspires
Anti-Soviet Lies
[Continued on Page 2)

place on the night of Aug. 13 and j
14.

Altogether 19 employees of the;
railway, Soviet citizens, were ar-!
rested on that nigh, alone.

Well-informed Kharbin circles re-
gard these arrests as the beginning!
of a widely-planned provocation, i
seeking to "prove” that the numer- j
ous attacks by "bandits” on the!
Eastern Branch of ihe Chinese I
Eastern Branch of the Chinese
Eastern Railway—train accidents, I
raids on stations and settlements, j
kidnaping "by bandits” of employes I
on the Chinese Eastern Railway, j
murdering some of them and gen-
erally whole outrages in .he regime, I
which employes and their families!
have been subjected to in the past ]
months, were organized by the em-
ployes of the Eastern Branch of the
C. E. R. themselves.

According to reliable information
on hand, these arrests are just be- j
ginning. The proposed arrest of
several scores more of Soviet citi- j
zens, and the Japanese military's i
preparing for the declaration of j
martial law on the Eastern Line of
the C. E. R, has as its object the j
actual seizure of the Chinese East-
ern Railway.

All these measures are ihe de-
velopments of a wide action, ex- j
erring pressure on the progress of
(he Chinese Eastern Railway ne-
gotiations, and which has been i
encouraged by the commencement
of an anti-Soviet campaign in the
Japan-Manohurian press.
It is simultaneously reported that

the Acting Consul General of Khar- 1
bin. Raivid, lodged a protest to the j
Diplomatic Commissar of Manchu-
kuo in connection with the offense
given to the Consul General of the
U. S. S. R. at Kharbin. Slavutsky,i
by a Manchurian government em-
ployee. a white-guard named Kos-
tomarov.

Kostomarov, who is the Inspector
of the Criminal Search Department
of the Manchurian polioc, broke
into the official car at the station
in Bukeda. in a drunken stats, wi’.h
shouts and abusive language,
wherein Slavutsky was traveling to
take the cure. Xostamarov asked
Slavutsky to produce his "docu-
ment.”

Slavutsky went into his compart-
ment to’get his passport, asking the
zealous policeman to wait at the
corridor, as a child was sleeping in
the compartment. However, the
whiteguard refused to wait and en-
tered the compartment, continuing
his cu ragcous behavior.

Despite Slavutsky’s showing Koa-
tamarov the safe conduct document!
to the Manchurian authorities and
his diplomatic passport, the white-
guard continued his hooliganism
and extremely arrogant behavior.

The hooligan behavior of the
white-guard policeman toward Sla-
vutsky undoubtedly had a provocr- 1
tionary object, and this incident did
not lead to further complications on
the spot only because Slavutsky j
showed exceptional presence of |
mind in refusing to be provoked.

TENTS
CAMP EQUIPMENT

Lowest Prices in
Sew York Citij

SQUARE DEAL
ARMY and NAVY STORE

121 Third Avenue
(near 14th Street)

THE WORKINGMENS STORE

STRESS FINANCIAL AID IN NEW PLANS FOR DAILY WORKER
:! '

*MEK#Mrggmate Jgjggi!&

Reactionaries Head
TextileUnionAgain

(Continued from Page 1)

of some support had they opposed
him. This failure to put up a can-
didate against MacMahon belied
their militant-sounding speeches.

MacMahon, triumphant over those
delegates who favor militant strike
action, told reporters immediately
after his re-election that he wiil
put the question of wages, hours
and stretchout In the hands of
President Roosevelt and seek
through Roosevelt to secure arbi-
tration which will head off the
strike. Thus MacMahon already
carries a step further his previous
betrayal, when he postponed the
cotton textile strike this summer,
and now lays the basis for once
more preventing the textile cotton
workers from putting up a fight
fer their demands. Even though it
has already been made clear time
and again that the textile Workers
have nothing to hope for from the
NRA. MacMahon takes the whole
question back into the lap of the
NRA and Roosevelt. This policy of
heading off the strike means sure
defeat for the demands of the tex-
tile workers if allowed to go
through.

Roosevelt Aids Reactionaries
The hand of the Roosevelt gov-

ernment was stretched out to Mac-
Mahon yesterday to strengthen his
position, when it was announced in
Washington only a few hours be-
fore the election of officers that
MacMahon had been appointed a
member of the Labor Advisory
Beard of the NRA.

In order to influence the South-
ern delegates to line up with Mac-
Mahon, Green sent to the conven-
tion as his representative George
Googe, a southerner now located in
Atlanta, Georgia. Googe at yes-
terday’s session war. obviously act-
ing as the steering committee for
MacMahon.

MacMahon, expertly guided,
throughout the convention, took
care not to jeopardize his chances
for re-election. Although it almost
choked him, he took no stand
against the motions for strike. The
strategy of these A. F. of L. leaders
was to allow the strike vote to go
through, knowing they could not
head it off, and at the same time,
to retain complete organizational
control of the union. They thus
put themselves in a position to pre-
vent the strike by going to Rocse-
velt or to betray it by failing to
organize the forces of the textile
workers for the battle.

Socialist Aids Betrayal
The greatest aid to MacMahon in
putting over this strategy was
Emil Rieve. This Socialist Party
leader, head of the Hosiery Work-
ers Federation, by his sham can-
didacy, blocked the crystallization
of a militant opposition and at
the last minute his withdrawal left
a clear road fer MacMahon. His
last-minute withdrawal left the
hosiery workers, some of the Pat-
erson delegation, and some of the
southern delegates, and others op-
posed to MacMahon, dumbfounded.
Undoubtedly they do not yet real-
ize the maneuvers uc“d to keep the
reactionary MacMahon - Green
leadership in power.

The argument was used to the
southern delegates, all of w'hom
were milltantly demanding strike,
that it would split and weaken the
union to change leadership on the
eve of a strike.

In his talk to reporters it was
brought out that MacMahon is
a strong advocate of Jim Crow
unions. At one point MacMahon
u ct) the word “nigger.” He de -
clared that he is a firm believer
in separate locals for the Negro
textile vc-'k-rs.

"There are a number of sepa-
rate Negro locals in the South. ’’

he said. “The white locals help
organize them and install the r
officers.” He was asked if there
were any Negroes as delegates to
the convention. The answer was
that there is not a single Negro
delegate. When asked why the
Negro locals were not represented
at the convention. MacMahon re-
plied that “they did not have themcney to come.” “When in Rome
do as the Romans do,” MacMahon
concluded.

The executive board was en-
larged and now consists of the
president, five vice-presidents, the
seccta.ry-treasurcr, and ten addi-
tional members elected by ihe
convention, totalling 17 members,
instead of the present 13.

John A. Peel, of Greenville. 3. C..defeated Frank Schweitzer, ofPaterscn. N. J. for the office of third
vice-president by a. vote of 244 to
101. Peel is the only Southerner tobe elected ameng the officers.

Horace Rcvicre of Manchester,
N. V.. was chosen fourth vice-presi-
dent; Joseph White, Cohoes. N. ,Y„
fifth vice-president, and Jamps
Strrr was re-elected secretary
treasurer.

- ■ —«
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(Left to right) Clarence Hathaway, editor of the Dally Worker;
James Casey, in charge of the news staffs, who will be managing edi-
tor; George Wishnak, business manager, and Charles Krumbein, or-

ganizer of District 2, Communist Party.

Daily Worker to Publish
3 Editions Starting Oct. 1

(Continued from Page 1)

Worker by the acquisition of a
regular news service.

Above all, the “Dally” plans to
provide its readers in the field with
news of all important strike strug-
gles, relief actions, demonstrations
and news cf general interest to the
workers of the entire country, thus
serving as an even more effective
fighter than ever before in the
struggles of the workers and farm-
ers of the United States.

Hathaway Makes Appeal
Clarence Hathaway, editor of the

Daily Worker, yesterday declared
that the plan for three editions of
the “Daily," “marks the boldest and
most important step in the develop-
ment of the Daily Worker as a
popular mass paper and as a col-
lective agitator and organizer of the
working class.

“The doubing of the circulation
of the Daily Worker during the past
year shows that it is possible to
reach thousands of new readers for
the ‘Daily.’ But we have only barely
scratched the surface. The plan to
publish three editions of the Daily
Worker should put the paper In the
position of being an even more ef-
fective fighter than It has been in
the past.

"We are confident that the work-
ers will support us in our determina-
tion to improve the Daily Worker
by giving their utmost support to
the drive to raise $60,000 for the
paper.”

* * *

Krumbein Sees Gains
Commenting on the proposed

changes In the Daily Worker.
Charles Krumbein, district organizer
of the Communist Party in District
2, yesterday said:

“The decision of the Party to
publish ‘The New York Daily Work-
er’ in two editions will-be stirring
news to thousands of workers in this
city. I am convinced that this is
a step which will bring to the Daily

Worker the thousands of new read-
ers which it should have obtained
long ago. The proposed changes will
be especially welcome to the work-
ers In our militant trade unions
who have felt that the Daily Work-
er has in the past not succeeded in
giving sufficient prominence to the
trade union struggles in this city.

Casey Urges Support
James Casey, now city editor of

the Daily Worker and who is to
become Managing Editor in charge
of an enlarged staff when the new
three-edition program of the “Daily”
begins on October Ist, said yester-
day;

“The Daily Worker staff is keyed
up, as. never before, to give the
masses of the American people a
great revolutionary newspaper.

“With the new improvements in
effect, the Daily Worker circu-
lation should soon pass the 100,000
mark. In view of the far-reaching
plans, all militant workers should
enthusiastically get behind the
‘Dally’ drive and assure its quick
and unreserved success.”

* « *

Statement by (Vishniak
Whole-heartedly financial support

of the Daily Worker is imperative
If the new program for the “Daily"
is to be carried out. George Wish-
niak, business manager of the
paper said yesterday in comment-
ing upon the announcement of the
changes that are to take place on
October Ist.

“Previous improvements in the
Daily Worker,” he said, "have been
made possible by the enthusiastic
financial assistance of its readers
and friends. Our new program, the
most ambitious we have ever under-
taken, will and must succeed. But
in order to guarantee this every
reader of the paper, every member
of the Communist Party, every sym-
pathizer of the revolutionary move-
ment must get behind the drive to
raise $60,000 to maintain and im-
prove the Daily Worker.”

Celebrate Fifteenth Anniversary
Os C, P,, Making r Dailyf Secure
(Statement of the Central Committee, C.P.U.S.A.)

(Continued from Page 1)

tent. Its circulation has grown considerably. It has be-
come a more effective fighter for the day-to-day needs of
the toiling masses and for the revolutionary aims of the
masses expressed only by the Communist Party.

The Central Committee calls upon all workers and
workers’ organizations to contribute to the $60,000 fund.
For the first time in the Daily Worker’s history a full year
has elapsed since the last appeal. This indicates a strength-
ening of the paper's financial position. But it also increases
the need now for quick response. Money is urgently needed.

The Central Committee calls upon the Communist
Party and sympathetic workers’ organizations to organize
the campaign. Reliance on spontaneous response would
mean defeat. Thousands of workers must be solicited.
Many hundreds of workers’ organizations must be visited.
Special committees for the conduct of the drive must he
set up. The drive to retain the Daily Worker must run
through every phase of Party activity. The masses must
be rallied to the paper’s defense.

Quick results require the development of real Socialist
competition. District must challenge district, section must
challenge section. Some have already done so. Pittsburgh
has challenged Philadelphia; Cleveland has challenged De-
troit; Denver has challenged St. Louis. Other districts
must follow these examples, mobilizing all their strength
to raise their quota, and to exceed their quota.

Comrades: Everybody to work to raise the needed
$60,000!

Assure the continued publication of the “Daily”!
Help to enlarge the “Daily”!
Help America s only revolutionary daily newspaper

to spread its work to every farm, hamlet, village, town
and city in the United States!

LEFT WING GPOP HOLDS
AFFAIR

NEW YORK—The left wing of
Dress Local 22, will hold a seashore
festive! and ball tonight at “Casa
rii Amor.” 21st Street, Coney Island.
Ail left wingers from every opposi-
tion within the A. F. of L. are in-
vited. Good music and a good time
is assured.

RUSSIAN ART SHOP
Inc.

109 F. Hth St. s-d 9 W. 12d St.

Imports from (he

SOVIET UNION
GIUS - TOYS - NOVELTIES

Is »

BA JgSmSI?HIP

» ...
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Browder Speaks
At Youth Congress

(Continued from Page 1)

Unemployment Insurance Bill, in- j
troduced by reformists, but by the
Communist Party? Why is it that
only the Communists put up the
sharpest demands for a few cents
increase In the wages of the work-
ers while the reformists, the Greens.
Wolls, and down to every Central
Labor Council are always ready to
sell-out these ’little’ demands?”

Browder then proceeded to an-
alyze the other speeches of the
evening, Bingham of the Farmer-
Labor Federation, as well as Selden
Rodman of New America denied
that class consciousness exists in
America, Following from this prem-
ise they hide the immediate tasks
of the masses behind phrases of the
need for education and blur the
necessity of class struggle.

Bingham was put in a very em-
barrassing position when he was
asked to explain the strike-break-
ing activities of Gov. Olson of
Minnesota.

Browder stated: “Governor 01-!
son’s action is not accidental. It I
follows from the denial of cla.es j
lines." The logic of the class strug- j
gle forces everyone to take sides in j
a critical situation and Olson took j
the side of the capitalist class which |
he represents, “The claim that class 1
consciousness is absent In America, i
is not typical Americanism but typ-1
ical petty-bourgeois ideology, an |
ideology formed when this group |attempts to take a leading role. It j
is the ideology, of fascism.

“We’re willing to exploit the revo-
lutionary traditions of the United
States, but we don’t want to bring
forth a new edition of the Daugh-
ters of the American Revolution.
In 1776 the Declaration of Inde-
pendence was formed to establish
‘new safeguards’ for liberty. Then
it meant bourgeois democracy. In
1934 new safeguards means the Dic-
tatorship of the Proletariat and
Soviet Powers established through
the violent overthrowal of the rul-
ing class. Anyone who tells the
masses that any other way is pos-
sible is spreading fatal illusions.
Civil war is not determined by the
rising class. We must fight for
power or abandon our claim as a
progressive class in history.”

Browder emphasized the need for
preparing for armed struggle by !
pointing to the wave of fascist ter-
ror in California the moment the
workers united to threaten the op-
pression forced on them.

Stormy applause greeted Browd-
er’s closing remark that “the Com-
munist Party fights for the broad-
est possible unity. In this fight all
of the youth will be won for the
revolution.”

Classified
VICINITY UNION SQUARE—Airy, 1-2-3

Studio. Artistically redecorated. Fur-
nished-unfurnished. Reasonable. 145 2nd
Ave.. Apt. 20. Elevator.

NICE Light Room, reasonable price.
1800 7th Ave.. Apt. 78.

COUPLE wants, rent cr sublet furnished
apartment, reasonable, reliable. Box 7
c/o Daily Worker,

FURNISHED apartment, one room, bath,
kitchenette, in modern elevator apartment
on Amsterdam Ave. near 102nd St. Twenty
minutes from Union Sq., until October 1.
Extremely reasonable.

CHICAGO—Wanted car going to New
York to take one passenger. Kleidman
c/o Gibbs, 1121 N. Campbell Ave., Chicago,
111.

WANTED to buy photographs of the
“Fascist Funeral” that took part at our
May Ist parade and organized by ComradeR. Pi. Kindly reply to Julio Valdes, 25
W. 111th St . N. Y. C.

WEST smr WORKER:; PATRONISE
BROWNS HAND

LAUNDRY
229 West 72nd Street

Between Broadway & West End AVe.
WE CALL AND DELIVER
WE DO POUND WORK

TRafaljar 7-0496
ML. nil i ■■n il i man. , „ |M |IH|

Travel
Full Hiking and Camping Outfits
Breeches, Shorts, Slacks, Sweaters,
Shirts, Work Shoes, etc.

TENTS, COTS, BLANKETS
TENTS—7 x 7—6 ft. High
3 ft. sidewall $7.50
We carry all sises In stock at lowest

prices In city.
Army Folding Cots 51:69

Hudson Army & Navy
105 THIRD AVE.

Corner 13th Street
Mention Dai!*’ Worker for Special

Discount

Phila. Police
Assail Jobless
Men in Raids

Terror Campaign Tries
To Stifle the Growing

Protests
PHILADELPHIA, Aug. 17.—1 n an

effort to halt the growing resent-
ment of the jobless workers against
the refusal of Governor Pinchot to
call a special session of the Legis-
lature to provide relief funds after
the present funds become ex-
hausted on Aug. 31, the police and
courts here are conducting a reign
of terror to prevent any organiza-
tional activities by the unem-
ployed.

Since Monday police squads have
been rushing up and down the
streets near the Shelter for Home-
less Men at 18th and Hamilton Sts.,
arresting whole groups of men for
loitering. Many have already been
sentenced to five days in the Moy-
amensing County jail.

Robert Clark, North Philadelphia
Unemployment Council organizer, is
being held in SSOO ball today fol-
lowing his arrest Wednesday by
Constable Smith, to whom he pro-
tested the latter’s threats to evict
all unemployed in the neighbor-
hood. Magistrate Lindell, before
whom Clark appeared, refused to
allow him time to obtain legal aid
from the International Labor De-
fense and ordered him held with-
out allowing him to say one word
in his defense.

The intensified terror that is be-
ing used against the unemployed
generally is aimed to crush their
growing organizational opposition
to the “relief” handouts of un-
wholesome and Insufficient food,
and their demands for more re-
lief. The Unemployment Councils
which are leading the struggles, re-
cently forced Important concessions
from the relief bureaus.

KRAUS & SONS, Inc.
Manufacturers of

Badges-Banners-Buttons
For Workers Clubs and Organizations

157 DELANCEY STREET
Telephone: DRydock 4-8375-8276

PANTS TO MATCH
Your Coat and Vest

Paramount Pants Co.. Inc.
893 Broadway SP 7-2859

WE MATCH ALL SHADES AND
PATTERNS

Restaurant and Garden

“KAVKAZ”
Russian and Oriental Kitchen

BANQUETS AND PARTIES
333 East 14th Street New York City

Tompkins Square 6-9133

N. Y. U. Comrades Patronize

VIOLET
CAFETERIA

28-30 WAVERLY PLACE
New York City

WORKERS WELCOME

NEW CHINA
CAFETERIA

Chinese Dishes 20c
American Dishes _ 23c

848 Broadway bet. is»h a nth s«.

CHEERFUL
CAFETERIA & RESTAURANT

Catering For All Occasions
713 Brighton Beach Avenue
Brighton Beach Station on B.M.T.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DR. JULIUS LITTINSKY
Office Hours: 8-10 A.M.. 1-2. 0-3 F.M

PHONE: DICKENS 2-Sol*

107 BRISTOL STREET
Bet. Pitkin an* Sutter Ares., Brooklyn

| ■ ■. --■-■■■

Dr. Maximilian Cohen
Dental Surgeon

41 Union Sq. W., N. Y. C
After 8 P.M. Use Night Entrance

22 EAST 17th STREET
Suite 703—GR. 7-0135

Dr. S. A. Chernoff
GENITO-URINARY

Men and Women
223 Second Ave., N. Y. C.

OFFIPE HOURS: 11 - 7:30 P.M.
SUNDAY: 1* - 3 P.M.

Tompkins Square 6-7697

j~T)R.EMILEICHEL'’[
DENTIST

J l5O E. 93rd St.. New York City }J Cor. Lexington Ave. ATwater 9-8838 \
I Hours: 9 a. m. to 8 p. m. Sun. 9 to 1 jj Member Workmen’s Sick and Death J
| Benefit Fund j

if *nPh
COHEN’S

117 ORCHARD STREET
Nr. Delanee.v Street. New York City

EYES EXAMINED
By JOSEPH LAX, O D.

Optometrist
Wholesale Opticians Tel. ORcbard 4-4KZO

Factory on Premises

CAthedral 8-6160

Dr. D. BROWN
Dentist

317 LENOX AVENUE
Between 135th it 136th Bt.. N.Y.C.

LERMAN BROS.
STATIONERS and
UNION PRINTERS

Special Prices for Organisations
29 EAST 14th STREET

New York City
ALjonquin 4-3356—4-6643—4-7633

Comrades Patronise
JADE MOUNTAIN

American & Chinese Restaurant
187 SECOND AVENUE
(Bet. 12th and 13th St.)

Phone: TOmpkins Square 8-9554

John’s Restaurant
SPECIALTY—ITALIAN DISHES

A place with atmosphere
where all radicals meet

302 E. 12th St. New York

Garment Section Workers
Patronize

Navarr Cafeteria
333 7th AVENUE

WHERE Our Comrades EAT

RAPOPORTS
DAIRY and VEGETARIAN

RESTAURANT
93 Second Ave. N. Y. City

Phones: Chiekerlng 4947-Longaere 18039
COMRADELY ATMOSPHERE

Fan Ray Cafeteria
156 W. 29th St. New York

suhbms~t'-*iuiiu_^~" N A || Comrades Meet at Ike

NEW HEALTH CENTER CAFETERIA
Fre«h Food—Prol.lirl.n Prlees—.7l) E. 13th At.—WORKERS’ CENTER _____

PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIERS OF
SYSTEMS ALL KINDS
to Hire for All Occasions
Bellaire Sound System
Telephone: DECATUR 2-9 73 0

1612 FULTON STREET BROOKLYN, N. Y.

CAMP I
NITGEDAIGETI

BEACON-ON-THE-HUDSON, NEW YORK |||
REVIVES A TRADITION! H

—and again leads as a Center of Proletarian Culture [g|
You Will Enjoy the New Outburst ■
of Theatrical Experimentation H

“A WAR SOUVENIR” I
A New Play by Nathaniel Buchwald, Produced for the First Time, Wm

Directed by Jack Shapiro, of the Theatre Collective
You Will Enjoy Our Gay Campfire Programs. Musical, Dramatic Skits. Wise-bracks, Satirical-political Stories, etc., In Our Campfire Paper. You'll Like It! |B||

HEAR THE PIERRE DEGEYTER TRIO IN CONCERTS @
That Have Won Great Popularity

DANCE TO OUR FIVE PIECE JAZZ BAND P9
Every Siport—From Swimming to a Ball Game Kj

Hear HERBERT BENJAMIN B
National Organizer Unemployment Councils, '«(

ROOSEVELT'S “SOCIAL SECURITY” PROGRAM Kj
and Many Surprises! Are You Coming? |fj
Low Rates: sl4 a Week or $2.65 a Day

Cara leave from 2700 Bronx Park East, daily at 10:30 A. M. On liffSaturday and Friday. 10 A. M., 5 and 7 P. M. E-tabrook $-1100 gll
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NEW YORK RELIEF CONFERENCE AND DEMONSTRATION CALLED
United Action Body

*Calls Broad Parley
And City Hall March
City-Wide Delegate Conference Set for Aug. 26

Mass Meeting and Presentation of
Demands to Mayor for Sept. 22

NEW YORK—The United Action Committee on Work,
Relief and Unemployment yesterday issued a call to all mass

S . organizations for a conference on Sunday, August 26, at the
V'tuyvesant Casino, 142 Second Avenue at 1 p.m. The con-
lcrence is to prepare for a city-wide demonstration of work-
ers on September 22. Each or- <
■anization is urged to elect twoRelegates to the conference,

f Preliminary plans for the demon-
stration provide for a meeting in
Union Square at 10 a.m., a mass
meeting on City Hall, the presenta-
tion of demands for relief to the
Mayor and open air speeches by
representatives of participating or-
ganizations and noted sympathizers.
The call is signed by James Gaynor,
chairman of the United Action
Committee.

After reciting the drastic reduc-
tions of relief in the face of in-
creasing need, the polcy of dis-
crimination and police suppression
of workers' rights, the call declares:

“This action must not be the ordi-
nary demonstration permitting the
Mayor to openly display his con-
tempt of al needy workers by his
branding them as ‘nickel snatchers,’
‘chislers,’ ‘yellow dogs’ and ‘cow-
ards’ but must be of a sharp and
impressive character, even over-
shadowing that of March 6th, 1930.

"A demonstration that will wring
real concessions from him. all of
which can be adequately financed
by enactment of our demands to
rescind the Bankers’ agreement,
taxation of incomes in the higher
brackets, stock transfer taxation
and taxation and taxation of now
exempt real estate, etc.

“We urgently solicit your every
assistance toward making this ac-
tion a memorable one by:

“Electing and sending delegates
to the August 26th conference to
aid in the adoption of such a pro-
gram, and the selection of speakers
and the delegation to see the
Mayor.

"Issuing leaflets and using every
other possible means to publicize
and popularize the August 26th
conference and the September 22nd
demonstration to your locals, proj-
ects and neighborhoods.

“Holding neighborhood action for
increased relief, protests against
lay-offs on projects and meetings in
neighborhoods, shops, etc.

“Sending contribution with dele-
gate will help to cover expense of
work of conference.”

The Daily Worker can Better Aid
Your Struggles if You Build its
Circulation.

DISTRICT COMM. OF INTER-
NATIONAL WORKERS’ ORDER
endorses the Daily Worker Financial
Drive and calls upon its members and
branch of the I. \V. O. to help make
the campaign a success.
The District Committee asks all
branches to come out to the Red Press
Picnic on August 19 and bring their
contributions to this picnic.
All money collected during the cam-
paign should be sent directly to the
Philadelphia Office.

DIST. COMM. I. W. O.
C. ROSELLE, SEC.

Republic Co.
Pushes Fight
Against Union

YOUNGSTOWN. Ohio. Aug. 17.
—The Republic Steel Co. has not
and will not recognize the Amal-
gamated Association of Iron, Steel
and Tin Workers, it has been an-
nounced by T. M. Girdler, chairman
of the company’s board. The A. A.
leaders nationally and locally have
deliberately misrepresented the
‘‘agreement” negotiated by the Na-
tional Steel Labor Relations Board,
in which the company agreed to
pay the prevailing A. A. scale and
meet A. A. working conditions
through a letter to the A. A. local
unions.

The A. A. leaders persuaded the
men to accept this by telling them
the union was recognized. It was
for exposing this phony agree-
ment and telling the Warren
workers that the union was not j
recognized that Dallet was arrested
on August 1, and held in jail two
days. Now the cat is out of the
bag and the workers realize they
havo been tricked.

There is great discontent in
other departments of the Republic
mills of Warren and Niles, which
are not covered by the “agree-
ment.” Two delegations of the
open hearth lodge of the A. A.
of Warren have gone to Washing-
ton and been sent home without
any satisfaction. The Niles lodge
in Niles, consisting of workers in
all departments outside the hot
mil! has likewise received no
satisfaction on their demands.

Strike sentiment has been rising
in both lodges. The hot mill lodges
in Warren and Niles had voted to
strike if the demands of other
lodges were not met. This open
statement by the Republic Co. that
even the hot mill departments
have not been recognized, has in-
tensified the dissatisfaction.

The main danger to the workers
lies in the fact that there is still
no conscious organized rank and

| file movement to lead the masses
over the heads of the reactionary

! leaders, but this open statement
by the Republic Co. will clear up
many honest workers who have
been confused. The prospects for
development of the rank and file
movement and militant action are
good.

20.000 New Readers by September
1 means 20,000 Additional Recruits

I for Organized Class Struggle!

Philadelphia, Pa.
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'jL at Old Berkies Farm ®

X Hcar! S
0 ANGELO HERNDON w

Heroic young Negro worker just released on bail from m
Atlanta prison '

CLARENCE HATHAWAY S
Editor Daily Worker, main speaker l_!

(,
Labor Sports Union ”

“ Freiheit Gesangs Farcin 2?
Music Baseball : Prize ©

Campfire and Dancing in the Evening m
Q DIRECTIONS:
M Take car No. 65 or Broad St. Sub. to end of line; pass to No 6 ™

ride to Washington Lane and Ogontz Ave.: walk two squares west

_____
at the following places: 1137 N. list St.; 4965 N. Bth St.; 2014 N.

___
32nd St.; and 2110 W. Norris St.”

NEW ENGLANDERS!
District I.L.D. and Daily Worker

PICNIC
Sunday, Aug. 19 Olvmpia Park
Shrewsbury, Mass. 5 Miles East of Worcester. Mass.

Beer Bar Orchestra Music Excellent Food Rowing
Swimming Games Speaker
Voluntary Contribution at Gate

Bostonians: Buses and cars leave from all Workers Centers at 10 A.M. sharp
~~

CHICAGO, ILL,

RED PRESS
PICNIC

of the

Daily Worker Morning Freiheit
Sunday, August 19th

WHITE HOUSE GROVE
Irvins; Park Boulevard and River Drive

Program: Games, Danctng, Refreshments
Gates Open 10 A. M. Admission 15c

i I DIRECTIONS: Take Irving Park Blvd. car to end of line where
our buses will take you direct to grove.

Lynn Men See
Boston Relief
Chief on Cut

Workers March 13 Mi.
To Demand E. R. A.

Pay Restoration
'

Special to the Daily Worker
BOSTON. Aug. 17.—A mass dele-

, gation of fifty E. R. A. workers of
I Lynn, Mass., marched thirteen
miles yesterday to State Adminis-
trator Carney's office in Boston de-
manding restoration of their sl2
weekly wage for three days work.

The delegation represented 2,100
Lynn E. R. A. workers who have
been cut four dollars a week. Local
administrator McArdle and Mayor
Manning both refuse to supplement
their reduced wages with local wel-
fare relief.

Though telegraphed in the morn-
ing of the intended visit, Carney
was “out of town” when the dele-
gation arrived. Demands were left
with Assistant Administrator Melli-
got, who promised an answer by
today.

The spokesman for the delegation
was Joseph Leedes, Communist
candidate for Congress and chair-
man of the Lynn E. R. A. Workers
Protective Union.

The delegation will report to-
night at a mass meeting in Lynn.
The workers are determined to take
strike action if their demands are
not granted.

Chicago Painters’ Local
Protests the Expulsion
of 2 Militant Members

(Daily Worker Midwest Bureau)

CHICAGO. Aug. 17.—Painters:
Local 275 voted this week to pro-

l test the expulsion without trial of
Frank Robins and Brier, militant
members of Local 521.

Robins and Brier were beaten up
by thugs of Al Green, paint store
owner who bosses 521, and were
later expelled because they fought
for the rights of the rank and file
painters.

They had no hearing or trial,
and therefore carried an appeal to
the Painters District Council. The
appeal was overruled last week and
the expulsion sustained.

A broad campaign among various
locals of the union is planned to
mobilize the support of the rank
and file of the painters behind a
demand for a fair trial for the two
brothers.

150 Needle Workers
Win Increase in Pay

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.. Aug. 17.
i The Needle Trades Workers Indus-
trial Union on Wednesday forced
the Long Wear Overall Company,
employing 150 workers, to sign an
agreement giving the workers a 10
per cent pay increase, equal divi-
sion of work, and the full right to
belong to the union.

An organizational drive Is also
being carried on among the rain-
coat workers.

What’s On
PICNIC of Unemployed & Relief Work-

ers which was to have been held in Astoria
today has been called off. Tickets good
for Daily Worker Picnic, August 26.

Manhattan
Saturday

RED SPARK CLUB outing to Camp Nit-
gedaiget. Leaving 10 a. m. and 2 p. m.
from 64 Second Ave. Week End outing
will include 3 meals, night's sleep and
transportations for $3. Registration at
above address.

‘ SNIPER" Soviet movie, “America To-
day" workers’ newsreel, chalk talk by
• Del" at Entertainment and Dance of New
York Red Builders at United Front Sup-
porters Hall. 11 W. 18th St.. 3rd floor.
Admission 25c. In advance 20c. Tickets
obtainable from Red Builder and Workers
Bookshop. 50 E. 13t.h St., Daily Worker
Dirt. Office, 35 F. 12th St.

GARDEN PARTY and Dance given by
Taxicab Drivers Union. La Maison Fayde,
762 St. Nicholas Ave. 8:30 p. m. Hot JBZZ
Orchestra. Musical Program. Headlines by
National Negro Theatre. Tickets in ad-
vance 25c. at door 35c.

POSTPONED—Studio Party at Newman's
Studio, 35 W. 57th St., scheduled for to-
night under auspices of Pierre Degeyter
Club announced in New Masses. Watch
this column for further announcements.

ENTERTAINMENTand Dance at Dancers
Theatre. 6 E. 14th St., 3rd floor. Aus-
pices: Harriet Tubman Br. L. S. N. R.,
celebrating the unveiling of Charter. Ad-
mission 15c in advance, 20c at door. 8:30
p. m.

POETRY PARTY given by Writers Group
of the Vanguard, 235 W. 135th St. Poetry
reading from 8 p. m. till 11 p. m. Followed
by dancing and entertainment till morn-
ing. Admission 25c.

DANOE given by Fred Douglas Br. L. S.
N. R. at 1492 Madison Ave. near 102nd
St. 8:30 p. m.

PARTY AND DANCE, celebrating forth-
coming Unity Theatre Production, 66 Fifth
Ave. 9 a. m. Prominent artists will en-
tertain. Drinks. Subscription 35c.

CENTRO CULTURAL OBRERO. 220 E.
14th St. will hold a festival featuring the
new Spanish Theatre Group in the latest
sketch "The Final Struggle." Also a num-
ber of Spanish classical dances. Dancing j
till 2 a. m. Contribution 15c.

DANCE—Entertainment—Beer at Italia 1
Workers Center, 233 E. Tenth St. 8 p. m. !

FRIENDS of the Workers School. 116
University PI.. 8:30 p.m. Old Fashioned
Social. Entertainment —"Del" Cartoonist,
games contests—dancing—refreshments.
Our new headquarters are unusual.

Bronx
PARTY AND DANCE at 1401 Jerome Ave.

cor. 170th St. 9 p. m. Admission 15c.
Auspices: Mt. Eden Br. F. S. U.

SUMMER FROLIC—geed entertainment,
refreshments free—good time. 599 Crescent
Ave.. Y. C. L. Unit 8.

PARTY and Dance given by Unit 18
Y.C.L. at Tremont Progressive Club. 866
E. Tremont Ave. Refreshments and en-
tertainment. Admission 10 cents, 8:30 p.m.

Brooklyn
BORO PARK Workers Club. 4704 18th

Ave. Ice cream and mellon party. Rooms
will be cooled. Admission 15c.

SECOND ANNUAL Mid-Summer Concert
and Dance given by Hinsdale Workers
Youth Club at Coney Island Workers Club,
2874 W. 27th St. near Mermaid Ave. Mu-
sical Quintet. Dram Group. Chorus, music
by Jack Shuiman's Radio Orchestra. Ad-
mission 30c in advance. On sale at club-
roems, 572 Sutter Ave. and other workers
clubs.

SEA f-HORE Festival given by Left Wing
Group cf Local 22 at C?s D’Amora, 31st
St. and Mermaid Ave. J?rz Band, good
time. 8:30 p. m. Tickets in advance 35c,
at door 40r.

CONCERT and Refreshments prre.nged
bv Unit ?. Sect**'-! 17 at 87 Bay St.
Admission l.’c. Pr”,c?e' ,3 f~r Daily Worker.

PROLETARIAN Supper given by Women
Council 18 at 4109 13th Av® sd. m

Gutters of ISew York By Del

“Pardon, madam, but that fountain is used hv our
customers!”

“Ooooh so sorry! I thought it was Just for employees.”
(An actual incident that occurred in Park and Taylors’

department store.)

Dakota Indians
Fight Against
Discrimination

SISSETON. S. D„ Aug. 17.—In-
dians in this vicinity are organizing
to protect their interests as an op-
pressed national minority. At a
recent meeting addressed by Chris
Westerman and Alvina Redwing,
near Veblen, South Dakota, Indians
voiced their protest against their I
treatment by the Indian Office of i
the Department of Interior. Theyj
declared themselves for unity of ac- !
tion with the United Farmers League ■on all common problems.

Westerman, in his speech, de-
clared that the Indian Office at!
Sisseton maladministers relief and i
that the Indians seldom receive full Ipay for their work relief jobs. He \
condemned the policy of moving
families from one reservation plot
to another without their consent.

Indians who become citizens,
Westerman said, are denied Indian
Office relief while the regular relief
agencies refuse to help them on the
ground that they are Indians.

Julius Walsted, organizer for the
United Farmers League, and Ella
Walstead, spoke on organizing the
fight against the A A A. and for the
Farmers Emergency Relief Bill.

Demonstration in Ohio
Wins Relief Increases

CHILLICOTHE, Ohio, Aug. 17.
A militant demonstration of 350
workers of the Unemployed League
before the Ross County Relief
Headquarters last week won an in-
crease in relief of two dollars a
week.

Workers Hit
Police Raids
On South Side

(Daily Worker Midwest Bureau)

CHICAGO, Aug. 17. Condemn-
ing the use of terror against work-
ers’ organizations in Chicago and
throughout the country, more than
200 South Side Negro and white
workers at a meeting here Tuesday
call for mass protests against police
provocation and attacks on the
workers.

Resolutions to Governor Horner,
Mayer Kelly, and States Attorney
Courtney demanding that these of-
ficials stop raids on workers’ meet-
ings were adopted. The arrest of 1
two organizers of the Packing House
Workers Industrial Union during 1
the strike of livestock handlers at 1
the stockyards was pointed out par-
ticularly as a violation of workers’ ;
rights.

Frank Gallagher, one of the or-
ganizers jailed, spoke at the meet-
ing and declared arrests would not
stop the progress of the industrial
union in the stock yards. He pre-
dicted the settlement agreed to by
A. F. of L. officials in the strike

j would not last and another strike
was bound to come against the A. F.
of L. misleadership.

The throng enthusiastically greet-
ed Mary Powers, a Negro worker
of Alabama, who was forced to flee
from the state under threats of
arrest and lynching because she
organized workers in the state She
said the terror in the North was
“heaven” compared to what work-
ers in the South face.

Other speakers included Andy
Neuhoff of the International Labor
Defense and Joe Weber of the Trade
Union Unity League.

Muste r Unemployment 9 Policy
Is to Help the Landlords Out

ALLENTOWN, Pa., Aug. 17—The
policy of the Muste leaders in the
Unemployed Leagues here in col-
laborating with and aiding the
landlords is sabotaging the struggle

! of the jobless workers against evic-
, tions.

The Central Evictions Committee
of the Unemployed Leagues, a
Muste-led organization, spends its
time in taking up complaints from

: landlords against unemployed in
families who cannot pay rent. The
policy of the Musteites is that if
the old landlord will provide a
month's rent for the jobless tenant,
the Central Evictions Committee of
the Unemployed Leagues will help
move him to another home.

As a result of this policy a rail-
road worker who had been unem-
ployed for the past three years and
had lost his small home which he
had bought with hard-earned sav-
ings, was forced to move out with
his wife and six children after the
Unemployed League leaders had
"fixed it up” with the landlord. The
landloid paid a month s rent for a
new home and with the aid of the
Musteites, got rid of the unem-
ployed worker.

This no-struggle policy is con-
tained in the fifth clause of the
Sunday

MOONLITE DANCE Festival glvan by
Brooklyn Sect. Associated Workers Club at
Pranks Inn, 1307 F. 92nd St.. bet. Ave.
J end K. CarnarOe. 7:30 p.m. Ben Posner
2nd His Music. Prizes will b" pwr-cod to
winner c? Anti-War Track and Field Meet.
Workers Lab. Theatre in “Great Marriage,”
“Three Witchc.” “Hitler in Pe-ron." Eats,
drinks, best. Fun Galore, B.M.T. 14th St.
Line to Ave. K. Canarsie. Adm. 25 cents.

OUTING to Camp Kinderiand arranged
by Harlem Yeung Communist League. Meet
at 7 a. m. at 27 W. 115th St. Pound trip
SI. All proceeds for Ccger’s release. Reg-
ister all day Saturday at above address.

PIERRE DSGEYTER CLUB hike to Tlb-
bels Ercok Park. Meet r.t V/codlawn Sta-
tion Jerome Ave. Line il. R. T.i at 10 a.
m. sharp. Plenty of music. In case of
rain, postponed to the following Sunday,
August 23.

PICNIC given by Ycrkville Br. F. S. V.
r.t Van Certlandt Park. Take ra- to 256th
St. and Mcsholu Parkway. Contribution
15c.

BEACH PARTY from 9 c. m. Meet, at
Sobri's Ant. 2100 Seventh f

..
Bright.'':!. 1

Get off Brighton Stat on. Refreshments., i
gamee. songs. J~e Hill Br. I. L. D. Help
free Scottsboro Icy.".

OUTING —TUT PARK. All day.
"■ **

’■« Ave. subway to Grsmh
We.. Broc’ I n. Entrance on Ninelh St.
and Eighth Ava. -L* case of rain a lively

League's constitution and it reflects
the general viewpoint of the Muste
leaders. Because of the dissatisfac-
tion of the members with the poli-
cies, the chairman of the Central
Evictions Committee. Beisel, a
Musteite, and two others, had to
resign.

Because the Leagues follow a
policy of only helping members,
many jobless workers who are not
members stayed away from the
meeting called by the league re-
cently to protest a sheriff's farm
sale in Catasaqua. The League
leaders had called a protest demon-
stration under pressure from the
locals who were demanding action.
Since the farmer had been in the
league only one week many mem-
bers of the league who had been
inculcated with the Musteite idea
of helping only league members,
were reluctant to aid in the action.

Workers in the fourteenth ward
League'are becoming disgusted with
the passive, landlord-assisting poli-
cies of the Musteites. One railroad
worker. William B°st. recently
stated that he will “fight to the
death against evictions” and will
not let them throw out his wife
and eight children.
program and discussion will be held at
7 p. m. at 4109 13th Ave. Admission free.
Auspices: 13th Ave. Workers Center.

PICNIC given by Pelham Parkwav Br.
F.S.U. at Tibfcets Brook Fe k. Field 2.
10 a.m.-3 p.ri. Music—dancing, gomes,
refreshments, bath'nj. White Plains Road
subway to :38th St. Then bus to park.

ALL OUT to the I.L.D. Picnic of the
Brownsville ruction at Prospect Park,
Brooklyn. N. Y.

DANCE RECITAL and talk on the new
Soviet dance by Dominick Silver. Negro
artist at 1401 Je-ome Ave.. Bronx, cor.
170th St., 8:30 p.m. Admission 15 cents.
Auspices, Mt. Eden Br. F.S.U.

JAMAICA, L. I.—Soviet film showing of
“Ten Days That Chock the World" at
Workers Center, 104-3! 150th St.. 8:30 p.m.
Auspices, Section 9 C.P. Admission 15 cents.

* * *

ROY HUD3CN, National Sec’y Marine
Workers Industrial Union, will speak cn
“San Francisco General Strike." Monday,
Arc. 20, 8:30 p.m. at 158 W. 23rd 3t. Open
memherehip me-Lng Pre-s Les-ue.

w.I.F. DISTRICT Members'! p meeting,

Mon. Aur. 20. Cp.m. a* Art:-X-ol Fcr'ere-
f:en Hall. '73 w. 23rd St. Members cf
W.1.T.. F;im-?hcto League. W.I.R. Band.
jae-iT’i rn : ts and neighborhood groups
are ureed to attend

Lnited Front
Defies Police
In Chicago

14 Groups PlanToMeet
on Block Where Cops
Attacked Last Week

(Daily Worker Midwest Bureau)
CHICAGO, Aug. 17.—Roused to

action by the brutal attack upon
a Communist election rally on
Roosevelt Road Saturday, and by
the open threat to smash all such
meetings in the neighborhood made
by the Chicago police, 14 workers'
organizations have set up a United
Front Free Speech Committee.

A mass election rally will be held
on Roosevelt Road and St. Louis
Ave., the same place where last
week's arrests were made. The
united front committee Is calling
upon all West Side workers to come
to the meeting and force the police
to reverse their rule.

Protests are also being sent to
Lieut. Peterson of the Fillmore Po-
lice Station at Crawford and Fill-
more Sts., and to Police Commis-
sioner Allman at the City Hall. The
committee urges all organizations to
add their protests to those already
sent.

All interested In the fight for
freedom of speech on the West Side
can contact the United Front Com-
mittee at 3228 Roosevelt Rd.

Chicago Will Observe
August 22 as Defense
Day for Class Victims

CHICAGO. 111., Aug. 17.—Plans
for Sacco-Vanzetti memorial dem-
onstrations on Aug. 22 in four im-
portant cities of this district have
been announced bv the In erna-
tional Labor Defense. The mem-
orial day, which will be turned into
a day of defense of Angelo Hern-
don. the Scottsboro Boys, the Hills-
boro prisoners and Ernst Thael-
mann will see two meetings in Chi-
cago and others in Mishawaka,
Rockford and Indianapolis.

Preparations are also being made
here for a mass conference on Sun-
day called jointly by the Interna-
tional Labor Defense and the
League of Struggle for Negro Rights
to raise funds for the defense of
Herndon and the Scottsboro pris-
oners.

One of the Scottsboro mothers
will be the principal speaker at the
Chicago Sacco-Vanzetti meetings,
one of which will be at Union Park,
Ogden and Randolph Sts., at 6 p.m.,
and the other will be at 51st St.
and Prairie Ave. at 5 p.m.

Tainted Food, Graft 9
Brutality Are Meted
to IllinoisGuardsmen
Forty Ouf of 60 in One Company Declare They

M ill Refuse. To Shoot at Workers—Rank
and File Paper Exposes Abuses

(Daily Worker Midwest Bureau)

CHICAGO, HI., Aug-. 17.—Exposure of wholesale poison-
ing of National Guardsmen with the rotten food at Camp
Grant, of graft at the expanse of the enlisted men. and a
whole system of brutal suppression of every right of the
Guardsmen is carried in the current issue of the Armory

Workers Are Urged
To Mass at Brooklyn
Courtroom on Monday

NEW YORK. -The League of
Struggle for Negro Rights yester-

| day called on workers to fill the
, courtroom at Liberty and Pennsyl-

■ vania Avenues, Brooklyn, on Mon-
day at 10 A.M.. where Mrs. Claudinc

| Tims will be tried on a trumped-up
I charge of assault.

Mrs. Tims, an expectant Negro
; mother, was brutally beaten by
Policeman Henry Werner in the
Prospect Place Market. The police-
man then arrested her.

The presence of workers in the
courtroom is doubly necessary be-
cause of the refusal of Magistrate
Alpem to try the case on Aug. 6.
He declared that the presence of
workers at that hearing constituted

j “intimidation of the court.”

Newark To Greet Scott,
Released YCL Prisoner

NEWARK. Aug. 17 —Tom Scott.
; Young Communist League member

| who was released August 16 from
an eighteen months framed jail
sentence for his activity in the
South River strike, will be greeted

| tomorrow by the Young Communist
League of New Jersey at a moon-
light youth carnival. The carnival,
which is under the auspices of the
Young Communist League of New-

i ark, will be held at Meadow Grove,
Westfield. N; J.

Moonlight dancing, a book auc-
j tion, a hot dog roast, bonfire and

j entertainment are on the program
for the night. Trucks will leave
from 230 Court St,., Newark, at 7:00
P. M. Tickets are 25 cents.

Spring Makers Force
Company to Negotiate

By Show of Militancy
NEW YORK.—Militant action of

fifty workers of the Rein Box
Spring Co. striking for higher j
wsges under the leadership of the j
Mattress Section of the National
Furniture Workers’ Industinl
Union, local 2. yeste day forced
the employer to ask for negotia-
tions.

The employer had called in th"
officials of the A. F. of L. Uphol-
sterers’ Union after the strike was
called to send in scabs. When the
workers repudiated the misleaders
and voted to remain out solid
under the militant leadership of
the N.F.W.I.U. the employer sub-
mitted to negotiations.

Meanwhile the workers remain;
out solid and are determined to
stay out until they win.

Though the fifty workers of this
shop have been underpaid and ex-
ploited they were never organized
by any other union besides the
N.F.W.I.U.

Metal Bed Workers
Strike in Newark

NEWARK, N. J., Aug. 17.—When
the two biggest shops in the metal
bed industry here heard of the
general strike of New York work-
ers, they voted to go on strike at
the same time for the same de-
mands.

The National Furniture Workers
Industrial Union, Local Six mem-
bers in the American Metal Bed,
Company, the Drazin shop and the
Sterling Metal Bed Company, im-
mediately came out on strike. All
workers. Including the drivers,
struck at the call of the union.

The American Metal Bed shop is
closed solid and it is practically im-
possible for the bosses to deliver
beds to any cf their customers.
They have few beds in stock. Th~
emnlovers spent $l2O in trying to
make three deliveries. The Drazin
rhop tried to recruit former work-
ers cf the Simmons plant in Eliza-
beth. N. J.. but were insuccessfu'
when the workers found out that
a strike was in progress.

Philadelphia, Pa.
THE JOHN HEED CLIO prr~?.r»ts Se-syi :

Eieenstcin’s flln\ "Golden Mountain? " Also I
Chaplin c'Tr-*’•■. newsreel rnd ca:
Saturday. Au7- 19 at 133 S. Bth St. Cor.- I
tlnucus shoeing 1 p.m. to 11 p.m. Cub- I
scr intion 25c.

FED PRE6-T Picric of Daily Worker and
Labor Defender, Sunday. Aug. 19 at Old
Berkies Farm Clarence Hathaway, editor
of Daily Worker, will spea!:

New Brunswick, N. ,/.

BANQUET and Reception given by Tcm
Ccott Br. I.L.D. to welcome Tom Scott.
T, o!it;cal end Couth River Strike
Le?de~, Sunday
Ladies Aid Hail. New Street. Tickets 25c.

Organizations!
Conf arrange anv affairs on

the following dates:
Of'cV" 18, 1!!. 71 anti 71.
The above dates a.rs token for

the
D?: ly Worker, Morning Freiheit

and Young Worker Bazaar

tonight
GARDEN
PARTY
DANCE

at

La Maison Fayde
792 St. Nicholas Ave.

Hot Jazz Band
Musical Program
Headliners by

National Negro Theatre
Subscription 25 cents in ad-
vance. 35 cents at door

lenefit "THE UNION HACKIE"

News, a worker-guardsman paper
published in Chicago.

Among the glaring facts thisI paoer contains are the following:
i 1. Thirty men of the 130th In-

' fantry were poisoned by rotten beef
! sandwiches fed them while they

; were going to Camo Grant. In ad-
dition. many other worker-soldiers

; were sick, but were forced to con-
tinue drilling with no aid except

J typical army pills.
2. In spite of government prom-

j ises of food for the guardsmen, they
| are forced to buy many necessities.
They get no milk at mess and must
pay 8 to 10 cents a pint, leaving a
fat profit for the grafting officers.
The National Guard canteen
charges almost double the prices
that are the rule at a nearby C.C.C.
canteen, and guardsmen are forced
to buy in the National Guard shop.
In some companies, men are forced
to pay 20 cents for a chicken din-
ner on Sunday.

3. One man has been killed andj more injured in truck accidents at
the camp.

4. An artilleryman of the 122nd
i reports that sick and injured men

1 1 are forced to drill, in spite of orders
i from doctors to go off the active
list. One serious case of blocd

! poisoning is rrrwrted as a result of
a guardsman being forced to drill
with an injured foot.

The Armorv News carries also
news of the rising class-conscious-
ness of the worker-soldiers. In one
company in the Eighth Regiment.
40 out of 60 men said they would
refuse to shoot down workers.

Get Subs for the “Daily” During
i the Finance Drive!

*KD BUILDERS
DANCE AND
ENTERTAINMENT

Saturday. August 18
8:30 P. M

United frvnU Sup-
porters* Hall

11 W. 18th St.. 3rd floor
Sniper," Soviet Movie;

"America Today," work-
ers' netrsredl; Chalk Talk
by "Del." Daily Worker
cartoonist.

Admission: 20 cents in
advance; 25c at the door

Obtainable at Workers Bookshop.
50 E 13th St.: Daily Worker Dis-
trict Office, 35 E. 12th St., and
from F„ed Builder? Proceeds for
Red Builders' uniforms.

•eu— extra’ \\fecTfcl «

\\ V 1 '

North | Miss
\\ Sunday Bva'-'' A l|
lUugurt Park \l Il
\26 1

Sporl9 A f
l\ v)andn« (,a

1T sod«bv. A

TESTIMONIAL DINNER
To Celebrate the 50th Birthday of

ROBERT MINOR
Thursday, August 30, 1934. at 8 P. M.
Irving Plaza, loth. St. and Irving PI.

LEADING SPEAKERS
JOHN REED CLUB

EXHIBITION OF ROEEF.T MINORS WORKS

1 Admission 75 Cents Auspices:

I New York District Committee
Central Committee. C. P„ U.S.A.

p> LABOR DAY

«,
1934

4IGHT

IG
xircMES
PORTS
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Rakosi's Sister Urges
Aid for Revolutionist
Facing Death in Hungary
Tells of Mighty Worldwide Protest Which Saved

Mathias Rakosi in 1925—Describes “Sys-
tematic Physical and Moral Tortures"

By GISELLA RAKOSI
The Hungarian ruling class is pre-

paring the legal murder of my
brother Mathias Rakosi. Because of
his political activity he was arrested
in September. 1925, and brought be-
fore court-martial. I can still re-
member him standing calmly before
this bloody court; I can still remem-
ber how. himself in the shadow of
the gallows, he defended the causa
of the working class. Even at that
time the whole cultural world be-
came interested. A mighty solidarity
movement in all countries, led by
the International Red Aid. forced
the hangmen to take down the gal-
low's which had already been erected
in the prison yard. Then my bro-
ther's case was forwarded to the
ordinary' court which sentenced him
to eight and one-half years at hard
labor.

From year to year this sentence
became a heavier burden to bear,
due to the cruel treatment, the sys-
tematic physical and moral tortures.
I was a powerless witness of the
struggle against the brutal regime
and against the corruption of the
prison administration, fought by my
brother in order to improve the con-
ditions of all the prisoners. How
often I myself was roughly treated
and chased away! I was even forced
to serve a sentence of three months
imprisonment because I firmly stood
up for my brother. In the partic-
ularly severe winter of 1929 my
brother was thrown Into an under-
ground window. Here he was made
to suffer disciplinary punishment for
three months. He remained in this
horribly cold cell, without a mat-
tress and without any winter clothes
of any kind. It was your will alone,
comrades, your protest that saved
my brother from this cell of mur-
der.

Tortured for Three Years
For more than three years of his

eight and one-half years of im-
prisonment, Mathias Rakosi was
made to suffer disciplinary arrest; to
starve in the dark and cold punish-
ment cells. Sentences of disciplinary
punishment were passed against
him seven times. Six times he wes
compelled to resort to hunger-
strikes as the last weapon of pro-
test agairrt the inhuman treatment
to which he was subjected—a total
of 54 days on hunger strike.

And now. when he has already
served his sentence, when his health
has been utterly destroyed as a re-
sult of the hard labor, hunger and
disciplinary punishments, the blood-
thirsty government wishes to bring
him again before the same court
that passed sentence on him eight
and one-half years ago, to drag him
again to the gallows which waredestroyed eight, and one-half years
ago by fhp storm of protest of all
honest-minded peopie.

Health Now Ruined
As a result of this monstrous sen-

tence of hard labor, Mathias
Rakosi's health has been ruined;
but his will is strong, and he is
ready, notwithstanding all his suf-
ferings. to continue the fight for your
cause, the struggle to free all toilers
from hunger and poverty, and from
fascist terror. Just as was the case
eight and one-half years ago, my
brother is now threatened with the
death sentence!

Class brothers and comrades! All
you who have helped to snatch Di-
mitroff away from the clutches of
the fascist hangmen: Raise your
mighty voice once more against tliis
planned assassination! Save my
brother frcm the Hungarian hang-
man!

Force the liberation of Mathias
Rakosi!

* * *

Nov. 42 Years Old
Mathias Rakosi was born in 1892.

in the district cf Batschke—former
Hungarian territory', now belonging
to Yugoslavia. After graduating the
Eastern Trade Academy in Buda-
pec . he worked as office employee
in Hamburg and later in London.
While still a young student he ac-
tively participated in the Hungarian
students movement, and directed it
in support of the labor movement.
He worked in the labor movement
since 1910. first in Germany, and
then in 1912, as member of the
Social-Democratic Labor Federation
in London. He was later expelled
from this Federation because of his
radical political opinions.

Ih 1914 Mathias Rakosi was called
back to Hungary, for military serv-
ice. and was sent to the front. Al-
ready in December, 1914. he was
taken prisoner by the Russians. In
the war prisoners Carhp in Chita
(Far East) he worked diligently to
further his Marxist education and
developed the propaganda of rev-
olutionary' ideas among the war
prisoners.

In the middle of 1918 he returned
to Hungary with rich experience
gained in the Russian October Rev-
olution; and as officer in the Sub-
botitza Garrison he conducted e:>
tenrive anti-war activities. He soon
joined the Hungarian Communist
Party which was then organized,
and within a short time he became
one of the best mass agitators and
organizers of the Hungarian Com-
munist movement. At first he was
secretary of the largest Party pro-
vincial organization—in Segedin.

On the formation of the Soviet
Government in Hungary, in March.
1919, Rakosi. 27 years of age, was
Assistant Peoples Commissary for
Trade. For a time he was Chief
Commandant of the Red Militia,
and later he was appointed to one
of the most decisive sectors of the
Red Army, in defense of the Shal-
gotaryan coal region which was the
only power base of the Soviet Gov-
ernment. As political commissar of
an army division. Comrade Rakosi
not only renelled the attacks of the
Czechoslovakian Army, but also led
his troops in a mighty counter-of-
Ic-.V.ve.

A.,cr the overthrow of the prolc-
tac.an dictatorship in Hungary.
ttnkosi together with other members

iof the Hungarian Soviet Govem-
| ment escaped to Austria, where, in
I Karlstein. the social-democratic
I government interned him under
! strong guard. After his liberation
in 1920 Rakosi went to the Soviet

[ Union, and participated, as delegate
j of the Hungarian C. P., in the work
j of the Second Congress of the Com-

| munist International. At this Con-
| gress he made a report on the les-
sons of the Hungarian Soviet Re-

| public. From 1921 to 1923 he was
| Secretary of the Comintern.

In 1924 Rakosi returned illegally
I to Hungary, in order to newly or-

ganize the Communist Party which
| had been destroyed by the white
I terror. After eight months of this
work he was betrayed by a provoc-
ateur, and arrested on September

J 25. 1925. Seven weeks later he was
! brought before an exceptional court
I (the supreme court of the time of
| martial law in Hungary). For his
I political activity as organizer of the
| Communist movement, as "agent of

a foreign power.” this court passed
| the sentence: Death by hanging!
Rakosi and his comrades trans-
formed the court Into a platform of
revolutionary propaganda. Under
the pressure of the mighty protest
movement organized by the Inter-
national Red Aid all over the world,
the court was forced to declare it-
self not competent in the case of
Rakosi and to forward it to an or-
dinary court which sentenced Ra-
kosi to eight and one-half years of
hard labor.

The Horthy Government applied
every measure of physical and moral
violence with the aim of killing
Rakosi in prison. Every year this
comrade was systematically thrown
into the punishment cells for long
periods of time. Sentences of disci-
plinary punishment were passed
against him seven times. During
three years, more than one-third of
his imprisonment, he was made to
suffer disciplinary arrest in the

i punishment cells. Six times he was
J compelled to resort to hunger-
i strikes in protest against the in-
j human treatment to w’hich he was
jsubject'd—a total of 54 days hun-
ger strike. And now when the eight

j and one-half years hard labor have
I been served, he is still being held
;in prison; and sentence will be
I newly passed against him because
| of his activity 15 years ago as mem-
jber of the Hungarian Soviet Gov-

| ernment.

Lessons Cited
OsOhioDrive
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For Elections
By BEN GRAY

On Aug. 8. the Cleveland district's
i deadline for turning in the elec-

j tion petition, the Youngstown sec-
j tion surpassed its quota of 5,000 by
turning in 5,600 signatures, 3.500 of
which were collected in Youngstown
proper. Despite a late start this
was made possible first of all
through the political mobilization of
the Communist Party membership,
by making the entire membership
conscious of the importance of the
election campaign and what it will
mean to our Party to be on the
ballot. Under the competent lead-
ership of John Steuben this con-

j sclousness was translated into hard
I everyday work.

Throughout the drive our Party■ spoke personally with some 15.000
workers, most of whom had h"ard
about our Party for the first time
from other sources than the cap-
italist press.

What Are the Present Tasks?
What does this achievement mean

for our Party? What do the work-
ers think of our Party? And roxia-
ly what is our task now? We will
try in this limited space to answer
these questions briefly.

The big drop in production of
steel soon after the calling off of the
June 16 strike by the Amalgamated
Association leadership and Bill
Green, and the general lowering of
conditions in the mills, has caused
great discontent among the steel
workers which can be turned into
militant mass struggle if proper
leadership is provided. In many
cases there were open expressions of
complete disgust with the Roosevelt
New Deal program. While the Pariy
in Youngstown is still isolated from
the workers in the steel mills, and
the unemployed, the great response
of the workers to our program and
the evident sympathy and willing-
ness to help, shows the growing
prestige of our Party as a result of
the great strike struggles in which
the Party participated in nationally
—San Francisco, Toledo, Milwaukee,

Many workers said to our com-
rades: "Yes. your Party is O. K„
it’s got the right program, but what
is it doing for the workers in
Youngstown?” One worker who re-
fused to sign the petition, who him-
self was unemployed over two years,
was asked if he had ever heard
about the struggles for increases in
relief led by the Reds. His answer
came with a snap. “yes. sure I've
heard about them, but I ain't ever
seen them."

It is to the credit of our Party
nationally that a great percentage
of signatures were secured among
Negro workers.

These 5,600 signers are not just
names, but must be made into live
contacts for our Party. The healthy
criticism levelled against us by the
workers generally and by the Negro
workers in particular must be taken
seriously by our Party in Youngs-
town as a challenge that must be
met squarely. The issues raised by
the work°rs must be made the cen-
ral point of the election struggle.
Systematic contact developed with
hese workers will bring them into

.he struggle and around our Party.

Comrades!
Twenty years ago, at the command of the crowned murderers

and armament kings, tens of millions of toilers were driven into the
trenches of imperialist war.

During the four years of slaughter, twenty millions of the best
sons of the people fell on the banks of the Ypres, at the approach
to Verdun, on the Carpathian Mountains, on the fields of Alsace
and Lorraine.

Though the war brought thousands of millions in profits to the
capitalists, it thrust the toilers still deeper Into the abyss of poverty
and starvation, and increased the oppression and slavery of mankind.
The BOURGEOIS "FATHERLAND,’' in the name of Which ocenas Os
blood was shed, in the name of which a whole generation of the
flower of the youth perished, can now give to the young workers only
the right to die or starvation.

In all the world, there was only one party, THE BOLSHEVIK
PARTY, led by the great leader of the proletariat, LENIN, -which
from the very beginning of the war showed up the true meaning of

this war of plunder with all the force of its revolutionary faithful-
ness to the cause of the working class, and called on the proletariat
to struggle against the real enemies of the toilers, to fight against
the bourgeoisie.

The proletarian youth, educated in the spirit of the best traditions
of the 'anti-militarist struggle, were the first to join the party of
Lenin and together with their KARL LIEBKNECHT they stood on the
path of a hard and fierce struggle against imperialist wars and mili-
tarism.

The revolutionary organizations of the youth, which remained
loyal to the end and to the cause of th“ working class in 1915, at the
Berne Conference adopted an appeal to all the youth to struggle

against war, and resolved to organize a single international youth day
of anti-war struggle.

Boldly they raised the fighting flag of internationalism over the
blood-stained ground of the trenches.

Hundreds of thousands of the youth seized on this fighting call
and on October 3, 1915, marched out in demonstrations, organized
strikes and presented to the governments their demands for the stop-
ping of the war. Since then 19 years have passed. This year we
celebrate the 20th International Youth Day.

The International Youth Day has become a fighting tradition for
the revolutionary youth. And we, the Young Communist League, the
only inheritors of the revolutionary behests of Stuttgart and Berne
throughout all these years, hold high our banner of militant interna-
tionalism.

After the war. a new generation of the youth grew up. And those
who had been born to the thunder of the cannon in the frightful
slaughter of 1914, those who only know from the talk of their parents
something of the war, they are the ones who today will have to go to
sen's in the army, and from them will be made millions of “unknown
soldiers,” and "valiant defenders” of the fatherlands of the Krupps.

Schneiders, Creusots, Pilsudskys and MussoliniS.

COMRADES! YOUNG WORKERS!

Today the danger of a new imperialist war and the threat to the
fath-rland of the world proletariat is extremely serious.

You yourselves can see how fully the war factories are working.
You can see every day parades and army maneuvers. You are driven
by force into the military’ and fascist organizations of the youth. In
the schools and universities, the most reactionary and chauvinistic
teachings about the right Os one nation to oppress another are driven
into your heads. In the organizations formed by the bourgeoisie, mil-
lions of the youth are trained in the spirit of national hatred and sub-
ordination to the bourgeois state. The majority of the youth are
militarized and taught military training in some form or another.

WHY' IS THIS BEING DONE?
In whose interests are millions of dollars and francs spent on the

manufacture of cannons and poison gases?
At whose expense are the huge armies and the armed fascist gangs

supported?
The bourgeoisie are preparing for new wars, for an attack on the

U.S.S.R.. and they are militarizing the whole population and above
all the youth, through the most savage plunder of the tolling masses,
and they are implanting fascist organizations for the purpose ol crush-
ing the growing indignation of the workers and peasants in order to
ensure the peacefulness of the rear in time of war.

You are called on to "defend the fatherland"! What fatherland?
The fatherland where the hangmen of the working class—Hitler,

Mussolini and Pilsudski rule? The fatherland where you are shot
down with or without trial for daring to ask for bread? The father-
land where five times as much is spent on the upkeep of a police dog
as on a workers child? The fatherland which is not able either to
feed or educate the youth?

Is it worth dying for, such a fatherland?

We proletarian youth, like all the toilers, love our proletarian
Germany, beautiful Italy, France and England, and It is precisely
because of this love, because of our right to live, our right to use all
the benefits and values created by the hands of our fathers, that WE
MUST TAKE IT AWAY FROM THE BOURGEOISIE! We will only
defend it when it is really our proletarian fatherland!

In all the countries of capital a frantic attack is being made on
the last vestiges of the political rights of the workers, on those demo-
cratic liberties which they used to enjoy.

The dying capitalist system is rushing to fascism as its last means
of salvation from the strengthening revolutionary storms. Only on
the background of the dark decline of capitalism could be born such
a system of cynical deception, bloody violence and terror as fascism.

A government maintained only by the power of bayonets held by
its deceived slaves cannot exist for long. It must inevitably perish as
soon as the masses of the toilers realize their strength and throw off
the bonds of deception.

A new and powerful wave of the revolutionary upsurge is growing
and widening in all countries. "The idea of an onslaught is ripening
in the minds of the masses.”

The proletariat are passing ever more determinedly to the counter-
attack against fascism.

The heroic fight of the workers of Austria, the mass actions in
France, the barricade fighting in Holland, in San Francisco, the strikes
in America, Poland, Japan and other countries are thundering like
gigantic battering rams against the walls of the capitalist world. The
banner of the Soviets is waving over one seventh of China.

Raise higher the banner of struggle! Widen the front of the at-
tack! Do not let the bourgeoisie rest for a moment!

Completely expose fascism which is trying to win the masses by the
pseudo-revolutionary lie of “national socialism” and the “deiense of
the interests of the toilers" and which in Germany is definitely throw-
ing off these gaudy rags of demagogy and standing up before the
toilers in its real form of the naked dictatorship of the bankers and
factory owners.

Comrades, young toilers!
Imperialist wars, starvation, poverty and slavery can only be ended

by the proletarian revolution, the dictatorship of the proletariat, the
Soviet power.

Apart from the Communist Parties, there are no parties in the
world which fight really for the partial and general demands of the
workers.

There is no organization of the youth except the Young Com-
munist League which s ruggles under the leadership of the Commu-
nist Party for the liberation of the masses of the toiling youth from
capitalist slavery.

And only under the leadership of the Communist Party can the
proletariat and the toiling masses overthrow the bloody dictatorship of
the bourgeoisie. Our future is in cur own hands. It depends on our
will to struggle and conquer. No terror can force us to abandon our
striving to victory. We have proved this and are proving it every
minute of the time. Our Chinese, German. Japanese, Italian. Polish
and Bulgarian comrades, in the strictest illegality, are carrying on
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successful work for the organization of the masses feu* the struggle
against fascism.

The terror can frighten only occasional cowards, but not the work-
ing class, not the revolutionary party, not the revolutionary youth.
Every bloody crime simply fires our hatred more. Every drop of blood
that is shed gives birth to a new warrior. History cannot be stopped
by the hangman’s noose or the headman's axe, and the more so if
this history is created by the most revolutionary class—the proletariat.

Comrades! Young workers, peasants, soldiers!
The Executive Committee of the Young Communist International

sends you a fighting call to come out on to the streets on September
Ist in demonstrations, to organize strikes and revolutionary activity
as a protest against the war in preparation, against the militarization
and fascisation of the youth! We call on all the toiling youth irre-
spective of the organizations to which they belong at the present time.

COMRADES! YOUNG SOCIALIST WORKERS!
The Young Communist International calls on you all to act jointly

noth the Y. C. I. on September Ist against war and fascism, defense
of the U. S. S. R„ for the liberation of Comrade Thaelmann, Paula
Walisch and all other prisoners of international reaction.

We call on you to organize joint demonstrations, actions and strikes
on International Youth Day. We call on you to form joint youth
committees for the struggle for the release of Comrade Thaelmann and
the prisoners of capital. We call on you to form a united front of
struggle of the toiling youth against hunger, want, fascism and war.

The Executive Committee of the Y. C. I. states to all the tolling
youth that It is prepared to collaborate with any youth organization
which Is willing to struggle together with us against the exploitation
and the enslavement of the you h, against fascism, for socialism.

The Executive Committee of the Y. C. I. instructs all its organiza-
tions and every Y. C. L.er to make every effort to strengthen the
unity of the toiling youth. All those who want to struggle for a brighter
future for the youth, not for the sake of hypocrisy but honestly, will
always find the warmest support and help from us.

Comrades of the Socialist Youth! Decide who you will march
with—with the Weises and Leys or with the thousands of youth who
are struggling, together with the Communists, against fascism.

The joint actions of the Y. S. L.ers and Y. C. L.ers in Austria,
Great Britafn, France. Spain, their joint struggle in Germany and
many other countries has proved the possibility and the usefulness of
this work.

Unite around the noble banner of Lenin and Liebknecht! Act
together with us on September Ist in the struggle against war and
fascism.

COMRADES! YOUNG WORKERS IN THE FASCIST ORGAN-
IZATIONS!

You have been tricked with the promises of a good life. It Is
hammered into your heads that the Communists are your enemies.
You are persuaded that a new war and an attack on the U. S. S. R.
are the only “salvation for the nation!” But you must understand
that you are being slavishly exploited, that you are being made Into
strikebreakers and murderers of the working class who are fighting
against fascism. The German fascists promised work but now they
are driving all young workers under the age of 25 out of the factories,
forcing them by violence into the camps, deporting them to the coun-
tryside to be at the disposal of the big landlords. The wonderful
"Nine Commandments of Goering,” like the entire economic program of
fascism, are directed most strongly of all against the youth, dooming
them to hunger and want and depriving them of all rights to get jobs.
We call on you, young workers In the fascist organizations, to struggle
along with us against fascism.

Organize strikes in the forced labor camps, join the Y. C. L. Help
the Y. C. L.ers to carry on anti-fascist activity. Struggle against hose
who deceived you, who take advantage of your simplicity and inex-
perience to strengthen the power of the factory owners and bankers,
against the working class and you yourselves.

COMRADES! SOLDIERS! SAILORS!
Come out together with the working youth against war and an

attack on the U. S. S. R. Fight for your demands. Refuse to act as
executioners of the working class and the peasants. Fraternize with
striking workers. Come over with your arms to the side of the rebel-
lious people. Only the proletariat can liberate you from the yoke of
the barracks, and unbridled license of the officers and the fascist ter-
ror. If war breaks out, you must turn your bayonets against the or-
ganizers of war!

YOUNG TOILERS!
For about two years the German fascists have kept in a dungeon

the best fighter of the working class, the leader of the German pro-
letariat, Comrade Ernst Thaelmann. The fascists cannot make any
charge against him except that he is a Communist. Fearing an even
more despicable failure than in the trial of Dimitroff, Hitler and
Goering are keeping Comrade Thaelmann in prison and torturing him.

We call on the toiling youth of all countries to rise in defense of
Thaelmann.

Organize protest strikes, form committees of defense, call meet-
ings, organize demonstrations. Demand the immediate liberation of
Thaelmann! Demand the liberation of all the imprisoned anti-fascists.

The struggle for the freedom of Comrade Thaelmann is a matter
of honor for every young proletarian!

German fascism and the world bourgeoisie are preparing the trial
of Thaelmann, are preparing a new blow against the entire revolu-
tionary movement of the proletariat!

For us Thaelmann is a banner of the anti-fascist struggle. Rally
in the united front of struggle of the youth against fascism and in
defense of Thaelmann.

We send the warmest greetings to our Thaelmann, the noble revo-
lutionary, the bold fighter, the tried warrior for the libera'ion of the
toiling youth from the yoke of fascism.

YOUNG WORKERS AND COLLECTIVE FARMERS IN THE U.
S. S. R.!

The Executive Committee of the Y. C. I. calls on you to exert your
creative forces still more to s'.rengthen the power and strength and
independence of the U. S. S. R. The youth of the whole world are
watching your struggle and labor with admiration. They know that
the Soviet Union is their only fatherland, the bulwark of the revo-
lutionary forces of the entire proletariat. They are learning from you
how to fight and to win. And the stronger the U. S. S. R., the stronger
the power of the proletariat and the more it is convinced of its victory.
Strengthen the defenses of our fatherland, mobilize all your creative
enthusiasm, your strength and knowledge for the successful fulfilment
of the Second Five-Year Plan. Strengthen the power of the Red Army!
Rally more closely around the Leninist Bolshevik Party and the leader
of the world proletariat, Comrade Stalin, the great helmsman of the
world revolution!

Throughout the world, there is only one country where there is no
capitalist slavery, fascist terror, starvation and poverty, where the
bony hands of hunger do not stretch out. to grip the throat of the
worker and where the terrible spectre of unemployment does not stand
behind his back.

There is only one country that is truly and consistently fighting
for peace between peoples, which is not trying to seize the land and
colonies of others. This country is our great fatherland, the U. S. S. R.
Our proletarian fatherland, at the will of the millions of the toilers
of the U. S. S. R., led by the Par.y of Lenin and with the most direct
support of the proletariat of all countries, has become the strongest and
most powerful country In the world.

We have the right to be proud of this fatherland of the most ad-
vanced technique, Socialist culture and free labor, the fatherland of
the Chelyuskinites, the aviator-heroes, the talents of new technical
though', of the great leaders of the proletariat.

And in the face of the growing danger of an attack on the U. S.
S.R., we swear to defend to the last drop of our blood this fatherland
which belongs equally to the Russian proletariat, the fighters on -he
barricades of Vienna and the Oppressed peoples of the colonies.

September Ist must be a day of powerful demonstrations of the
working and toiling youth against war and fascism. We shall dem-
onstrate our readiness to struggle, our hatred toward fascism.

Long live the fighting unity of the working youth!
Down with imperialist war!
Down with fascist terror!
We demand the liberation of Comrade Thaelmann and all the

anti-fascists who have been thrown into prison, concentration camps
and military camps.

Long live the proletarian revolution!
Long live Soviets throughout the world

Marine Leader Reveals
Tie-Up of Great Lakes
And U.S. War Machine

Huge Inland Waterway Provides Strategic Route
for Transportation of Steel and Grain in

Time of War—Urges Organization
By W. C. McCUISTION

Newton D. Baker, Secretary of
War during the Wilson administra-
tion, speaking at the Maritime
Code hearings in Washington,

: stated:
"The Great Lakes industry con-

I sists almost entirely of transporta-
tion of bulk cargoes, consisting of
iron ore from the Lake Superior

i iron region, a movement South and
East, coal from the Lake Erie and

! southerly ports to the northern
i lake ports at a particular season of
the year, and the transportation of
cargoes of grain; and the vessels
previously devoted to the transpor-
tation of coal and ore are washed
and made water-tight bulk carriers
for grain, and the less inviting, but
still important similar task of car-
rying limestone, which Is used as
flux In the making of iron.”

In his description of the shipping
industry on the Great Lakes, it is I
not what Mr. Baker says that, is so j
important, but what he fails to say.!
It is true that grain and iron ore j
are the basic cargoes of Great |
Lakes vessels, but still more im- j
porta nt is the concentration of the I
steel industry and grain elevators !
on the Lakes and the inland water- i
ways. Ninety per cent of the steel:
mills in the country are so located
that they can receive raw material:
and ship their finished product in-
dependent of the railway system,
and grain elevators capable of
storing the entire wheat production
of the United States are located on
the Lakes.

Steel Mills Are Fortresses
The steel mills are located and

planned so that at a moment’s no-
tice they can be turned into verit-
able fortresses. In all important j
steel production centers from the j
Calumet Area on Southern Lake j
Michigan to the Lackawanna on j
northeastern Lake Erie, are found
highly fortified areas with arma-
ment and defenses comparable to
the elaborate coast defense (or of-
fense) system. C.C.C. camps, Na-
tional Guard barracks, and regu-
lar army posts also abound in this
region. Constant dredging opera-
tions under the supervision of the
United States Engineer Corps are
constantly being carried on in or-
der that docking and other water-
front operations can be changed
from their present locations at a
moment’s notice.
Connect with Atlantic and Gulf
The Great Lakes are connected

with the Atlantic Seaboard through
the Erie Canal, Welland Canal and
the St. Lawrence River and the
deepening of the Chicago Canal
already been decided upon by the
Roosevelt administration. Through
a system of feeder highways, short
railways and by virtue of a slight
deepening of the Chicagol Cana
and its extension with small dredg-
ing operation on the upper Missis-
sippi, it will be possible to have a
connecting inland waterway system
from the copper mining region of
Montana direct to the Atlantic, via
the Great Lakes and connecting
rivers and canals, and direct to New
Orleans via the Mississippi River.
Already the Eastern Ohio and
Western Pennsylvania industrial
area is shipping directly to the
Gulf of Mexico byway of the Ohio
and Mississippi Rivers. This can
easily be extended to the Atlantic
by improving the old Chesapeake,
and Ohio Canal.

Lake Tonnage Important Factor
Nine hundred and twenty-one

ships are registered and are in con-
dition to operate immediately. Os
these, 598 fly the American flag and
have a registered gross tonnage of
2,600,000 tons, while the remaining
323 shiDS are of Canadian regis-
try with a gross tonnage of 757.000.
With only a portion of the total
number of ships operating, they are
handling, in addition to grain and
other cargoes. 70,000,000 tons of ore I
and 20,000,000 tons of coal annu- !
ally. Without increasing the total
tonnage now available they arc
capable of furnishing the raw ma-
terial and transporting thg output
of the entire steel industry at full
blast. For the escort and “protec-
tion” of this vast inland fleet, the
U. S. Government maintains a large
and modern "Coast Guard Navy,”
which maintains a constant patrol
in the Industrial areas.

Army Supplies Transported
In preparation for war, when they

face the possibility of political
strikes against war on a broad
scale, the army and navy have al-
ready initiated a "war maneuver”
on the lakes. Foodstuffs, milk, but-
ter, eggs, etc., are shipped entirely
by water from Duluth, Minn., to
the Atlantic Seaboard although it
would ba more economical and
rapid to do this by rail, avoiding the
numerous transhipments now re-
quired.

The Great Lakes shipping indus-
try is one of the highest trustified j
industries in the world and is the I

| most highly trustified of any sec-
I tion of the marine industry'. The

! hiring of crews is conducted almost
j entirely through shipping halls

I controlled by the Lake Carriers As-
sociation, which is the Maritime
Company Union of the Steel Trust
(U. S. Steel, etc.). Seamen are com-
pelled to keep continuous dis-

i charge service books and to be reg-
i istered through this agency, to
which the United States Govern-
ment gives direct aid by permitting
the shipping masters to be regis-
tered as "commissioners.” In this
manner it would be the work of
few minutes to transfer the entii
Great Lakes Shipping industry ini
a government controlled agency "r
an emergency matter.”

A Strikebreaking Center
The Great Lakes shipping in-

dustry' is carefully groomed, main-
tained and nursed to play the role
of the "ace in the hole” for the
government in time of war or gen-
eral strike or any other “national
emergency.” The greatest manufac-
ture of war materials and arma-
ment is in the lakes region, con-
necting directly with the ten larg-
est cities in the land, and with tha
greatest industrial areas. The great-
est area producing foodstuffs, Wis-
consin, Illinois, Ohio, Minnesota,
Michigan, the Dakotas, Indiana,
New York, and even Canada, are
located in the Lakes shipping re-
gion. Troops can be transported,
war materials, foodstuffs, minerals
and raw materials; strikes can be
broken, the t*» k of conducting a
war made much easier for the capi-
talists if the Lakes are unorganized
—but they must not remain un-
organized!
Industrial Union Grows on Lakes
This year the Marine Workers

Industrial Union has organized five
branches on the Lakes. Delegates f,
are operating in seven additional I
ports, many ships have ship dele- I
gates aboard. Youth committees are *

active establishing anti-war and
anti-fascist committees with the
assistance of the M.W.I.U. Through
the Trade Union Unity League the
struggles of the marine and steel
W'orkers are being linked together
and mutual assistance given. The
struggle for better wages and con-
ditions on the Great Lakes imme-
diately becomes a struggle against
war, a battle against one of the
biggest “peace time” war machines
of the government.

It is a task that must be carried
through. The Lakes must be organ-
ized into militant class struggle
unions. The organization of the
workers on the Lakes and in the
steel mil’s spells defeat for the
strikebreaking and war plans of the
bosses.

Nazis Return Worker
To Finnish Fascists

BERLIN. Aug. 17. —A Finnish j
workman named Kirtanen, who had I
fled to Germany at the time of the
massacre of Communists in Finland,
has been arrested by the German,
authorities for an offense against
the passport laws and extradited to
Finland.

For Orders on
TORG S I N
in U.S.S.R. (Russia)

apply to

Am-Berutra
Transport Corp. j

261 FIFTH AVENUE
10th Floor

New York
Tel. LExuvrtoh 2-4117

•

Our orders are sent di-
rect to every city in the

U.S.S.R.
•

The recipient selects his
own merchandise at low

fixed prices.
9

The orders are sent by
us with no postage
charge to the sender.

•

Price list will be furnished on
request

CALL or WRITE

THE SPIRIT OF THE U* So So Ro
IS CONCENTRATED IN MOSCOW

NOVEMBER BBM
Perhaps no one symbol of the U.S.S.R. is more forceful tk&:i
the tremendous parade through Moscow’s Red Square which
marks each anniversary of the Soviet Union. It is an immgise
and inspiring review of achievements. Moscow and the ratfiffiranjl
U.S.S.R. at all times offer scenes of unusual vitality to men
and women who must see for themselves . . . but Moscow
on November 7 presents an intense concentration. You may
visit Moscow and Leningrad for as little as $5 a day
special class, and $H a day tourist class. Meals, hotels,
sightseeing and transportation on tour in the U.S.S.R. in- HRgraEEgn
eluded. The Soviet Union is one country where the travel
dollar is practically ?t par. Round trip steamship fares JEraramragS
from New York to Leningrad are as low as SHfi. Consult
your local travel agent or write for Folder 56, to

INTOURIST, Inc, fWU. S. Representatives of the Travel Co. o.
the U.S.S.R., 545 Fifth Avenue, New York MnSHNHI
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Congressional Election Platform of the Communist Party
In the congressional elections, Tuesday, November 6,

the Communist Party, the Party of the working class, repre-
sents the immediate needs and the emancipation of the
workers, the poor farmers, the Negro people, and the im-
poverished middle class from the miseries of a bankrupt
capitalist system.

For five years, the nation has been in the throes of a
'srrible crisis. The Republican Party of Hoover and now
the Democratic Party of Roosevelt have both failed to relieve
the suffering of the people or to overcome the crisis. Their
policies have served only to further enrich the biggest, the
monopoly capitalists and to further impoverish the masses
of the people. With the continuation of such policies the
capitalists will only succeed in placing further tremendously
increased burdens on the masses.

The Communist Party is the only political party which
leads in the every-day fight of the masses of the people
for improved conditions; it alone offers a practical way out
of the appalling misery and suffering brought on by capi-
talism and capitalist rule.

Fifteen million people remain unemployed, with still
inadequate relief, in fact with reduced relief.

x The masses still clinging to jobs have had their real
earnings sharply reduced through the dual process of N.R.A.
codes and inflation.

NEGRO PEOPLE DISCRIMINATED AGAINST

The Negro people are discriminated against on the job
and in the handing out of relief; Negro sharecroppers are
being driven off the land by the cotton reduction program
and forced into starvation; they are undergoing the greatest
poverty, suffering, persecution and terror.

Roosevelt’s A.A.A., embodying the willful destruction
of hundreds of millions of dollars worth of cotton, wheat,
cattle, etc., while millions go hungry, has resulted in more
evictions of farmers from their land, in more foreclosures
and in the further impoverishment of the mass of poor and
middle farmers. The A.A.A. destruction, combined now with
the drought, has brought the whole farming section from
Canada to Mexico to the condition of famine.

Millions of working class housewives are being com-
pelled to seek employment in industry, with wages for women
being far below the already low wages of men.

The young generation, with the school system in almost
total collapse, is growing to manhood and womanhood with-
out prospect of jobs or future security. The “New Deal”
for the youth means militarization and forced labor in camps
under army supervision.

The small business men and the lower middle class have
been brought to the point of ruin, while the “New De?l” has
greatly strengthened the position and increased the profits
of the big trusts and monopolies.

On all sides, more privileges and power for the wealthy
and more misery, suffering and disease for the masses char-
acterize the decaying capitalist system.

Faced with their own inability to solve the paralyzing
economic crisis by ordinary means, the capitalist rulers of
the country, the Morgans, Rockefellers, Fords, through
Roosevelt, who acts as their chief executive, prepare for
imperialist war, for a new world slaughter. The billions
needed to keep alive the hungry masses are spent instead
on means of murder, on battleships, machine-guns, tanks,
airplanes, poison gas.

ROOSEVELT REGIME TAKES FASCIST STEPS
Fac d with the growing discontent of the people, as

■xpressed in the wave o" fiereely-fougnt strike struggles,
the militant demonstrations ot the unemp’oyed and the de-
termined battles of the farmers and farm laborers, the big-
bar.ker-controlled regime of Roosevelt is resorting more and
mere openly to fascist measures of suppression, to open
murder and terror against the masses, to a brazen restric-
tion of the rights of the toiling population.

American capitalism is fostering open fascist ideology
and action, expressed also in intensified lynch terror against
Negroes, hounding of the foreign-born workers, and anti-
semitism of medieval Europe and Nazi Germany.

Capitalist rule has to offer only—hunger, misery, fas-
cism and war!

In this situation, the Communist Party proposes to the
masses an energetic, determined struggle for the following
central demands in the congressional elections:

1. Against Roosevelt’s “New Deal” attacks on the living
standards of the toilers, against rising living costs resulting
from monopoly and inflation, for higher wages, shorter hours,
a shorter work week, and improved living standards.

2. Against capitalist terror and the growing trend to-
ward fascism; against deportations and oppression of the
foreign-born; against compulsory arbitration and company
unions; against the use of troops in strikes; for the workers’
rignt to join unions of their own choice, to strike, to picket,
to demonstrate without restrictions; for the maintenance
of all the civil and political rights of the masses.

3. For unemployment and social insurance at the exoense
of the employers and the state; for the Workers Unem-
ployment Insurance Bill (H.R. 7598).

4. For the repeal of the Agricultural Adjustment Act;
for emergency relief to the impoverished and drought-
stricken farmers without restriction by the government or
benks; exemption of impoverished farmers from taction;
cancellation of the debts of poor farmers; for the Farmers’
Emergency Relief Bill.

5. Against Jim-Crowism and lynching; for equal rights
for the Negroes and self-determination for the Black Belt;
for the Negro Bill of Rights.

6. For the immediate payment of the veterans’ back
wages (bonus).

7. Against the sales tax; no taxes on persons, or their
property, earning less than 83,000 per year; steeply gradu-
ated and greatly increased taxation on the rich.

8. Against Roosevelt’s war preparedness program;
against imperialist war; for the defense of the Soviet Union
and Soviet China.

PARTY URGES WORKERS’ UNITED FRONT
AGAINST BOSSES AND THEIR PARTIES

UNITY NEEDED TO WIN DEMANDS

The Communist Party is fighting for the unity of the
working elas3 as a whole against the capitalist class.

The Communist Party, in putting forward these de-
mands, calls upon the millions of workers and farmers, Negro
and white, and particularly upon those workers who until
now have followed the mis-leadership of the Socialist Party
and strikebreaking officials of the A. F. of L., to unite their
forces in a determined fight for these demands.

Particularly in every struggle, even for the most modest
demands, the workers meet the stubborn resistance of the
capitalists, who are always supported by the armed power
of the state. This united front of the bosses, their govern-
ment and the strikebreaking A. F. of L. officials can only
be defeated through the united actions of the workers and
all their organizations.

The Communist Party stands for one united trade union
movement of all industrial and agricultural workers, for
a trade union movement free from racketeering, for a trade

'< union movement having the fullest inner democracy—for a
united and militant movement capable of effectively uniting
all workers, employed and unemployed, for determined strug-
gle for improved conditions.

The above immediate demands of the Communist Party
can serve as the basis for this united action of all workers
and farmers who are being oppressed and starved by the
rule of monopoly capitalism.

Only united mass struggle—protest actions, demonstra-
tions, strikes, political strikes—can block the capitalists’ of-
fensive of fascism and war, and bring victory to the workers
and poor farmers. The central guiding slogan of the Com-
munist Party is the fight for working class unity—for the
united front.

COMMUNISTS FIGHT FOR TOILERS NEEDS

The Communist Party urges you to energetically sup-
port and elect Communist congressional candidates. They
will lead tiie fight for the above demands and for all the
needs and interests of the toiling population. They will
directly aid in building the workers’ organizations and in
leading the struggles of the toilers for improved conditions,
against fascism and against imperialist war.

Spokesmen of the other parties will promise everything,
before elections, but after getting into office they will vigor-
ously oppose all demands of the toilers which would really
improve their conditions; they will join in authorizing the
beating, gassing and shooting of workers who fight for
these demands; they will faithfully carry out the dictates
of the Wall Street bankers and the heads of the big trusts
who completely dominate both the national and state admin-
istrations.

Roosevelt and the Democratic Party took office to the
tune of a “New Deal” for the “forgotten man,” but their
record in office already gives the lie to their promises. The
conditions of the mass of workers, the poor farmers, the
Negro people and the lower middle class—Roosevelt’s “for-
gotten men”—are worse today than when Roosevelt took
office. This fact was confirmed by the investigation and
report of the Darrow Review Board.

Roosevelt promised social insurance before the elections;
this promise was never fulfilled. His promises today again
made for election purposes, have the same value as those
of 1932.

The “New Deal” has benefited only the nation’s richest
men, the heads of the big banks and trusts, by piling in-
creased burdens on the backs of the great majority of the
population. Under the “New Deal,” the rich have grown
richer; the poor have become poorer.

Side by side with this have gone growing restrictions
on the rights of the masses and the letting loose of the
most brutal drive of terror and persecution in the nation’s
history against the workers, the farmers and the Negro
people. Consider the outright murders of workers, deporta-
tion drives, strikebreaking, under the “New Deal”—Birming-
ham, Toledo, Minneapolis, San Pedro, Cleveland and San
Francisco. The reign of terror of Democrats and Republi-
cans alike, aided by the A. F. of L. bureaucrats, against the
San Francisco general strike, shows up most glaringly the
loyal strikebreaking service of Roosevelt to the bosses.

Thus the Roosevelt government stands exposed as the
tool of the capitalists, the open shoppers, the company unions,
against strikes, for the suppression of the workers and their
organizations. The Communist Party has been singled out
particularly for attack because it is the organizer and fighter
for the most elementary rights and needs of the workers.
Clubbing, gassing and killing workers has become a weekly
occurrence under the present Democratic Party regime.
Those are Roosevelt’s deeds for the “forgotten man.”

WORKERS PLUNDERED TO AID RICH
The Republican Party, the Republicans in Congress,

have supported all these measures of Roosevelt, directed
against the masses and for the benefit of the capitalists.
Together with the Democratic administration they have
plundered and starved the toiling people and handed out
hundreds of millions to the rich. With the approach of
the elections, the Republican Party is trying to appear as
an opposition to the “New Deal.” They even pretend to
‘criticize” the growing bureaucracy of the Roosevelt admin-
istration. But these are only campaign tricks, efforts to
utilize the growing disillusionment of the working people
in the “New Deal” to continue to serve the interests of
capitalism. The boss class wants to alternate the two major
capitalist parties, posing as an opposition to each other when
one is in power and by such means place the discontented
masses under the control of their trusted political servants.
In the states which they control, the Republicans have used
the same brutal terror against those who resisted the lower-

ing of their living standards. Any differences between the
two major parties reflect only differences within the capi-
talist camp on how to continue and increase the robbery
and persecution of the poor.

The Farmer-Laborites, likewise, while posing as repre-
sentatives of farmers and workers, with a program charac-
terized by the most demagogic promises, in Congress and
in Minnesota, where they control the state administration,
have given the most slavish support to Roosevelt’s measures
which times has proven were directed against the masses.
The Farmer-Labor Governor, Olson, of Minnesota, like his
Democratic colleague, Governor White of Ohio, and the Re-
publican Governor Merriam of California, has also sent
National Guard troops to break the strike of the Minneapolis
truckmen. The so-called “Progressives,” the Borahs, La-
Follettes, etc., in practice carry out the same anti-working
class policies.

SOCIALIST PARTY PRACTICES BOSS POLITICS
The Socialist Party, while pretending to advocate Social-

ism, practices outright capitalist oplitics. In Milwaukee and
in Bridgeport, where the Socialist Party is in control, they
have adhered to Roosevelt’s “New Deal” policies, meeting
the strikes and demonstrations of the workers against those
policies with the seme ruthless terror as is practiced in cities
and states under Democratic, Republican and Farmer-Labor
rule. Their present criticism of Roosevelt and his policies
comes only after the real class character of these policies
became evident to the masses, when it was no longer pos-
sible to pretend to be “Socialist” and still openly support
Roosevelt. But the rejection by the Socialist Party of the
only possible road to Socialism—the road of revolutionary
mass struggle as proposed by the Communist Party—inevi-
tably keeps this party bound to the fundamental policies of
Roosevelt, of the capitalists. Their fear of revolution, of
mass struggle, of powerful strikes and demonstrations by
the workers, causes them to accept lower wages and lower
living standards and to agree to the taking away piecemeal
of one set of workers’ rights after another; it leads them
inevitably to policies which pave the way for open fascist
dictatorship as was the case in Germany and later in Austria.
Behind phrases of “democracy” and “socialism,” and while
pretending to be a workers’ party, the Socialist Party leader-
ship, working hand in hand with the A. F. of L. bureaucracy,
renders the most loyal service to the capitalist exploiters
and oppressors of the workers.

The Democratic, Republican, Socialist and Farmer-
Labor Parties—together with the American Federation of
Labor through its so-called non-partisan policy, which has
as its aim to keep the masses chained to the capitalist par-
ties—each appear in this year's election campaign in a dif-
ferent garb each will promise measures immediately benefi-
cial to the masses.

WORKERS MUST BREAK WITH OLD PARTIES

The Communist Party calls upon the workers to break
decisively with these parties of hunger, fascism and war.
It calls upon the masses to defeat the Republican,* Demo-
cratic, Farmer-Labor and Socialist candidates in the con-
gressional elections. Elect Communist candidates. Send
fighters for your demands, for your class interests, to
Congress!

The Communist Party calls upon the millions of work-
ers and farmers, Negro and white, not only to elect Com-
munist congressmen and all other Communist candidates,
hut to boldly and determinedly take up and broaden the
mass fight for the immediate demands set forth in this
platform. This alone can win immediate and substantial
victories for the toilers.

More than that, the mass fight for these demands is
the starting point in the workers’ struggle for political
power, for a workers’ government, for a Soviet government
in the United States, which alone will bring the present
capitalist crisis to an end.

The only way out of the crisis for the toiling masses
is the revolutionary way out—the abolition of capitalist
rule and capitalism, the establishment of the Socialist society
through the power of a revolutionary workers’ government,
a Soviet government.

UNITED STATES RIPE FOR SOCIALISM
The program of the revolutionary solution of the crisis

is no blind experiment. The working class is already in
power in the biggest country in the world, and it has already
proved the great superiority of the Socialist system. While
the crisis has engulfed the capitalist countries—at the same
time in the Soviet Union, where the workers rule through
their Soviet power, a new Socialist society is being victori-
ously built. It completely abolished unemployment and tre-
mendously raised the material well-being and cultural stand-
ards of the toiling masses. Upon the basis of its Socialist
system, the Soviet Union has become the most powerful
influence for peace in an otherwise war-mad world.

In every material respect, the United States is fully
ripe for Socialism. All material conditions exist for a society
which could at once provide every necessity of life and even
a degree of luxury for the entire population.

The first acts of a revolutionary workers’ government
would be to open up the warehouses and distribute among
all the working people the enormous surplus stores of food
and clothing.

It would open up the tremendous accumulation of un-
used buildings—now withheld for private profit—for the
benefit of tens of millions who now wander homeless in the
streets or crouch in cellars or slums.

huch a government would immediately open up all the
factories, mills and mines, and give every person a job at
constantly increasing wages.

1 nemployment and social insurance at full wages with-

| out special cost to the workers would immediately be pro-
vided for all, to cover loss of work due to natural causes

i outside the control of the workers’ government, as well
as due to sickness, old age, maternity or other disabilities.
Jobs would be provided to all abie-bodied workers under
planned economy!

Such a government would immediately begin to reor-
ganize the present anarchic system of production along

| Socialist lines. Such a Socialist reorganization of industry
would almost immediately double the existing productive

I forces of the country. Such a revolutionary government
i would secure to the farmers the possession of their land
and provide them with the necessary means for a comfortable

1 living; it would make it possible for the farming population
to unite their forces in a cooperative Socialist agriculture,
and thus bring to the farming population all of the advan-

; tages of modern civilization, and would multiply many fold
j the productive capacities of American agriculture. It would

I proceed at once to the complete liberation of the Negro
I people from all oppression, secure the right of self-deter-
mination of the Black Belt, and would secure unconditional
economic, political and social equality.

The revolutionary Soviet government would immedi-
ately withdraw all American troops and battleships from
China, Cuba and the Carribean. It would immediately grant
complete independence to the Philippine Islands, Hawaii and
other American territorial possessions.

The efforts of the capitalists to get out of the crisis lies
j along the Way of wage cuts, speed-up, denial of unemploy-
ment insurance, cutting of relief, discrimination against the

| Negroes and foreign-born, strikebreaking, fascism and war.
The revolutionary way out of the crisis begins with the
fight for unemployment insurance, against wage cuts, for

| wage increases, for relief to the farmers—through demon-
i strations, strikes, general strikes leading up to the seizure
of power, to the destruction of capitalism by a revolutionary
workers’ government.

The Communist Party calls upon the workers, farmers,
! impoverished middle classes, professionals, office and clerical
workers, to unite their forces to struggle uncompromisingly

I against every reduction of their living standards, against
| every backward step now being forced upon them by tne
capitalist crisis, against the growing menace of fascism and
war. The Communist Party leads and organizes this strug-

I J?le, toward the final solution—the establishment of a Soviet
i America—-a government of workers and toiling farmers.

ENTER THE ELECTION STRUGGLE UNDER THE
LEADERSHIP OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY!

SUPPORT THE COMMUNIST PARTY FIGHT FOR
ITS DEMANDS!

VOTE FOR ALL THE COMMUNIST CANDIDATES!
JOIN THE RANKS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY!

BEHIND THE POGROMS
What is really back of the recent Jewish massacres in

Algeria? Is it an economic basis? Why does the author
conclude

' Contributing to the growth of Moslem anti-Semitism
is no doubt the aggressive, criminally chauvinistic anti-
labor policy of the Jewish bourgeoisie in Palestine?"

ROOSEVELT HOUSES THE WORKERS
An editorial expose of how workers' j' 1 ' 1wages will be cut to enable private Also in this issue
business to improve housing for a Angelo Herndon, Fighter
substantial fee. by Joseph North

Read all this in Four Orations

MEW MASSEfI by Isidor Schneider
■ AJkVW ITI fc <J» Inholy Wedlock

31 East 27th St„ N. Y. C. by Robert Forsythe
NOW Ol.'T Also book reviews,

10 cents on newsstands poems, editorials, car-
s3.so a year—s2.oo—6 months -°°ns -

a ■ __
1 Through a chain of modern

Si* .1 . ® 1 store.', Torgsin sells to your
I I aTJj! |*Rgj i relatives fine imported and

WpiissgdO;u2j Lilli •gffllj]; N domestic merchandise.

T T; m Send them a Torgsin order
iij .< , JIm.'JJ |.j Summer gifts or gifts for

I the approaching holidays can

BP-Hwhl'N |.MjO 1 AT PRICKS COMPARINGlira- I sra IE 33 1 favorably with those
I IN THE I'NITED STATES.

if 11 WiBIMIW MBfiif' 1 Gift Suggestions:S® | Men's shoes
*

Rbl.

Flour 12-1/5 °lS)\'o6Kop.
U \J Sugar (2-1/5 lb.) 22 "

A Large Variety of Highest Quality Food Items.
For Torgsin orders vour local
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C. P. UNIT HELPS BRING MILITANT PROGRAM TO BUTTE MINE STRIKERS
WORKERS’ HEALTH

Conducted by the
Daily Worker Medical Advisory Board

ATHLETE'S FOOT
We have received so many ques-

tions about "athlete's foot" that we
will try to answer them all in to-
day's column.

This condition is also called ring-
worm, and technically "dermato-
phytogis." It is caused by an in-
~'-hon oi the skin by a very tiny
organism called a fungus. It has
very little to do with athletics and
«nd mild to cause you worry in
nothing to do with worms.

It is contagious, but too common
your daily life. At least half of all
people have it at some time or
other, but only a few are made un-
comfortable. Even when complete-
ly cured, it sometimes recurs. It
is not serious.

In the mild cases the skin be-
tween and under the toes begins to
peel and scale; it may become soggy
and cracked, and very tiny blisters
are common. The disease may
spread to other parts of the foot,
appearing as patches of redness,
scaling, blisters and pimples.

To take care of this condition,
keep the feet as dry as possible
by frequent changes of socks and
occasional sponging with alcohol
Get Whitfield’s ointment and apply
it every night to the affected parts.
(This is not a patent medicine, but
may be obtained by name at most
drug-stores.) This will cure most
cases within two weeks. If the oint-
ment is too strong for your skin
and irritates it, you can mix it half
and half with vaseline.

Ringworm sometimes appears in
the groin. It can be treated with
the same ointment.

In more severe cases when the
• ! skin is raw and oozing, you will not

i be able to apply this ointment at
•! first. You must rest your feet as

! much as possible and keep them
dry. Gauze pads between the toes
and talcum powder help. When the■ skin has become dry and soothed

• j you can start using Whitfields.
; | If a great deal of skin has be-

-1 come raw', red, oozing and sore,
1 ! you will have to stay in bed a few'

days. Apply a wet dressing of boric
J ! acid solution for one day. Then

1 jsponge with calamine lotion every
’ I few hours. When the rawness has

■ gone you can start treating it as
• | you W'ould a mild case.
' I In severe cases, with rapid spread,I pain, swelling or a feeling of be-■ ing generally sick, or any other
> complication, you must, of course,
’ call a doctor.
5 The most important thing you

1 should know about taking care of
’ ringworm of the feet is to avoid
’ using any medicine that your

friends or drug advertisers suggest.
; Many very serious complicationsj have occurred from the use of med-

icine like iodine, mercury, lysol,
carbolic acid, etc. Don’t make
trouble for yourself by performing

; experiments on the only feet you
; i have!

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
AH letters pertaining to medical

advice shonld be addressed to the
Daily Worker Medical Advisory
Board, 50 E. 13tb St., New York

! City, and not to any individual
doctor.

IN THE HOME
Bv HELEN LUKE

“Coming Events . . .

”

Digging about for. the cause of the
"catastrophic” low birthrate of Ger-
many. the author of the September
Pictorial Review article gingerly ad-
mits that "economic distress has
been gripping Germany . . . and
instead of taking their little Hansels
and Gretels out into the forests, the
fathers and mothers have decided
not to let them come in the first
place. That is why the 1,500,000 little
soldiers are missing. They never
even reached the recruiting office.”

Reading further we learn that un-
til recently knowledge and gadgets
for birth control, formerly the “mon-
opoly” of the rich, had spread to
the working class, so that noble
marriage-and-babe-loving (bache-
lor) leader, Herr Hitler, horrified by
this immoral state of affairs, closed
the stations giving information (to

the masses) and banned advertising
and sale of devices. The saintly
Fuhrer also banned abortions, which
investigators said equalled births in
number.

After pages of this and similar
stuff, with additional talk about the
new Sterilization Law. the author
(Dr. Wm. Seaver Woods) proceeds
to describe the Reich's "enormous
efforts” in behalf of the mother and
child. They pan out to be nothing
special beyond the few mother-and-
child centers and ordinary hospital
and nurse services common to any
large capitalist land, plus a pain-
fully inadequate insurance (for only
some mothers, evidently) which
provides a minimum of care and
time at birth, giving the mother
a magnificent allowance of four to
ten dollars cash, the fund being
"supported by the workers and em-
ployers. the former paying two
thirds of the expenses.”

Don’t imagine the proud papa is
neglected. If his family is large
enough he can get a pretty badge
decorated with an eagle and five
eaglets to show that he is “rich in
children.”

Marriage loans are described, and
many maudlin paragraphs devoted
to the new "Women's Movement”
(back to the cookstove IF any).

This series cn birthrates and
such serves as a cloak to put
across propaganda for the pres-
ervation of the old-style individ-
ualistic heme, on which (with
its myriad of “household prob-
lems” that disappear under social-
ism) these ladies' home magazines
deperd for their existence and
profits.

It serves to stir up nationalistic
feeling: to conceal, not reveal the
relation between infant and
mother death rates and economic
system; to confuse carefully the
issues, leaving the impression that
Russia’s high birth and low death
rates are achieved in spite of and
net because of her socialistic sys-
tem.
Following the spiteful article in

the August issue on the Soviet
creche-systems, etc., this issue pre-
sents Fascism in a highly sympa-
thetic light, adoring Hitler, and not
merely whitewashing Mussolini’s
treacherous betrayal of the masses
but actually gilding and performing
it. The article by Von Ziekursch,
“Remove the Frofit from Legalized
Killing,” calling for nationalization

of the munitions industry, is a
shameless piece of demagogy begin-
ning. “Dark clouds hang low over
the international horizons. Russia
and Japan literally are at each
others’ throats. France, Russia and
Czecho-Slovakia have formed an
alliance against Germany.” Russia is
falsely cast as an agressor, and
mentioned twice.

The marked trend to fascism in
the women’s magazines represents a
serious menace and needs to be ex-
posed and fought with determina-
tion and persistence.

Can You Make ’Em
Yourself?

Patccrn 1945 is available in sizec
12. 14. 16, 18, 20, 30, 32. 34, 36, 38
and 40. Size 16 takes 2% yards 39
inch fabric and 2H yards contrast-
ing. Illustrated step-by-step sew-
ing instructions included.

Jjcffo? 1945 i
Send FIFTEEN CENTS (13c) in

coins or stamps (coins preferred)
for this Anne Adams pattern. Write
plainly name, address and style
number. BE SI'RE TO STATE
SIZE.

Address orders to Daily Worker
Pattern Department, 243 W. 17th
St., New York City.

Free Herndon and Scottsboro Boys
"It pleased me greatly to have received your letter today

if 1 did receive unpleasant news a few minutes before. It
didn't weaken my courage and faith whatever so long as I
know you will stick by me. . .

Letter from Haywood Patterson, Kilby Prison, June 29, 1934.

$15,000 SCOTTSBORO-KEKNDON EMERGENCY FUND $15,000
International Labor Defense
Room 430, 80 East 11th St.
New York City

I contribute $ for the Scottsboro-Herndon Appeals
and Defense.

NAME

ADDRESS

Rank and File
Revolt at Roda
Local Meeting
By a Mine Worker Correspondent
RODA. Va. Last Saturday was

our regular meeting day. The rank
and file committee decided to bring
up the question of demanding a
closed shop in the local. Mr. Sax-
ton. the new District President, had
been promising to visit the Roda
local. Someone tinned him end
Bill Minton, district secretary, off
to what was planned, and while the
meeting was in progress they both
came in.

The local president immediately
turned over the meeting to them
and they began making their flow-
ery speeches, telling the miners
what the New Deal had done for
them, and what their great leaders,
John L. Lewis, and so on, had done
to get the New Deal for them, and
how their pay had been increased.
When the miners began to take the
stand and expose the true condi-
tions, however, Saxton said we
ought to be willing to share our
little bit of work with the thou-
sands who have no jobs at all.

A Negro worker had been elected
to the mine committee. Mr. Min-
ton expressed his pleasure at this
election, and then on Saturday he
said the company had this Negro
worker on the spot and was laying
for a chance to fire him, and ad-
vised him to resign from the com-
mittee. A comrade then told him
that the whole committee had bet-
ter resign, and let Mr. Ingles, the
superintendent, appoint whom he
wanted. The miners gave Mr. Min-
ton to understand that they would
have whom they wanted on the
committee.

When the chairman of the mine
committee made his report he told
that the miners had lost every case
they had before the board, and told
of one case where the board failed
to agree, and an umpire was called,
who was an operator, and the
worker was discharged.

He then said we -would not take
?nv move cases to the hoard, but
would settle them at the drift-
mouth. Then Mr. Minton said he
thought we had done pretty well
at the board, that these were the
first cases we had lost. Our com-
rade told him we would not lose
any more.

Mr. Saxton said he could promise
nothing but to enforce the con-
tract. One miner told him the con-
tract had only loopholes for theoperators, and shackles for the
miners. He replied: "I gues you’re
right, son. I hope you’ll get to
write the next one.” The miner
said: "I do intend to, or at least
help -write it, and if I couldn’t write
a better one than this I wouldn’t
have any. We are only working
two days a week, and we can’t get
scrip half the time, much less the
frt pay days these fakers talk
about.”

Now the workers in this newly-
organized field, where there was
never a union before, are beginning
to understand these officials’ lies,
and now they are saying we will
have to do the same thing the min-
ers of District 2 in Pennsylvania
are doing, take the leadership aw'ay
from these crooks.

NOTE
We publish letters from coal

and ore miners, and from oil field
workers, every Saturday. We urge
workers in these fields to write us
of their conditions of work and
of their struggles to organize.
Please get your letters to us by
Wednesday of each week.

A Mass Circulation of our “Daily”
Means a Quickening Tempo in Class
Struggle.

Mobilizes Meeting of
700 to Aid Struggle
Hulps to Popularize Mass Picketing Tactics As

Way to Win Demands
By a Worker Correspondent

BUTTE, Mont. Yesterday. Aug.
11, the Communist Party unit held
its first public meeting on the min-
ers’ strike here. The ourpose of
the meeting was to explain the
Party's interest in this strike as well
as all other strikes and struggles
of the workers the world over. Also
the effectiveness of militancy, mass
picketing and general strikes was
to be pointed out, too—all this on
the basis of the experience of the
past struggles of the workers, their
victories and defeats and why they
took the course they did. An ap-
peal was to be made to members
of the miners' union to bring up
the question of mass picketing at
the next union meeting.

The meeting was attended by 700.
About 250 or 300 members of the
miners’ union were present. The

program of the unit was carried
out to the letter, and in addition
a member of thp miners' union
spoke on the necessity of mass
picketing and how it can revive the
interest of all in the strike and thus
increase the chances for victory.

In response to the question ask-
ing how many in the audience were
in favor of mass picketing a ma-
jority, by far, raised their hands.
Only three raised their hands sig-
nifying their opposition to it.

This meeting must be followed up
with meetings at the mines at
which the workers and those sym-
pathetic to them will be called on
to commence mass picketing. Ac-
tion of this kind can bring out,
into the fore, tbi militancy and
courage that the workers of Butte
refer to with pride when recounting
the past history of their struggles.

Bosses Killed My Baby,
Writes Wife of Miner

By a Worker Correspondent
ARTINIS, Ky—l am a coal

miner's wife, and was born and
raised in Kentucky. I will tell you
how the capitalists caused the
death of my baby girl.

Before the baby was born my
| husband worked in the coal mines

jfor 23 cents a ton, and half the
j time I had to go hungry. My hus-

; band worked hard all day and then
sometimes didn’t have anything for

j supper when his day's work was
done. Before the baby came I had
to go hungry for days at a time
and when I could get anything it
was something I could hardly eat.
Com bread and pinto beans is reg-
ular with the miners.

So baby came into the world a
little half-starved child. My two
oldest children had stood by the
bed and cried with hunger when
baby was coming. After that my
husband got T. B. and we sold
everything we could sell to try to
get food for our children and med-
icine for our baby. As long as
the money lasted we could get med-
icine but when the money was
gone, the doctor (my husband had
been cut to pay for the doctor

1 through the company office for
j three years). Dr. Bresill, flatly re-
fused to doctor our baby unless
we had the money. He said, “I
guess the baby needs milk.”

I went to the relief office to try
to get milk but they told me they
just couldn't give me anything to

j buy milk for the baby. So just
what little milk I could borrow' from
the neighbors is all baby had.

Just before baby died I tried to
get the doctor to come to see her.
He said, “I can’t fool with that
kid, I’m going to the show. So
baby struggled along and tried to
live so hard till she was 14 months
and nine days old, but she finally
had to die, and the dirty bosses
are to blame.

They are starving little children
to death every day, so I am begging
to workers everyw'here to unite and
help me to fight against having
your children and mine being
starved to death by the dirty cap-
italists in Harlan County. Miners
and their families haven't got any
privilege there.

A little 13-year old t>oy went to
a peanut stand and bought him

a nickels worth of peanuts, when
one of the gun thugs named Ike
Young saw him and told him to
halt. The little boy didn't stop

and the thug shot him in the bad.
and said he thought he had stolen
the peanuts.

There was a poor Negro who wen'
to Harlan to get work. He askc
some of the men if they had :

union there, and the thugs heart,
him and took him for a ride. They
took him across the mountain and
cut him all to pieces with switches
and the next day the poor fellow
was found there dead.

It will make any honest person
that has reasonable sense wake up
and unite and fight for the right
to live. I am the mother of two

| little, naked, half-starved children,
I am one of the poor mistreated
company of miners’ wives.

Pennsylvania Miners
Fight Cut in Relief

By a Worker Correspondent
EXPORT, Pa.—Approximately 300

miners and their wives and others-
attended an Unemployment Coun-
cil's meeting here at Export on
July 14.

Miners and others are suffering
from lack of food and other neces-
sities, and are flocking to the Un-
employment Council.

A county committee is success-
fully being organized, to meet Re-
lief officials at the County Relief
Headquarters in Greensburg, to
protest against a relief cut of 20
per cent.

WITH OUR YOUNG READERS
demands, he has many weapons. He
has the law on his side. He calls in
the police and us to protect his
property. He hires gangsters to beat
up the strikers, and scabs to keep
his factory going. That’s the kind of
law we have to keep."

"Bill’s right,” said Frank. "Why
should we care about the bosses?
The strikers are the same as us.”

Next morning the strikers stood, a
solid mass outside the factory. Word
had gone round that the boss was
bringing in scabs to work in their
places. They waited, tense and ex-
pectant.

They had not long to wait. The
first truck drove up filled with
strike-breakers. On the running
board and on the motor were the
company police with guns levelled.
The strikers’ anger broke loose.

“Come on,” cried one, “let's show
them we're not afraid."

They rushed forward to the trucks.
The company police fired. Two

. strikers fell, wounded. The whole
1 mass of workers pushed forward in

■ spite of the company guns.
A scab yelled out, “Why don’t

i those guards help us?”
The workers stopped at once, as

■ though they just remembered the
, guards. They turned around to the

s soldiers who were facing them. The
I captain called out, “Throw your

; bombs.”
> A few raised their arms—with gas
> bombs clutched in their hands.

: Charlie's arm went up too. Others
■ remained still.

BROTHERS
(Continued from last week)

"AH of us will iust stand still when
they tell us to fire. Remember last
time when we had to fight with the
strikers at that automobile factory?
We didn’t like it, did we? And some
of us didn't shoot when we were su-
cceed to. Let's make it all of us
now. There are not more than 40
of us. If we all stick to it, we’ll be
ail right. How many of you are
with me?”

Almost every hand went up.
“It’s got to be everyone,” con-

tinued Bill. “I spoke to the other
fellows today. They’re with us. How
about you, Charlie?”

”I—oh. that's what we're here for,
I suppose, to keep law and order.”

“Whose law and whose order? The
factory owner wants us to protect
himself, his property and his pro-
fits. Don’t all of the people pay
taxes to keep the National Guard?
And yet he gets all this protection.
Why don’t we protect the strikers?
They pay taxes too. But they have
no property to protect. They have
only their two hands which do the
work and make profits for the boss.
And the boss can squeeze the work-
ers as much as he likes and cut
their wages still lower. When the
workers can't stand it any more and
they sec their families with not
enough food or clothes, they stop
work and go out on strike. That is
their only weapon. But when the
boss doesn’t want to give in to their

Adventures of Tim and Margie

Negro-White
Solidarity in
South Growing
By a Mine Worker Correspondent
BESSEMER. Ala—The night of

j August Ist marked a large step for-
ward toward the unity of the Negro
and white workers.

Local No. 1 i formerly the unem-
ployed local) of the Mill, Mine and
Smelters Union staged a little min-
strel show to raise money to send
delegates to the union’s National
Convention. Both Negro and white
workers participated in the pro-
gram. 200 workers were present, of
whom about 10 per cent were white

| workers.
The singing was contributed by

Negro women, two quartets and two
soloists. The Negro songs, which
express the deep revolutionary
spirit of an oppressed people, were
well received.

The refreshments—ice cream and
peanuts—were all served from the
same freezer to the Negro and white
alike.

Another significant thing was
the werkers’ discipline. Three Ne-
gro and four white workers ap-
pointed as guards to keep order in
case anyone came drunk and started
a fuss. As it was, no disorder of
any sort occurred. The object of
worker discipline was to keep the
police away.

The Negro vice-president of the
union acted as Master of Cere-
monies. Hobson, a white worker
and secretary of the union, spoke
on the value of organization. He
referred to Wilson’s war adminis-
tration as having offered the
workers a chance to organize—but
he claimed the workers refused this
chance. Now Roosevelt has offered
labor the chance to organize and we
should grasp it. Hobson, although
honest in his convictions, does not
see through the lies and fakery of
Roosevelt. Right here in Bessemer
the T. C. I. and other companies
are openly trying to smash the
benafide unions while already the
company unions have started with
scabs as the nucleus.

This is the same Local of the I.
U. M. M. S W. that unanimously
endorsed the Workers Unemploy-
ment Insurance Bill H R. 7598 a few
weeks ago.

The growing solidarity of white
•nd Negro unemployed workers will
'rove to be a mighty weapon in the
ruggle for decent relief.

Answers Murray’s
Attack on “Daily”

By a Mine Worker
Correspondent

TARENTUM, Fa.—ln our last,
cgular local meeting, local

No. 2242, U.M.W.A., of Curtis-
ville, Pa., a group was organized
by John Murray of District No.
5 against the Coal Digger and
Daily Worker, because these pa-
pers tell the truth about what
the leaders of the U.M.W.A. are
doing to the workers.

In this group of the local they
made a motion to stop the read-
ing of the Daily Worker and the
Coal Digger, and they said if the
workers were caught reading or
selling it they would be sus-
pended from the union.

We sell five Daily Workers ev-
ery day and 15 on Saturday, and
100 copies of the Coal Digger
monthly. Now we are going to
try to get three times as many
subscribers as we had before and
sell more papers than ever. For
the start I am sending in three

I subscribers, one year each, for
the Saturday edition.

Conducted by Mary Morrow. Chil-
dren's editor, The Daily Worker, 50
East 13th St.. New York City.
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ANSWER TO LAST WEEK'S i
PICTURE PUZZLE L

Hay -l wood Paaer -)- sun = '
Haywood Patterson. |

Er + nest Tail -f man Ernst 1
Thaelmann.

Angel 4- O H -f urn -f- donkey—-
key Angelo Kemdon.

“Throw your bombs," screamed
the captain.

Instead, the few arms came down
slowly. Someone called out from
the crowd, “Charlie!”

The new puzzle club members are: Mar-
ha lie. Sylvia Fox. Bill Hall. Esther

Eisen, Leonard Stogel. Bernice Sandler.
...K-i- ia Appel, Martin Shindler, Arthur

jFci'ic.i, Shirley Bay. Rose Jacobs, Evelyn
Kr.hn, Emma Skrtich, Bernard Kabaccff.

Work out the Dotto puzzle and mail it
in. then you can become a member of the
Daily Worker Puzzle Club. You can paste
It on the back of a penny post card.

A man stepped forward—Charlie’s
arm came down. It was his brother,
Dan. He ran towards his brother,
arms outstretched. Bill was right.
These men were their brothers.

PARTY LIFE

YCL Mobilizing Against War
National Youth Day, Sept. 1
Leadership Issues Directives for Carrying Thru

Preliminary Demonstration

International Youth Day marks
its 20th anniversary on Sept. 1 as
a day of struggle against imperialist
war of the toiling youth in all coun-
tries. At this time the danger of
war is more real. This is seen in
the sharpened relations in Centra!
Europe, in the desperate attempts
of Hitler to throw the starving Ger-
man workers and peasants into war,
in the increased provocations of
Japan against the Soviet Union. In
the United States rapid strides to-
ward war are shown by increased
war preparations, by the growing
fascist terror, and the increased
lynchings of Negroes. Here in New
York, too, the brutal attempts of
the San Francisco bosses to smash
the Party, Y.C.L. and other workers’
organizations, are aped by LaGuar-
dia in his attempt to register all
“regular” labor leaders and the es-
tablishment of a Police Rifle Corps
of 1,200 "to handle labor troubles.”

In the light of these develop-
ments. the Y.C.L. and Party must
energetically come forward and mo-
bilize thousands of youth, as well as
adults, for International Youth
Day.

On this day, not only is it neces-
sary to express our desire to strug-
gle against w'ar, but also to demon-
strate the spirit of internationalism
which binds the working class youth
of all countries.

The Communist Party of the New'
York District is continuing its gen-
erally healthy approach towards
the youth in helping to mobilize
for International Youth Day. The
enthusiasm of the splendid Nation-
al Youth Day demonstration no
doubt is still fresh in the minds of
the Party members and has al"ccdy
marked a new conception of the
role of the Party among the masses
of youth in New York. In the light
of this the Party has undertaken
the following steps in order to in-
sure a mass demonstration on Sep-
tember 1:

1. To initiate a broad discussion
among the Party membership on
the significance of International
Youth Day.

2. The Sections of the Party, to-
gether with the Y.C.L. to organize
preliminary demonstrations for
International Youth Day.

3. That a statement be printed in
the Daily Worker in the name of
the Party District Bureau, mobiliz-
ing the mass organizations for sup-
port of International Youth Day.

4. That the Party fraction of the
T.U.U.C. undertake to mobilize va-
rious trade unions for International
Youth Day and see to it that the
Trade Union papers contain ma-
terial on International Youth Dav.

5. That a. leading Party comrade
write an article for the Party press
calling for a mass mobilization.

6 That all Party shop papers in-
clude material on International
Youth Day and wherever possible
a special International Youth Day
issue be turned out.

7. That the Party issue a leaflet
of 50,000 copies for International
Youth Day and 10.000 stickers.

8. That the Party instruct the lit-
erature department to make 20,000
copies of the special I.Y.D. Young
Worker, and 10,000 copies of the
pamphlet “20 Years After.”

The above steps show the deter-
mination of the Party to build the
Y.C.L. among the masses of young
workers and students, and this is
further proved by the task the
Party has set itself to recruit hun-
dreds of young workers for the
Y.C.L. in preparation for Interna-
tional Youth Day as well as to work
towards the establishment of Y.C.L.
nuclei wherever Party nuclei exist.
This is a concrete illustration of the
steps that the Party in the New
York District is taking to carrv
out the resolution of the Eighth
Party Convention on Y.C.L. work.

A. STERN.
• * *

Handbook for Y.C.L.’ers
The Y.C.L. should have a hand-

book for its purpose, program and
history. Such a handbook W'ould
include brief econdmic lessons; the
program of the Party; how to han-
dle discussion groups; how to sell
the Daily Worker under all condi-
tions; the programs of the differ-
ent organizations of militant work-
ers; how to go about union or mass
organization activity; how to WTite,
print, and distribute leaflets under
all conditions; songs of the revolu-
tionary movement; slogan paint-
ing; and countless other things
that a Y.C.L.’er should know and
do. For instance, such problems as
the education of beginners should,
be given authoritative guidance.
Those w'ho wish to become organ-
izers should be given the tests of
the organizer and how to best pre-
pare for such tests, etc. Every
phase of activity of a Y.C.L.’er
would find a place in such a hand-
book and would scon become the
handy reference book for all the
problems of the Y.C.L. This hand-
book would give direction to the
advancement of the Y.C.L.er and
would permit the rapid and au-
thoritative education of the awak-
ening youth cf the United States.

Comradely,
P. M.

Y.C.L., Brooklyn.
* * *

Ncte by Editor
The National Office of the Y.C.L.

is preparing a handbook. However,
this handbook, while dealing with
the most important organizational
tasks of the League, will not answer
all the points raised in the com-
rade's letter. It will in the main,
deal with the organizational prob-
lems of the Y.C.L. in giving leader-
ship to the youth in the shops,
trade unions, "Y's,” schools. Other
material issued will supply infor-
mation on conducting classes.
There is in print a program of the
Young Communist International, a
seng book, and recently a pamphlet
on “How to Sell the Daily Worker,”
which can be purchased from
Youth Publishers, Box 23, Station
D, New York City.

NATIONAL ORG. DEPT.,
Y. C. L.

WRONG AND RIGHT WAY
TO FIGHT EVICTIONS

By a Worker Corresponded
DECATUR, 111.—A worker's fur-

niture on North College St. was put
out on the boulevard because he
could nut pay rent. The worker

was a member of the Illinois Work-
ers Alliance, so he notified the or-
ganization of his predicament.
Many workers were notified to come
to the scene of the eviction at eight
o'clock that evening to set the fur-
niture back into the house.

At the specified time they came
together in front of the house. A
young worker suggested that they
begin setting it back at once so
the family could get settled for the
night, but Joe Good, one of the
leaders, maintained they could not
set it back. When asked what they
could do. he suggested they spread
a tarpaulin over the furniture, let
it set until morning, then look for
a heuse for the worker and his
family. This same young worker

who suggested setting the furni-
ture back asked:

"What wall become of the family
for tonight, crawl under the tar-
paulin also?” Mr. Good didn’t
know about that, this was the only
logical way, he said.

When put on the spot, Mr. Good
crawfished, took his men, and left.
At 8:30 the Unemployment Council
workers congregated. This time
there was no hesitating, but a
steady aim. The doors were opened,
the furniture set back into the
house, and the family slept under
a roof that night.

Unless Every Section and Unit in
the Party Throws Its Forces Vigor-
ously Into the Circulation Drive,
the Daily Worker Remains Un-
known to Thousands of Workers.

TRIAL SUB OFFER
DAILY WORKER
50 E. 13th E»t., New York City

Send me the Daily Worker every day
for two months. I enclose $1 (check
or money order)

Name

Address

City State
Note: This offer does not apply to re-
newals, nor does it hold good for Man-

Ihatlan and Bronx.

-BOOST “DAILY” DRIVE-

Rfiild the “Daily Worker” Contest
WIN A $lO PRIZE!

Join the letter-writing contest, open to all workers.
Write a 300-word letter on “Why Workers Should Read the Doily Worker."
Letters will be judged for clarity of ideas and simplicity of language.

Judges: CLARENCE HATHAWAY,
JAMES CASEY,
HARRY GANNES,

Winner’s letter will be published in the Daily Worker and in leaflet form.
Next best letters will also be printed, with honorable mention given t*
their writers.

CONTEST CLOSES AUGUST 20th.

DAILY W ORKER - 50 East 13th St., New York
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CHANGE
THE

WORLD!
By SENDER GARLIN

SOCIALIST leaders are amazingly keen on the question
of “ethics.” Consult any issue of the New Leader and

you will encounter article after article explaining just why
the Socialist Party cannot enter into united front actions
with the Communists. The Communists, they repeat over
and over again, are “insincere” and “unethical.”

It is, therefore, interesting to see how leading Socialists in charge
of “Unity House,” the summer resort of the International Ladies Gar-
ment V/orkers Union, sought to prevent a strike of waiters and bus
boys by means of pure deception in which they introduced the “red
scare.” A worker who visited Unity House recently sends me the fol-
lowing illuminating letter.

• • •

How to Break a Strike
“Your column recently on the reception of Mayor La Guardia by

Socialist Party officials at Unity House,” writes J. C. A., "conformed
strictly to the facts. I shall confine myself to the narration of another
set of facts with which you may not be familiar.

“The place is the same, Unity House, ‘non-profit’ organization
operated by the International Ladies Garment Workers Union and
members of the Socialist Party. The time is the two weeks leading up
to the invitation to and reception of LaGuardia, fascist Mayor of

New York.

“It appears that right in the non-profit heart of Forest Park, Pa.,
discontent was brewing. In fact the brew was so strong that the 80
odd waiters, relief waiters, bus boys and relief bus boys were discuss-
ing strike—against the I.L.G.W.U. A rank and file strike committee was
set up to deal with the Unity House Committee.

“The dining room help at Unity House has been dependent on
tips from the guests—nice ‘proletarian’ atmosphere—until this season
netting fairly decent wages. But here is the significant development:
Formerly no more than 10 per cent of the guests at Unity House were
worker-members of the I.L.G.W.U. The 90 per cent were apparently
willing and able to support the dining room help. This season, how-
ever, many hitherto unorganized workers are in the union and have
come out to Forest Park to rest. In July the percentage of union work-
ers at Unity House was from 60 to 70. And tips were few. Naturally,
workers coming to a presumably proletarian camp do not expect to be
forced to practice the vicious tipping system.

“The dining room help, with tips, their only compensation, dwin-
dled to nothing, and the speed-up due to increased guests, were com-
pelled to announce their intention to strike. The demands were: S4O
a month for waiters, S3O for bus boys, and S6O for relief waiters.

“The ultimatum was presented to Jacob Halpern, manager, for-
mer I.L.G.W.U. vice-president and now a winter-time out-of-town
organizer.

“Our friend, David Dublnsky, I.L.G.W.U. president, is reliably re-
ported to have advised the Unity House Committee, composed of union
officials, that rather than accede to the demands of these men, the
camp be closed, because once these demands werfe granted more ex-
treme ones would be advanced.

“Joseph Breslau, a vice-president, disagreed. He advised that the
demands be granted without stalling, but ‘don't take any of them back
next season.’

“It looked mighty bad. The management was worried. The workers
threatened to strike Sunday, the day of the LaGuardia banquet which
you described. There was consternation.

“Morris Novick. associate manager and erstwhile national organizer
of the Young Peoples Socialist League, used every trick at his experi-
enced command to stall long enough to kill the movement. This trump
card was the red scare. For days he pleaded that this thing might get
into the Daily Worker to the discredit of the Socialist Party. Surely
no worker in a Socialist camp would like to be responsible for such a
faux pas. This Novick went to the extreme of alleging before a meeting
of the men threatening to strike that the editor of the Daily Worker
had actually telephoned him asking whether the report of a strike at
Unity House were true. Novick had denied it of course, he said.

“The men were put off for more than a week. But they stuck.
As a finale, Novick stated that if the dining room workers would not
compromise any gain they won would be held against them. They
voted 50 to 12 for the original demands. They won. But It now re-
mains in the lap 6 of the I.L.G.W.U. officials whether they will be given
their jobs next season.”

* * *

These are “Labor Leaders”
IT GOES without saying that Clarence Hathaway, the editor of the
* Daiiy Worker, did not telephone Unity House to find out whether
reports of a strike were true, nor did anyone on the Daily Worker staff
know that such a strike was being contemplated.

Significant to all Socialist workers, however, must be the fact
that these strikebreakers at the Unity House are the very ones who in
the International Ladies Garment Workers Union pretend to be "labor
leaders” fighting for the interests of the needle trades workersl

* * *

IN A RECENT issue of the “Unemployed Teacher,” the organ of the
Unemployed Teachers’ Association, an anonymous columnist takes

an elegant lady for a ride. Such incisive wit deserves the widest circu-
lation. Here it is:

One Aesthete to Another
You may have seen the letter. It appeared on the editorial page

of the Times some time ago. It was captioned “Beauty in Our
Schools” and signed Nellie Louise Condon. In her letter, Miss Condon
chided Professor Jay B. Nash for expressing in public the opinion that
there is not enough beauty in the school environment. Miss Condon
Insisted that the schools are well provided with things of beauty. “I
would show him,” she wrote, “.

.
. class-rooms, corridors, stairs and

yards clean with paint, . . . shiny windows through which the children
can see snow, rain, sun, and the unsurpassed New York sky. ...I
would show him . . . little ones singing games in the yard . . . pianos
breeding patriotism.”

' Last but not least,” said Miss Condon, “I would show him thou-
sands of children from the homes of the unemployed fed daily and
abundantly by the sacrificial kindness Os the Board of Education's
personnel.”

Let us now proceed to drop a few lines to Miss Condon, as fol-
lows:
Dear Miss Condon:

I am eternally grateful to you for your lovely, lovely letter in the
Times. It did something to me. Miss Condon,—it did something to me
down here. <My hand is now on my heart. Miss Condon, honest!)
Will you believe me when I tell you that up to the moment I read your
letter. I was completely oblivious (blind fool that I was!) to the
aesthetic aspects of such spectacles as the feeding at school of thou-
sands of children of the destitute! It is with the deepest sense of
shame that I confess that appalling deficiency in my nature. I say
“Thank God for your letter!” for it brought the fresh breath of beauty
back into my withered soul.

To think that until a few days ago I was so unimaginative as to
view such things as unemployment and starvation only with a feeling
of bitterness. The thought that thousands of children have to be
fed at school because their unemployed parents are destitute was for
me only a source of rancor. But now—now I see! You have shown
me the light, Miss Condon, and my soul is at peace!

Beauty! The beauty of it! Thousands of starving children, thou-
sands of unemployed teachers, thousands of closed schools, thousands
of evicted families, thousands of painted stairways, and pianos breed-
ing patriotism and shiny windows and raindrops and the unsurpassed
New York sky! Ah, what a vision for the arti3t! The rhythm of it!
The symmetry of it! The soul-stirring, kaleidoscopic movement of it!

May I express the hope, Miss Condon, that some day we two,
lovers of beauty that we are, may join hands and with joy in our
hearts, trip our way merrily past garbage dump and flop house and
breed line, with a heigh-ho and a hay laefcadey. end drench our souls
in ‘he lev-"-' -. cf It all! Ah, beauty, Miss Condon! Ah, beauty I Ah.
wilderness! Ah, nutsl

An Analysis of Paper's
Program on Issues

Facing Workers
By OAKLEY JOHNSON

Occasionally readers of the
Daily Worker may run across a

little monthly periodical called The
Catholic Worker, which is now a
little over a year old and claims
35,000 circulation. Most are amused
though some are puzzled by The
Catholic Worker, which carries on
its masthead pictures of two mus-
cular tollers, one a Negro and the
other a wljlte worker. (For the first
six issues both were represented as
white, but such chauvinism was
soon corrected.) The Negro holds
a sledge on his shoulder, the white
worker a pick: the pick and sledge
instead of the hammer and sickle.
(We wonder if in succeeding issues
the two workers will be wearing
goed Russian beards.) The Catho-
lic Worker is edited by Dorothy Day
and Dorothy Weston, with the liter-
ary and persistent backing of Peter
Maurin, chief contributor and logi-
cian.

The Catholic Worker looks like a
regular fighting paper; it is chock
full of militant articles and even
prayers about strikes, evictions, Ne-
gro oppression, war preparations—-
and even self-criticism. It attacks
capitalism tooth and nail, and goes
so far as to criticize Irish policemen
because they beat up workers at
demonstrations.

What does this unwonted "radi-
calism” mean? Are the papal bulls
and bears getting red, as well as
in the red? Or just red in the
face?

Take the matter of the unem-
ployed, now. Do you think The
Catholic Worker is going to stand
idly by while thousands and maybe
millions starve? Certainly not.
They’re out for “Action”—that is,
“Catholic Action.” They favor
Houses of Hospitality. Says Peter
Maurin, in his own inimitable
schematic prose (October, 1933):
“The Catholic unemployed

should be given hospitality
in Catholic houses of hospitality.

• * •

“We need Houses of Hospitality
to give to the rich
the opportunity to serve the poor.”
A later Issue (December 15, 1933)

speaks of a “Co-operative Apart-
ment for Unemployed Women,” but
it appears, as one reads on, that it
is “a home for single unemployed
Catholic women.” And the Catho-
lic Labor Guild, according to
Michael Gunn (February 1, 1934),
rules thus: “Any practical (sic)
Catholic who is willing to sacrifice
(sic) himself for the love of God
and the welfare of his neighbor is
■welcome among us." .

.
. This solu-

tion of unemployment is simply a
reiteration of monastic charity,
which has failed oftener and longer
than anything else; and it is not
even offered as a solution for all
workers, but only for Catholic
workers.

We can find something more mil-
itant than this in The Catholic
Worker (we're out to show that it's
a hot—even if not red hot—radical
organ). Take the business of evic-
tions. Yes, The Catholic W’orker is
positively opposed to evictions. The
November, 1933, number contains a
pledge which its readers are asked
to sign, a pledge which declares
that “evictions are morally wrong,”
that nevertheless the landlord
should not “suffer loss or be made
to bear the burden of caring for the
shelter of the unemployed,” and
that “sacrifices should be made on
all sides.’ After this militant docu-
ment we are not surprised to learn
.that The Catholic Worker has or-
ganized its entire office force for
“eviction cases.” When they hear
of an eviction they go out to move
the furniture—not back into the old
apartment, but somewhere else!
They have an unemployment—ex-cuse us, a Neighborhood Council,
which looks after evictions. In one
oase (October, 1933), on Fifteenth
Street near Avenue C, “four husky
young men of the Fifteenth Street
Neighborhood Council peeled off
their coats and fell to work at the
moving jobs. Four flights of circu-
lar stairs to go down, ...a block
and a half to the new place, up one
flight of stairs there.”

A Vicious Attack on Capitalism
Evictions and unemployment are

only a beginning for The Catholic
Worker. Although its editors favor
the Catholic Labor Guild, they're in
favor of labor unions, too, and they
report (October, 1933) with approval
the declaration of Father Francis
J. Haas of the N.R.A. Labor Advis-
ory Board. “Every worker has the
duty to himself and to his fellow-
men to join his union and to be
proud of his membership,” said
Father Haas, who later helped to
break the Minneapolis strike.
“Unionism is the way of life. . . .
It means conference, cooperation
and peace.” However, this paper
also reports things that are far
from peaceful, as in the headline
(November, 1933). “Nation-wide
strikes advance as workers fight foe
justice against capital’s ruthless
War.” following this with the sub-
head. “Brutal Injuries and Tear-
Gas Are Police Answer to Defense-
less Women and Child Pickets.”

Some readers, not quite grasping
the necessity for Catholic action on
this new labor front during the
present depression, evidently ob-
jected to the radical tone of someof the headlines, and the result was
a featured editorial, “Why WriteAbout Strife and Violence?” (June
1, 1934). In this aside to the piou',
the editors of The Catholic Worker
regret that they cannot concentrate“more on the joy of the love of God
and less on the class strife,” but
they have set out to address the
workers. “If we attempt with un-
due optimism to minimize the crisis,
if we do not recognize their plight,we are forcing them to turn to
sheets such as the Daily Worker,
which dees take cognizance of their
condition. At the scene of every
strike the Daily Worker is sold, and
the workers read it because it deals
with their problems. We. too. must
deal with the problems which con-
front them . .

Here you have it: Honest journa-
lism. at last! This explains another
headline in this issue; Soap Unios

Shows Up P. & G. ‘Profit-Shares’
as Exploiter's Dodge.” The work-
ers understand these tricks now. so
The Catholic Worker ruthlessly ex-
poses them.

* * *

The Catholic Worker on Lynching

IT WAS In November, 1933, that
The Catholic Worker came out

with a definite statement on the
Soviet Union, in a boxed front page
item: “The Catholic Worker believes
that Soviet Russia, in view of its
mliitant atheism, should not be
recognized by the United States.”
It would seem that “Catholic” is
more important than “worker” in
the title of a periodical which at-
tacks the only workers’ country.
But we can excuse a small error
like that—especially since the rec-
ognition came anyhow—because in
the same issue appears an article
attacking lynching. “Supposed
Forces of Law and Order Are Con-
spiring in an Outrage” declare the
indignant editors, incautiously; and
they approve the fight against the
Fairfield Alabama ordinance pro-
hibiting mixed meetings of whites
and Negroes.

Furthermore, “Scottsboro Boys
Are Children of Mary,” says The
Catholic Worker (December 15,
1933), and all good Catholics ought
to help defend them—except that
they shouldn't give money to the
International Labor Defense, “a
Communist affiliate,” for the “Com-
munists have taken over the case
to make propaganda

. .
. The boys

lie in jail forgotten.” Yet the paper
says in another place (May 1,1934),
“Undoubtedly the mass action of
the Communists throughout the
country has kept the nine Negro
boys who have been framed alive.”
And then, in a burst of self-criti-
cism, there comes the headline:
"The Communist Says: ‘Welcome,
Negro Brother!’” followed by a de-
scription of the friendly atmosphere
pervading a Communist dance
where both races mingled. Then
the finale—the forced admission
that in the same neighborhood
where the above dance took place
are three Catholic institutions: a
maternity hospital which is only
‘‘for mothers of the white race,” a
home for homeless boys where Ne-
gro boys can’t get in, and a church
in which the pastor's Negro-hating
remarks have received publicity.
“ ‘We Have Sinned Exceedingly—’ ”

exclaims The Catholic Worker
(July-August, 1934), and tries to

Yesterday’s instalment analyzed
the program of the “Legion of
Decency” and told who was be-
hind the campaign to make the
movies a more effective propa-
ganda agency—behind the pretext
of “purifying" it.—Editor's Note.

• * *

By TOM BRANDON

EVERY movie crusade of the
Church and other bourgeois in-

stitutions of reaction have been ac-
companied by an inseparable coun-
ter-part: Censorship. As a result
of its two main “clean-up" drives
(1904 - 1909 and 1913 - 1921) the
Church in America has succeeded
in establishing a network of cen-
sorship regulations and apparati
that cover the entire nation. The
first main drive for “cleaning” the
movies was propelled by the
desire to completely destroy and re-
move this “evil machine" which had
the power to bring some light into
the minds of the exploited masses.
The second drive, centered around
the period of the World War, w’as
propelled by the policy of the
Church to fight against “alien in-
fluences," against radicals, pacifists,
anti-war fighters.

Both campaigns, with the patronly
guidance of the Federal government,
brought agreement between Church
and movie and were followed by a
deluge of anti-labor, jingoistic, anti-
struggle films. These were backed
by the establishment of the political
racketeer, Will Hays, as “Czar” of
movies to head the producers and
distributors’ “self-regulatory” asso-
ciation. and by the creation of
State Censorship Boards in six
states. As a final forceful guardian
of “decency" in films, a decision by
the U. S. Supreme Court was hand-
ed dowm to legalize the censoring
activities of every police department

7:0(1 P. M.-WEAF—Baseball Resum*
WOR—S.ucrts Resume—Fcrrf Frick
WJZ—Stamp Club—Capt. Tim Healy
WABC—Mary Eastman, Soprano;

Concert Orchestra
7:15-V/EAF Homespun—Dr. William H.

Foulkes
WOR—Danny Dee. Commentator
WJZ—Flying—Captain A1 Williams
WABC—Jones Orchestra

7:30-WEAF—Martha Mears. Songs
WOR—Robert Bedell. Organ
WJZ—Madrljuera Orchestra
WABC—Jones Orchestra

7:45-WSAF—To Be Announced
WABC—Fats Waller. Sengs

8:00-WEAF—Madrlguerr. Orchestra
WOR—How York Phllhermonic-Bym-

pltray Orchestra: Opera. Fauet,
With Dinv’ri Onofrel, Tenor: Leon
Rethier. Bscs: Mostyn Thomas.
Baritone: Louis d'Angelo, Bass!
Aida Doninelli. Soprano: Ponrl
Bcauner. Soprano: Phillne Frlco,
C-n'ralto; AICr.S-.dor Smallens,
Conductor, at T-s-tr-hn Stadium.

WJZ—Rochester C,v> Orchestra; Guy
Fraser Harrison. Conductor
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make up for it by mentioning the
jailing of Angelo Herndon: “Cases
of injustice such as this lead many
Negroes to join the International
Labor Defense, a Communist affi-
liate ..."

• • •

Defends Everybody Against
Communism

THE Catholic Worker discovers thatI there is a Communist Workers’
School in Harlem, so it promptly
establishes a Catholic Workers’
School in Harlem (at which E. A.
Carter, Editor of Opportunity, is a
frequent lecturer). It discovers that
there is a Julio Mella Club among
the Spanish - Americans, so it
straightaway suggests (June 1. 1934)
the organization of a Miguel Pro
Club (Miguel Pro was a Mexican
priest shot by the government in
the anti-church campaign). The
Catholic Worker itself was founded
—after the tremendously successful
Hunger March of 1932—t0 combat
the Daily Worker. Says Peter Mau-
rin, in one of his Easy Essays (May
1, 1934):
“There is a very grave and subtle

danger
of infection from Communism.”

which reminds us of the opening
sentence of the Communist Mani-
festo: “A Spectre Is Haunting Eu-
rope. the Spectre of Communism.'
Again (June 1, 1934), Peter Maurin
says:
“And because clergymen are not

interested
in the sociology of St. Francis of

Assisi,
St. Thomas Aquinas and Blessed

Thomas More
the forgotten man is becoming

interested
in the sociology of Karl Marx,

Lenin and Stalin.”
And for good measure, (Decem-

ber 15, 1933), here is Peter Maurin's
economics: t
“Mony invested

increases production.
Increased production

brings a surplus in production.
A surplus in production

brings unemployment.
Unemployment

brings a slump in business.
A slump in business

brings more unemployment.
More unemployment

brings a depression.
A depression

brings more depression.
More depression

brings red agitation.
Red agitation

brings red revolution.”

Who Are the Forces Behind
"Legion of Decency’’ Drive?

in the United States and to sanc-
tion the setting up of State Boards
in all the states.

With the growth of newsreels, the
development of independent com-
panies not in the Hays organization,
the appearance of workers’ and So-
viet films, the Hays organization and
the State Boards have been found
to be not effective enough for com-
plete “decency” insurance, that is
for tight and thorough control of
every inch of film shown in the
U. S. Moreover, the State Boards
and the local cops require the cen-
tral policy guidance of a central au-
thority. Recognizing these facts,
the Interfaith crusade has as its
purpose, the development of nation-
wide sentiment for the establish-
ment of a Federal Motion Picture
Commission or Censorship Board to
completely insure the production and
distribution of “decent” films. This
phase of the campaign is being "co-
ordinated” In Washington by the
Motion Picture Research Council in
support of film censorship legisla-
tion that will be brought before
Congress this fall.

To the anti-labor, jingoistic, pro-
war leaders of the Church crusade,
it matters not that governmental
film censorship, in any form, is a
direct abrogation of the rights of
free speech, free press, free as-
semblage allegedly guaranteed by
the Constitution of the United States.
On the contrary, in a political at-
mosphere already charged with fas-
cist-like, undemocratic attacks on
workers’ rights, they are massing
all their forces for the creation of
a fascist-like, forceful film censor-
ship that will insure the production
of anti-labor, jingoistic, pro-war
films.

* * •

MONDAY—The “Standards” of the
Legrion of Decency.

TUNING IN
WABC—Dance Orchestra; Claude

Reis, Tenor
8:30-WE\F —Canadian Concert

WJZ—Northern Lights—Dramatic
Sketch; Major L. Richardson, Nar-
rator

WOR —Philadelphia Summer Conceit
Orchestra from Robin Heed ell.
Fairmount Park. Philadelphia, Saul
Coston. Conductor

9/00-WEAF—Ono Man’s Family—Sketch
WJZ—Variety Musicale

9; 30-WEAF-—Chicago Symphony Orchestra,
Henry Hadley, Conductor

WJZ—Goldman Band Concert at
Prospect Prrk, Brooklyn

19:0h-\VFAF—Ray Knight s Cuckoos
10:15-WZAF—King Orchestra
10:30-WJZ—Barn Dance

WABC—Mich-ux Congregation
10:45-WEAF—Siberian Sinccrr. Direction

Nichclr.s Vesilrff. Tenor
11:00-WEAF—Lombardo Orchestra

WOP—Weather; Barrent Orchestra
V'ABC—Sylvia Froos, SonTS11; 15-WABC—Orev CrchrH-p

11:30-'VFAF—Wh'trmrn
WOR—Trini Orcheetri
WJZ-Martin Orciestra

Publication Founded to
Deflect Unrest of

Unemployed
How to combat Communism—that

! is the question, says our Hamlet,
Peter Maurin, and fears he has
hesitated too long. And Father

I John T. McGinn, helping him out,
| suggests a little demagogy (Febru-
| ary 1, 1934): “It Is my opinion that,[at least in our day, we ought to
! explain the Incarnation by pro-
claiming that the Son of God be-
came a Working-man.” (Father Mc-I Ginn's emphasis.) Peter Maurin
takes the cue (March 1, 1934);
“We need Communes

to create a new society
within the shell of the old
with the philosophy of the new.”

• * *

Tut, Tut! Peter, the Cock Will Crow
Thrice Thirty Times

WHY do you lie so steadily, Peter
Maurin? You know that you

want no “new” society; you want
a society even older than the one
we have. You want to go back to
medievalism. The Catholic Worker
is against both Capitalism and
Communism, it says, and thus the
more easily it attacks the working
class while blustering harmlessly
about “injustice” and “usury.” It
does no good to say ( June 1, 1934):
“The Church Is Anti-Marxist, But
Not Anti-Revolutionist," when you
quote (February 1, 1934), Pope Pius
Xl’s statement: “Each class must
receive its due share . . There is
no revolution if the class system is
not overthrown. An article of Feb-
ruary 1, 1934, says “the only way
to soften the class struggle would
be to endeavor to make the inter-
ests of the two classes synchronize
as much as possible.” Again, “It is
flagrantly unjust that either (Capi-
tal or Labor) should deny the effi-
cacy of the other and seize all the
profits.” The Catholic Worker quotes
from Pope Pius XI (February 1.
1934). In the Encyclical Letter of
Pope Leo XIII the remark is made
that “it is not easy to define the
relative rights and the mutual du-
ties of the wealthy and of the poor,
of capital and labor.” which means,
not that classes are to be abolished,
but that they are to be harmonized.
The rich, as well as the poor. Pope
Leo wished to have always with us.
We must not, he says, “rob the
lawful possessor.” As for those who
possess nothing, why, “to suffer and
to endure ...is the lot of hu-
manity.” “Religion teaches the
laboring man .

.
. never to injure

capital . . (Encylical Letter of
Pope Leo XIII on The Condition
of Labor, official translation, page
24.)

• • •

Behind the “Pro-Labor” Religious
Mask

WHAT is The Catholic Worker
driving toward? What does it

want? An article appearing March
1, 1934. urges the “Distributive Sys-
tem” as the ideal social order. The
“Distributive System,” continues the
article, is a “modern adaptation of
the famous ‘Guild System' ” of the
middle ages. Peter Maurin some-
times calls it a system of “village
Communes,’ but he admits that it’s
the same thing as “Distributism."
The Catholic Worker wants neither
capitalism nor Communism, it says,
but “Distributism.” More exactly,
it wants (or pretends that it wants)
to return from contemporary de-
veloped capitalism to the early
stages of capitalism, the “simple
commodity economy” that grew out
of dying feudalism.

What does this mean in practice?
It means the fascism of Dollfuss
and Mussolini, a “Catholic” fascism
which opposes the "Protestant” fas-
cism of Hitler; or, more exactly, Just
fascism, run by one gang of capi-
talists instead of some other. .

. .
But “Distributism” is exactly what
Chesterton and Belloc advocate in
The American Review, the maga-
zine founded by Seward Collins to
openly advocate fascism In America!
. .

. And we have Father Francis J.
Haas and Archbishop Edward J.
Hanna as leaders in the N.R.A. set-
up, which Wm. O. Thompson said,
when he resigned, was leading
steadily toward fascism .

. . The
Catholic Worker with its “Mystic-
Body -of - Christ" distributism is
merely another disguised fascist
sheet.

Appeal for Bail for
Wittenber and Adams,

Jailed in Hillsboro
CHICAGO.—The Jan Wittenber

Committee is making strenuous ef-
forts to raise bail for Jan Wittenber,
Chicago artist and one of the
founders of the Chicago John Reed
Club, who has Just been indicted by
the Grand Jury in Hilsboro. 111. on
three charges—one of them, con-
spiracy to overthrow the govern-
ment.

Bail has been set at the ridicu-
lously high figure of 34.500 cash
which means two or three times as
much in real estate, as the local
authorities have consistently under-
valued property offered as bail
often as low as one-fourth the as-
sessed value.

The Defense Committee feels that
if all the hundreds of friends of Jan
get busy at once, enough will be
raised to release him from the small
town Jail where he has been swelter-
ing during this broiling summer.
The bail dees not need to be on one
property, but can be on a group
of properties which total in value
enough to make it impossible for
the local fascists to refuse it.

Bail is also needed to free John
Adams, a Chicago member of the
Marine Workers Industrial Union,
who is held under bail of 82,000
cash.

All residents of Chicago or Illinois
who can put. up property bail, cr
who can secure such property from
acquaintances, are urged to write at
once to the Internatioqpl Labor De-
fence. Room 6. 1703 West Msdlson
St. or telephone same Seeley 3562.

A Red Builder on every busy
street corner in the country rr.esns
n t'cmerr’eus stew iower-i the
dictatorship of the proletariat!

LABORATORY
AND SHOP

I By DAVID RAMSEY

The Philosophy of "Uncertainty”
Nobel Prizeman Arthur H. Comp-

ton of the University of Chicago
recently unbosomed himself on the

’ timeworn subject of “morality” and
; science. Dr. Compton held that free

! will had been restored to man by
the latest developments in physics,

; which seem to Indicate that natural
phenomena do not obey “exact’’

' scientific laws. If a physicist can-
not predict a physical event, but can
speak only of the chance of its oc-
currence, it follows, according to Dr.
Compton, that society is not subject
to social and economic laws. Chance
replaces scientific law as the key to
the social world and physical uni-
verse.

Now Dr. Compton is not alone in
his belief that scientific laws are
controlled by accident. The same
view is widely held among physicists
and is percolating down to biologists
and other scientists. How did the
idea that chance rules the universe
displace the concepts of scientific
law and scientific determinationupon which science has been based,
at least in the minds of bourgeois
scientists?

The principle of uncertainty was
developed by Professorr Wer n e
Heisenberg. He claimed that in
physical measurement whatever is
used to measure an object somehow
changes it, so that actually one can
never hope to observe any object at
any particular position as it really
is before it is measured or observed.
For example, whatever instruments
we use to measure the speed of a
bullet, slow or deviate the bullet by
an amount that cannot be exactly
determined.

At first the principle of uncer-
tainty was applied only to atomic
phenomena. But Professor Niels
Bohr extended Heisenberg's principle
to include all natural and social
phenomena. (See Atomic Theory and
the Description of Nature, by Niels
Bohr. The Macmillan Company.)
Such a step was inevitable. Once
you begin by asserting that physical
phenomena are ruled by chance and
that they are subjective in char-
acter, you must logically conclude
that all things in nature and society
happen, not according to scientific
law, but according to "pure chance."

• • •

SUCH a position leaves the field
open to idealists and mystics of

every variety. For if you destroy the
basic criterion of science—the ac-
curate description and accurate pre-
diction of events, you destroy the
possibility of science giving us a
correct picture of the objective
world. And If we cannot ever really
know the world, then obviously
Communism cannot change the
world according to scientific plan.
Science is then but one of innumer-
able ways of looking at the world,
and must give way to religion,
which is not "uncertain” since it is
based on the omniscience of God.

Os course, the idea that electrons
have free will and that they can
jump where and when they like (to
cite Eddington’s example) is errone-ous. In a sense it is a deliberateerror on the part of the idealistic
scientists, since the facts of science
show that the universe is not a
chaos ruled over by God. but that
its dialectic movements follow the
laws of deterministic science. In
the New Masses of July 31 the writer
pointed out certain logical and lin-
guistic errors in the principle of un-
certainty. It may be useful to de-
velop another line of attack here.

Physicists found that they could
not "exactly predict” the occurrence
of certain atomic phenomena. This

/simply means that the scientist in
describing the mutual interaction of

' the individual elements of an atom
| must resort to statistical laws which

, | express the outcome of the physical
, relationships developed by the in*

, teractlon. But a statistical law ia
j not based on “pure chance,” aa

[ | idealistic physicists and mathema*
11 Brians would have us believe. Nat*

, j urally statistical descriptions are de*
l pendent upon the data available.

The more complete the data tha
nearer do our statisticel results ap-
proach objective reality, and tha
more exact is our prediction of a

, scientific event. Statistical laws can
be as exact as non-statisticsl laws.
The former are laws of the general,
expressing the relationship of the
elements of a dialectically develop-
ing whole; the latter are laws of the
particular, expressing individual re-
lationships. But both statistical and
non-statlstical laws describe an ob-
jective word about which we learn
more and more with the growth of
scientific knowledge.

• * •'

NO scientific law can give us an
exact prediction, if by exact is

meant exhaustive or final or eternal.
Science as a branch of human
knowledge is continually developing
a higher and higher degree of ex-
actitude. It may be that a gap
will always exist between the degree
of exactitude achieved and a theo-
retically “perfect” exactitude; but it
will be a gap entirely too narrow to .
admit those winds of chance which
the Comptons and Bohrs are so
eager to ride into chaos. How do
we know it will be? Because It is
too narrow now. We know it will be
too narrow' tomorrow because it is
too narrow today. The history of
scientific advance proves this with
a degree of exactitude too high to
admit uncertainty.

The discoveries of science are the
steps up which man climbs to gain
a wider and clearer understanding
of things. The “truth content” of
science is continually rising in the
test-tube of knowledge, but only
metaphysicians search for eternal
truths.

Dialectical materialists set up the
criterion of practice for ascertaining
the truth of our observations. Scien-
tific laws are “true” insofar as they
are found to coincide ever more
closely with objective reality. The
carrying-out of our ideas in prac-
tice proves their approximate cor-
respondence with reality. This test
of truth is the foundation of science
and knowledge.

We have seen that the principle
of uncertainty is not based on scien-
tific facts. It is an attempt to sub-
jectivize natural and social phenom-
ena so as to pave the way for
idealism and religion. By trying to
reduce science to chaos the “uncer-
tainty” mongers are indirectly play-
ing a reactionary role. The real
motive behind their attack upon a
consistent materialistic philosophy
is revealed in Dr. Compton's state-
ment “that such a philosophy takes
away all basis for morality.” In
other words, dialectical materialism
is the enemy of the dogmas of re-
ligion, which are exploited by the
capitalist class to hide the useless-
ness of the present system behind
ritual and symbol.

* • •

Note: Today't column was done
in response to many requests from
readers. It is a sample of the kind
of short, simple theoretical article
that could be run fairly regularly
if the majority of readers find it
easy reading. Will they write in
a* to the advisability of more ar-
ticles along the same line?

Mellon Interests Dismiss
Liberal History Professor

j

By MEL EVANS
PITTSBURGH.—Andrew Mellon's

University of Pittsburgh has copped
another educator's scalp. This time
it is that of Ralph E. Turner, asso-
ciate professor of history.

“He sneered at religion.” ex-
plained Chancellor John G. Bow-
man. The administration paraded
other less gaudy red herrings.
"Complaints had accumulated over
a numbef of years.” "His place can
better be filled by another man.”
“There was dissatisfaction in the
community among the business
men.”

Turner, the popular and brilliant
teacher of the university’s largest
and most enthusiastic classes, was
fired.

For nine years Turner had taught
his socio-cultural interpretation of
history. His philosophy was a mild
one, but it developed in his stu-
dents a critical attitude which led
many of the more capable ones
farther and farther left.

Turner was tolerated until he had
the temerity to attempt a mild ap-
plication of his mild philosophy. H"
became active in organizations
which opposed the high-handed vi-
ciousness cf the corrupt, labor-
fighting Mellon-Grundy machine.

Then he was fired. It was an
easy matter to arrange. Twelve of
the trustees were directors in Mel-
lon banks or corporations. A. W.
himself was thirteenth. All but
three, A. W. and two others, were
directors in some bank or corpora-
tion. Trustees: Howard Heinz. H.
C. McEldowney. George Hubbard
Clepp, E. T. Wier. Chancellor Bow-
man was a reasonable man. Besides,
he was trying to collect a million or
two to finish his dream, the 38-
story "Cathedral of Learning.” It
was easily arranged.

• • •

AN July 5, less than two months
”

after he had signed a contract
for the school year 1934-35. Turner

was fired. So anxious was the ad-
ministration to get rid of him that
they paid his salary in full for the
term of the contract.

Protests poured in from workers,
students, intellectuals from all
parts of the section which John
Strachey calls the “center of Ameri-
can repression.” The Pittsburgh pa-
pers were swamped with letters.
Dismayed, Chancellor Bowman,
writer of child’s verse, gentleman
stockbreeder, waved his herring and
justified himself with God.

Politicians leaped to the issue.
Republicans and Democrats vied
with each other in promising in-
vestigations. If the charge that
Pitt discriminated against'liberals
were proved they would know their
duty by the people. They would cut
off the appropriation! It was a
windfall for them, an opportunity
to stand with political piety on the
side of liberal justice, while they
further sabotaged an already im-
poverished educational system.

Meanwhile, the businessmen-
trustees are well Dleased with pious
Chancellor Bowman. He is estab-
lishing a fascist academic vacuum
Rl Pitt. He demands that his pro-
fessors bo godly men. that they have
the qualities of “seer” end “proph-
et.” Let them mediate on the
God-concept. They have no busi-ness looking into the Mellon sweat-
shops. or asking why so many coal-
town pickets die with slugs in their
backs. They must teach—not think.

Amusements
STADIUM CONCERTS -

Lewisohn Stadium. Amst.Avr.AlßS St.
PHILHARMONIC-SYMPHONY

Symphonic Programs
Sunday through Thursday Nights. 8:30

Conducted by VAN HOOGSTXATEN
Opora Performances with Star Casts
Friday and Saturday Nights at S:3O

Conducted by SMALLENS'-Prices: ;je-.Vte-*l.oo<Rßadhurst S-S820)-

SECOND FIG WEEK OF NEW TAI.KIF’

HOUSE of “Unquestionably merits enthusiastic
IT H 17 IT !> reception.’’—DAlLY WORKER.
A# 4* S’# Based on Famous Russian Novel,

With V. GARDTN “Gertlemfn Golovlev,” by Saltykoy-
(of “Shame”) *>rl*edrln (English Titles).

-ACME THEATRE, 14th St. & Union Sq.—Always Cool—2nd Big Weeh-
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Defend the U. S. S. R.
(Statement of the Central Committee, Communist

Party, U.S.A.)

THE working class of this country, as
well as every honest person who op-

poses war, must today face the intense
seriousness of the present situation in the
Far East.

Yesterday’s news dispatches reveal that
Japanese imperialism is now talking to the
Soviet Union in the undisguised, blunt language
of war.

No longer the hypocrisies of diplomatic schem-
ing. No longer the polite, fraudulent talk of peace.
But the open, raw threat of military intervention.

Every concrete detail reported in the latest dis-
patches indicates the ruthless organization of a
deliberate, widespread provocation along the whole
border of Soviet Siberia.

The brutal seizure of 50 Soviet citizens on
the Chinese Eastern Railway, the insolent forgeries
‘‘proving bomb plots,” the outrageous arrogance of
the demands for the Chinese Eastern Railway on
terms w'hich themselves are a provocation and a
threat, the unprecedented violence of the jingoism
and anti-Soviet provocation in the Japanese capi-
talist press, and finally the latest direct threat of
war, all point to the enormous danger of the ex-
plosion of imperialist w’ar against the workers’

fatherland.
Though it is ready to defend itself against the

slightest encroachment of its borders, the Soviet
Union has shown the world an example of pa-
tience and willingness to avoid any cause for war.
It has pursued with unswerving firmness a revo-
lutionary policy of peace. It has offered the Jap-
anese government every possible concession in the
negotiations on the Chinese Eastern Railway.

But the Japanese imperialists have deliberately
made all agreement on the Railway impossible.
They have brushed aside every proposal, and have
pushed ruthlessly forward toward the armed seizure
of the railroad.

Racked by deepening crisis, menaced with the
approach of proletarian revolution led by the heroic
Communist Party of Japan, and greedy for im-
perialist loot to fill its bankrupt coffers. Japanese
imperialism prepares for a last desperate lunge into
intervention assault against the Soviet Union.

* * *

WHAT this attack will mean to the masses of the
™

world, including the toiling people of this coun-
try', can be easily surmised. The war plunge of
Japanese imperialism wall drag the whole world
in'o the indescribable hell of a second world im-
Pt

And swiftly, American imperialism, with its tre-
ment.-iit war machine geared to protect the Rocke-
felicr-Morgan investments in China, and as eager
as the Japanese militarists for the spoils of inter-
vention, will move its war machinery into action,
flinging the American masses once again into the
butchery of imperialist war.

Fascist Germany, plunging toward catastrophe
and imperialist military adventurism under the
leadership of the Fascist-militarist servants of big
capital, awaits just such a signal for intervention
as an attack by Japanese imperialism in the Far
East. These two imperialist powers already have
an understanding for a united intervention as-
sault. And this would be the signal for a world
capitalist intervention against the Soviet Union,
with each imperialist wolf leaping for the spoils.

* * *

THE danger is real. It menaces every worker,
* every toiling farmer, every honest person.

The masses of America must act. The horrors
and miseries of another imperialist war can be
stopped by determined mass action, determined
mass protest.

The voices of opposition to the Japanese war
provocations against the Soviet Union must rise to
such thunder that the war mongers of Tokio and
Wall Street will not be able to escape them.

Let there be immediate organization of pro-
test. Let every Japanese consulate hear the pro-
tests of the masses in resolutions, telegrams, and
street demonstrations. Wire to the Japanese Em-
bassy at Washington demanding the immediate stop
to all threats and provocations against the Soviet
Union. In every seaport where vessels are loaded
with war supplies for Japan, there must be the
organization of protest meetings and the refusal to
ship munitions to Japan.

Socialist workers! Workers in the A. F. of L.
unions! The united front of the working class
must be welded against the menace of war! The
Second International has just issued a manifesto
on the struggle against war. The Detroit Con-
vention also pledged to fight war. Only the united
action of the working class can put these resolu-
tions into life.

The American working class extends its clasp
of solidarity to the working class of the Soviet
Union and the toiling masses of Japan. It pledges
its revolutionary solidarity in the common fight
against w'orld imperialism, against the imperialists
of Wall Street and Tokio, for the defence of the
Soviet Union, the Fatherland of the world pro-
letariat!

For the defence of the Soviet Union! Against
imperialist war! For international solidarity of
the working class against Imperialist war and
fascism!

Organize the Strike
In Textiles!

THE almost unanimous decision of the
convention of the United Textile Work-

ers to declare a strike in the cotton indus-
try before September Ist if the demands
of the workers are not granted, represents
a tremendous step forward.

It shows the readiness of the masses to
fight against the increasing attacks of the capi-
talists. It further show" that the workers realize
more and more that only by their own organized
and militant struggles can they improve their lot.

It represents the best answer to Perkins' as-
sertion that from now on strikes will decrease. Itfully
confirms the analysis of the Communist Party that
the San Francisco strike was but a beginning, and
an indication of the developing mass strikes of the
American workers.

But every worker, and especially every textile
worker, must recognize that now the workers face
a real danger. The McMahon-Rieve leadership will
do everything possible to stop the development of
the strike. And if they can not do that, they will
strangle it, unless the workers in advance make
this impossible.

Already McMahon announces that he places
great faith in his appeal to President Roosevelt.
No doubt he will try to repeat his treachery of last
June when the U. T. W. leadership announced a
general strike for the purpose of stopping the growth
of the strike movement in the Southern textile
mills, only to call it off at the last moment without
the consent of the workers. He did this on the
basis that General Johnson had .promised that the
leaders of the U. T. W. would ge given representa-
tion on the textile code boards.

Thus the appointment of McMahon by Roose-
velt to the Textile Code Authority is already a step
in the direction of heading off the September strike.

The re-election of the McMahon leadership with
the aid of the Socialist Emil Rieve, who through-
out the convention gave the impression that he
would oppose McMahon for the presidency of the
union, but who in the last minute supported Mc-
Mahon, further show’s the danger to the strike.
The role of Rieve here was to prevent any genuine
opposition against McMahon from taking definite
steps.

* ♦ *

rVERY local of the U. T. W., every textile W’orker,
“ must be on guard and watch the McMahon
maneuvers. Only genuine representatives of the
rank and file should be permitted to carry on any
negotiation before the strike and after the strike
is declared. Only the granting of the demands
worked out by the convention can be a reason for
not calling the strike. The workers must resist any
attempt to call off or postpone the strike if the
demands are not granted.

But it is also necessary to take steps to properly
organize the strike. Such a strike in the whole of
the cotton industry is a very serious matter for the
textile workers. McMahon has already shown that
he will do everything possible to weaken the strike,
in the event he can not prevent it, by his declara-
tion that the U. T. W. has no funds to conduct the
strike. Certainly if the strike preparations are left
in the hands of McMahon and Company it will be
doomed to defeat.

• » •

WHAT is necessary to properly prepare and Insure
" every possibility for the victory of the strike?

First, that in every local union, in every mill,
on a district and national scale, rank and file strike
committees shall be immediately elected with full
power to handle all questions of the strike, includ-
ing negotiations. Second, that all settlement pro-
posals shall be subject to the ratification of all
strikers before they take effect. That the demands
be presented to the employers and fully popularized
among the mass of the textile workers. Every effort
to soft pedal the strike demands must be resisted
to the utmost.

That every cotton worker be involved in the
strike. This means that every effort must be made
at once to bring the unorganized into the struggle
through the election of rank and file committees in
each mill, that the unorganized be drawn into the
unions. That a real fighting united front of all
textile workers be established. Especially must the
greatest attention be made to unite the Negro and
while textile workers, to give full representation to
the Negro -workers on all strike committees and
bring forward their special demands growing out
of the present discrimination against the Negro
workers. In the same manner attention must be
given to the task of uniting native and foreign -

and the raising of the special problems of the
women and young workers.

Steps must be taken to publish in all localities
strike bulletins that will regularly inform the
strikers of the developments of the struggle and
also keep the masses of workers in the community
informed, so that they can be fully mobilized in
solidarity with the strikers.

It is necessary to set up machinery at once for
strike relief. The workers throughout the country
will gladly give their maximum support to the
textile strikers. This is being demonstrated daily
In every strike. This is the best answer to the
ssa'ootage of McMahon, who tried to pour cold
water on the strike with his statement that the
national organization has no funds for the strike.

* * *

IT IS necessary to forewarn the workers against1 every attempt at provocations that will be made
by the employers, who will have behind them the
full force of the government in their effort to
break the strike. Here the textile workers must
learn the lesson of the great San Francisco gen-
eral strike. They must defeat the “Red scare,”
which will be used as a weapon to break the strike.

The Communists, as the San Francisco workers
have learned, have no interests separate and apart
from the workers.

The workers must organize from their own ranks
a defense organization to block the attempts of the
armed gangs and fascist bands to break the strike,
to attack their organizations and their own mili-
tant leaders.

Nor must the strike be limited to the cotton
industry. If the strike is extended to the entire
textile industry the workers will naturally be in a
much better position to force the employers to grant
their demands.

* * •

THE workers throughout the country stand ready1 to support the fight of the textile workers. Not
alone San Francisco but also Toledo, Minneapolis
and Milwaukee have shown that the solidarity spirit
of the workers is very high. This arises from the
fact that the workers understand the issues in
every struggle today, the fight for wages, the fight
against speed-up, the fight for the right to or-
ganize, the fight against the company unions, are
the burning issues facing the whole working class.

This requires that from the beginning the work-
ers in each community be acquainted -with the is-
sues of the strike and that they be drawn into
support through mass picketing and relief.

It is urgent that the unemployed workers be
mobilized on the basis of the striking workers sup-
porting the demands of the unemployed and the
developing of the joint fight for the Workers Un-
employment Insurance Bill. It is necessary that
every Central Labor Union, every T. U. U. L. center,
every independent union, and all workers’ fraternal
organizations be rallied in support of the textile
strike.

The Communist Party will do everything possible
to rally the support of the masses behind the strik-
ing textile workers. The Communist Party calls
upon all its members in the textile industry to
get into the unions, to develop the unity of the
workers, and work with maximum energy for the
development and the winning of the strike. We
call upon all left wing and revolutionary workers
in the textile industry to unite their forces for the
carrying through of the above program, which alone
can bring victory to the textile workers.

We call upon all revolutionary workers’ organ-
izations to rally to the support of the textile work-
ers. We call upon the whole working class to make
the fight of the textile workers the fight of the
whole working class, a victory for the textile
workers will be a tremendous step forward for the
entire working class.

orld Trade
Drops Again
Report Shows

Unemployment Grows
in All Capitalist

Countries
NEW YORK—Further intensifi-

cation of the world economic crisis,
despite some advances in produc-
tion in various countries, is revealed
by the latest bulletin of the Foreign
Policy Association.

The complete failure of any of
the capitalist countries to solve the
problem of unemployment is par-
ticularly noted by the bulletin.

Despite the temporary "revival
of production throughout the
world.” the bulletin states, "there
is a lack of corresponding improve-
ment in the unemployment situa-
tion.”

"Official figures on unemploy-
ment are, of course, in no case
complete and the total number of
jobless is probably much greater
than is indicated in the official
tables.”

Th£ figure given in the tables
for world unemployment in all
capitalist countries is 22,000,000. It
is probably close to twice as much
as that.

Foreign Trade
In foreign trade, another indi-

cator of the state of the economic
crisis, the bulletin reports further
declines to new record lows. "De-
spite some increase in the move-
ment of raw materials, world trade
in 1933, measured in terms of gold
was 9 per cent lower than the previ-
ous year and 65 per cent under
the 1929 level . . . little progress
has been made in restoring foreign
markets . . . the decline was most
severe in the United States and
Canada.”

Government’s Orders
Held Up By Brooklyn
Metal Workers’ Strike

BROOKLYN, N. Y.—A walkout of
the majority of the workers at
Quanti Products Machine Co., 341
39th Street, yesterday completely
tied up production at the plant here,
which is working chiefly on govern-
ment orders. The strikers, led by
the Steel and Metal Workers In-
dustrial Union, are demanding:
10 cents an hour wage increase; fur-
ther additional adjustments for spe-
cial workers; time and a half for
overtime; division of work during
slack periods; all grievances to be
referred to the shop committee of
union representatives.

Prior to the walkout a committee
representing the workers attempted
to discuss the demands with the
management, but were refused
recognition as the official represen-
tatives of the workers. Attempts of
the Regional Labor Board to settle
the strike by arbitration have been
rejected by the men, who are hold-
ing out solidly for their demands.

Nazi Newspapers Lose
Heavily in Circulation
BERLIN, Aug. 17.—At the end of

this month the once so mighty
Ullstein publishing office, long since
reduced to a miserable remnant,
will be swallowed up by the offi-
cial publishing concern of the Na-
tional Socialist Party, the Eher
publishing office in Munich. Hitler
plays a leading personal part in
the management of this publishing
office.

With this the Ullstein concern
meets the fate which its cowardly
readiness for co-ordination has
justly called down upon it. Hie
Berliner Illustrierte is to be merged
in the National Socialist lllustrier-
ten Beobachter.

The amalgamation of the BZ am
Mittag with Der Angriff is planned
as a means of stemming the
steady dwindling of subscribers to
Goebbels’ paper. Today it may
be stated with absolute certainty
that the circulation of the merged
papers will not by any means
reach the level totalled by the sep-
arate papers up to now. Another
plan, that of reviving the extirict
Vossische Zeitung in the form of
a "representative paper of the Na-
tional Socialist Party abroad,” is
inevitably a still-born child.

Nazis Impose Heavy
Sentences on Workers

BERLIN, Aug. 17.—Thirty-five
Communists, working men and
women, have been brought up for
trial in Wiesbaden on charges con-
nected with Nazis which took place
a year and a half ago. The trial of
56 Communist workers from Niesky,
on the charge of preparing for high
treason, has commenced before the
Breslau special court.

In Bremen eight workers have re-
ceived sentences of one to one and
a half years. A workman from

; Duesseldorf has been sentenced by
I the Karsruhe high court to two

I years imprisonment for importing
illegal literature.

Big Graft Discovered
Among Nazi Officials

BERLIN, Aug. 17.—Embezzlements
on a large scale have been discov-
ered in the district office at Zehlen-
dorf, Berlin. Seven Nazi officials

} are involved. Six have been ar-
rested. one committed suicide. The
chief culprit is the head munici-
pal inspector, 'Heinrichs, who is
stated to “have wormed his way
into the confidence of the com-
petent municipal authorities by his
long years of membership in the
National Socialist Party.”

The sum total embezzled exceeds
300,000 marks.

Oar Readers Must Spread the
I Daily Worker Among the Members
of All Maes and Fraternal Organ-

| nations As a Political Task of First
• Importance!

He Organized First City
Conference on Boys’

Frame-up
By ELIZABETH LAWSON

NEW YORK. Angelo Herndon
was one of the first defenders of
the Scottsboro boys. From that his-
toric day in 1931 when a certain
train stopped at Paint Rock, Ala.,
and nine young black boys stepped
off into the arms of a bloodthirsty
lynch-crowd, the current of Hern-
don’s life has been one with the
fight to free them. Even in the black
hole of Fulton Tower, Herndon did
what he could towards the Scotts-
boro fight. His thoughts, his heart,
and his whole working-class soul
has been in that battle.

For the last few days Angelo
Herndon has rested his tortured
body and mind at a quiet farm in
upper New York. He has accepted
one of the hundreds of invitations
that had come to him from friends
and sympathizers. In these hills,
he breathed once more the fresh
air that had been denied him for
19 months; he slept in a clean bed
instead of on a filthy hay mattress;
he ate food that was wholesome
after two years of poisonous fare.

Thinks Always of Scottsboro
But even, in this place Herndon

could not forget. His mind ran on
the class fight, on the struggle of
the Scottsboro boys, on the fate of
the prisoners of the general strike
in California. Sitting under the
trees outside the old farm-house, he
talked about it—and constantly his
talk recurred to the past struggles
for the Scottsboro boys, the per-
spectives of the fight yet to be
waged, and his passionate hope and
desire for their release.

The first word of the Scottsboro
case came to Herndon when he was
an organizer of the marine workers
in New Orleans.

“One morning,” he said. “I picked
up the capitalist paper and saw that
'nine black brutes had raped two
little girls.’ That was the way the
paper put it. There was a dock
strike on at the time in New Or-
leans—7,ooo Negro and white long-
shoremen out against a slashing
wage cut. The New Orleans bosses
would have been glad to see this
issue—the Scottsboro case—used as
a method of whipping up hatred of
white and Negro longshoremen
against one another. They would
have found it just that much easier
to break the strike!

Recognized Frame-Up
“I knew the South and the

American bosses well enough to
know at once that what we had to
do with here was a vicious frame-
up. In Birmingham, the district
center, and in the Communist Party
center in New York, steps were be-
ing taken to fight this case. But
even before I heard from them, I
got in touch with the comrades in
Birmingham about it.

26 Yonkers Teachers
Leave Their Classes

In Fight on Wage-Cut
NEW YORK.—Twenty-six school

teachers conducting summer even-
ing sessions in the Yonkers public
schools waylked out of their class
rooms on Thursday night in pretest
against a twelve and a half per
cent wage cut.

When they reported to their
classes they were confronted by
their superiors and asked to sign
statements indicating their willing-
ness to permit their present weekly
salaries of sl6 to be cut to $lO. The
teachers refused.

Several of them have expressed
their determination to fight the cut
to a finish. One said:

“The evening sessions are our
only source of income at the mo-

“I got to work at once organizing i
committees among the workers of
New Orleans. We visited clubs,
unions, churches to get support for
the Scottsboro boys. We asked
these groups to elect delegates and
we held a city-wide conference. I
believe that this New Orleans con-
ference was the first city conference
for the Scottsboro boys held in the
United States.

"On May 31, 1931, I went as a
delegate to the first All-Southern
Scottsboro Conference, held in
Chattanooga, Tenn. There were three
delegates from New Orleans. I was
one of them, having been elected
by the Trade Union Unity League, i
The other two fellows were white.;

"The hall in Chattanooga was j
surrounded by gunmen and police,
but we held that conference just the
same. The bosses and dicks were
boiling mad because we had Negro
and white meeting together, sitting
together and saying very plainly
that the whole Scottsboro case was
a rotten frame-up. I spoke at that
conference.

Fought Misleaders
"While I was in Chattanooga that

trip, I went to a meeting in a Ne-
gro church, addressed by William
Pickens. Pickens made an attack
on the International Labor Defense.
He said we shouldn’t get the gov-
ernor and the courts mad we
should try to be nice to them. He
said: ’You people don’t know how
to fight. Give your money to me
and to lawyers and we’ll take care
of this.’ Then he attacked the
mothers of the Scottsboro boys as
being a lot of ignorant fools.

"Well, I was so mad I hardly
knew what I was doing. I spoke up
and said that the Scottsboro boys
would never get out of prison until
all the workers got together and
brought terrific pressure to bear on
the lynchers. I said: ‘We’ve been
polite to the lynchers entirely too
long. As long as we O.K. what they
do, as long as we pat them on the
back, as long as we crawl to them
and assure them we have no desire
to change their institutions—just so
long we’ll be slaves.’

"After that 1 had a lot of ex-
perience—in Chattanooga, Birming-
ham and Atlanta—with white and
Negro misleaders who try to keep
us from putting up a real fight for
the boys. What these misleaders
want is a nice quiet time so they
can go on picking our pockets.

“I followed the Scottsboro case
the best way I could while I was
in jail. Every time I got a paper
—and that wasn’t often—l looked
eagerly for news of the Scottsboro
boys. Every time the jailers let
someone into the jail, I asked them
about the Scottsboro boys. I was
uplifted, brimming with joy over the
splendid fight we made in Decatur.
I could hardly contain myself when
I saw how the workers were mak-

-1 ing the Scottsboro case a battering-

! ment and the reduction in wages
means that the School Board is

; asking us to live and to support cur
families on $lO a week. It can’t be
done and we don't intend to try.”

The teachers will seek the support
Yonkers and may try to line up the
of ethers in their profession in
backing of their studnts if the
School Board attempts to enforce
the cut.

NASSAU TO HOLD PICNIC
NEW YORK. The first picnic

! ever held by the Communist Party
in Nassau County, Long Island, will
take place on Sunday, at Paschak's

• Grove, Jerusalem Avenue, near
! Uniondale Avenue. Hempstead.
| There will be sports, dancing, games

I rnd a bo'xing exhibition. Admittance
!is 25 cents. A prominent Now York

j working class leader will speak on
the strike wave.

HEADING FOR A FALL! By Burck
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Herndon, One of First Scottsboro Defenders,
Girds Nowfor Biggest Fight to Save the Nine

Now Is Touring To Help
Raise $15,000 for

Appeal Costs
ram against Jim-Crowism and op-
pression.”

"Were you surprised at the lynch I
decision after the first Decatur I
trial?” I asked Herndon.

"Not a bit!” he answered em-
phatically. “Yes, I know we proved
complete innocence. We showed that
the boys didn’t have a thing to do
with the girls. We piled up evi-
dence that would have staggered an
impartial court. Only, of course,
there isn’t any such thing as an
impartial court. Evidence means
very little—it’s useful only to show
the frame-up, to convince people
what kind of case this is. But all
the evidence in the world wouldn’t
mean anything to the lynchers.
What counts is the protests, the
meetings, the resolutions, the tele-
grams, the marches and demon-
strations. I saw that in the Scotts-
boro case, and I saw it very clearly
in my own case.”

"What do you think of the chance
of getting the Scottsboro boys free?”
someone asked.

“We’ve got to get them free—

there’s no question about it,” Hern-
don said at once. “But how? The
last U. S. Supreme Court decision
in the Scottsboro case raised illu-
sions with some people that the Su-
preme Court is fair on these mat-
ters, and will give a verdict of in-
nocence. As a matter of fact, when
you look carefully at the Supreme
Court decision in this case, you see
how little faith we can place in that
court. They avoided all the ques-
tions of principle. They had to re-
verse the verdict because the pro-
tests were deafening, but they re-
fused to say a word about the right
of Negroes to serve on juries; they
didn’t say anything about the lynch-
spirit that pervaded the courtroom,
and the lynch-crowds in and around
it.

“From now on we can expect the
U. S. Supreme Court and all the
other courts to be even more vicious
in their decisions. We can expect
the misleaders—of the type of Pick-
ens, and the others we had to deal
with—to be busier than ever. And
we’ve got to answer with increased
activity. I got out of jail because
the workers organized, and demon-
started, and protested, and got to-
gether money, and raised hell gen-
erally. Well, the Scottsboro boys will
get out that way—and no other way!

“I’m glad to be going on a tour
for the Scottsboro boys now. This
summer and fall have got to see
$15,000 raised for the Scottsboro-
Herndon defense, and a real deluge,
a flood of protests to the Supreme
Court and to the Alabama officials.
The appeal to the Supreme Court
comes up soon—and there will have
to be mere hell-raising if we expect1 a favorable decision.”

House Anti ■ Communist
Committee Will Open
Hearings in Chicago

(Daily Worker Midwest Bureau)
CHICAGO, Aug. 16. The no-

torious congressional committee in-
vestigating ‘foreign propaganda’ in
the United States will onen hear-
ings in Chicago next week.

The committee is raising as a
smoke screen for itsc anti-werking
class activities, the excuse that it is
investigating Nazism as well as
Communism.

The ferocious anti-red campaign
being conducted in the Chicago
weeks gives a good indication of

: the type of ‘evidence’ which will be
! presented to the committee.

Unemployed? Join the Red
| Guilders!

On the

World Front
! By HARRY GANNES

Hindenburg’s Will
Thanks to Socialist Leaders
•‘Only Step by Step . .

A GREAT deal has and will
be written about the so-

called Hindenburg political
last will and testament. What
we want to write about and
emphasize is the revelations
of this old corrupt ally of the
Socialist leaders of Germany re-
garding his protection of the Wei-
mar constitution, of capitalist
“democracy.’’

To the very last, the German so-
cialist leaders tried to retain the
illusory division between von Hin-
denberg and Hitler. Even today
they believe that if the Hitler boil
were lanced, the healthy organismj]
of German capitalist “democracy’’i(
would cleanse itself, and history 1*
could be hurled backwards instead
of forward. For example, the il-
legal socialist paper, Socialistisehe
Aktion, on July 29 declared:

“Hitler has preached murder,
...He bears the chief guilt.
Hitler is the enemy.”

* * *

WOULD matters change if Hitler
croaked or was croaked? Is it

a question of the individual, Hit-
ler? Or is it the class behind Hit-
ler, the finance capitalists and the
rich landowners? Read Hinden-
berg’s will and he reveals that his
aims were always the same as the
bloodiest fascist murderer. Hitler is
the symbol, the personification of
the brutal, savage, murderous dic-
tatorship of German capitalism; but
he is not the chief enemy. The
chief enemy is German capitalism,
which must be destroyed for the
revolution of the German toilers to
triumph, for tyranny to be ended
and socialism built in Germany.

Even now the Socialist leaders
want to mislead the German toil-
ers, want to direct their fire and
hatred against an individual instead
of against the whole rotten class
that stands behind him.

* * *

BUT let us see what Hindenburg
has to say his aims were in the

office of president where he was
placed with the help of the Social-
ist leaders of Germany.

It must be remembered that the
Socialist leaders urged the German
workers to vote for Hindenburg as
the protector of “democracy,” as the
enemy of Hitler. They were Hin-
denburg’s shock troops against the
Communist candidate Ernst Thaei-
mann. Thaelmann now rots in the
living tomb of a Nazi prison, from
whence he can be saved only by
the world pressure of the toiling
masses.

”1 was aware,” the old fossil
Hindenburg wrote, “that the
basic law of the State (the Wei-
mar constitution) and the form
ot government that the nation
gave itself in the hour of great
distress and internal weakness
did not correspond with the real
needs and characteristics of our
people.

“The hour was yet to ripen
when this knowledge became pub-
lic property. Therefore it seemed
to be my duty to lead the coun-
try through the valley of out-
ward oppression and humiliation,
internal distress and self-flagella-
tion without endangering its ex-
istence until this hour dawned.”

• * *

IN other words, this "lesser evil”
of the Socialist officialdom was

waiting for the first opportunity to
trample the Weimar constitution
into the garbage can and establish
the open, brutal dictatorship of his
class. This was the sole reason for
taking office, and in this he was
nobly assisted by the Socialist lead-
ers, who told the workers that Hin-
denburg’s only purpose in assum-
ing the presidency was to protect
the comedy of "democracy” he had
sworn to destroy as quickly as con-
ditions matured.

» • •

TIE even tells how he did it with-I* out arousing the revolutionary
resistance of the proletariat—for
which again, thanks to the Social-
ist leaders.

“Only step by step, therefore,
without provoking an overpower-
ing opposition, the shackles that
fettered us could be loosened.”

Here is a great lesson on how
the Socialist leaders protect the
“democratic” rights of the working
class. They support a Hindenburg,
or a Roosevelt, (or his NRA and
other deeds) or a LaGuardia to
guarantee the “democratic” rights
of the workers, when persistently
and consistently these good agents
of capitalism “step by step,” “with-
out provoking an overpowering op-
position,” tear to shreds the filthy
rag of “democracy” that covers
their naked dictatorship under-
neath.

* * *

IIINDENBURG, posthumously a-
“ pologizes to some of his finance

; capitalist and junker followers who
: did not at the time understand his

| acceptence of Socialist cooperation.
“If many of my old comrades.”

; he speaks from the grave, “at that
I time could not understand the
necessity of this course, history will

1 judge more justly how bitter, but
also how essential in the interest

j of the maintenance of German life,
many of these measures signed by
me have been.”

His greatest joy before his death
was to have seen the victory of
fascism (of which, according to the

j Socialist leaders, he was the great-
i est enemy).

* • •

“I THANK providence,” he
* writes, “for permitting me

to sec in the evening of my life
the hour of recovery. I thank
all those who in unselfish love
of the Fatherland have cooper-
ated in the work of Germany’s
resurgence.”

Messers. Weis. Leipart, Braun,
Severing. Hilferding the “lesser
evil” thanks you, along with Hitler,
from that grave into which the pro-
letarian revolution, led by the Com-
munist Party of Germany, will
plunge German capitalism.
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